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Preface

The concern of this book is the use of emergent computing and self-organization
modelling within various applications of complex systems. We focus our atten-
tion both on the innovative concepts and implementations in order to model
self-organizations, but also on the relevant applicative domains in which they
can be used efficiently.

First part deals with general modelling and methodology as conceptual ap-
proaches for complex systems description. An introductive chapter by Michel
Cotsaftis entitled “A Passage to Complex Systems”, treats the notion of
“Complex Systems” in opposition to that of a “Complicated System”. This
can be, he claims, comprehended immediately from the latin roots as “Com-
plex” comes from “cum plexus” (tied up with) whereas “complicated” origi-
nates from “cum pliare” (piled up with). The paper is a wide and rich disserta-
tion with elements of history (of the technical developement of mankind) with
its recents steps : mechanist, quantum and relativistic points of view. Then,
the need for a “passage” is illustrated by the discussion, with tools borrowed
from functional analysis, of a typical parametric differential system. The last
and conclusive parts give tracks for the study of Complex Systems, in particu-
lar one can hope to pass to quantitative study and control of complex systems
even if one has to consent a “larger intelligence delegation” to them (as an-
nounced in the introduction) by using and developing tools already present in
dissipative Physics and in Mathematical functional analysis and fixed point
theorems, for instance. This “passage” is followed by a wide bibliography of
more than 90 entries. The (non hasty) reader is invited to read this deep and
far reaching account before browsing through the book.

The chapter, “Holistic Metrics, a Trial on Interpreting Complex Systems” by
J. M. Feliz-Teixeira et al., proposes a simple and original method for estimat-
ing or characterize the behaviour of complex systems, in particular when these
are being studied throughout simulation. The originality of the chapter lies
in the fact that the time/observable space is replaced by the corresponding
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variable/observable space (as one does for Wavelet Transforms and in Quan-
tum Mechanics). Next chapter, “Different Goals in Multiscale Simulations and
How to Reach Them” by P. Tranouez et al., summarizes the works of the au-
thors on multiscale programs, mainly simulations. They present methods for
handling the different scales, with maintaining a summary, using an environ-
mental marker introducing a history in the data and finally using knowledge
on the behaviour of the different scales to handle them at the same time. “In-
variant Manifolds in Complex Systems” by J.-M. Ginoux et al. shows how to
locate, in a general dynamical system (on a 2,3 dimensional variety) remark-
able subsets which are flow-invariant. Part I ends with a chapter by Z. Odibat
et al. entitled “Application of Homotopy Perturbation Method for Ecosys-
tems Modelling” (HPM). HPM is one of the new methods belonging ranking
as one of the perturbation methods. The attention of the reader is focused on
the generation of the decomposition steps to build a solver using the HPM
method. Concrete solvers for prey-predator systems involving 2 or 3 popula-
tions are computed and a special attention is paid on implementation aspects.

Second part deals with swarm intelligence and neuronal learning. We focus our
attention here on how implement self-organization processes linked to applica-
tive problems. Both swarm intelligence and neuronal learning give some ways
to drive the whole system, respecting its complex structure. F. Ghezail et al.
use one of the most efficient swarm intelligence processes, ant colonies method,
to solve a multi-objective optimization problem. J. Franzolini et al. present a
very promising new approach based on swarm intelligence, immune network
systems. They give detailed explanation on the biological metaphor and accu-
rate simulation results. The last chapter of this part, by D.A. El-Kebbe et al.,
deals with the modelling of complex clustering tasks involved in cellular man-
ufacturing, using neural networks. On the basis of Kohonen’s self-organizing
maps, they introduce Fuzzy Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) networks to
claim on their efficiency to obtain consistent clustering results.

Third part entitled “Socio-Environmental Complex Modelling and Territorial
Intelligence”, deals with the complexity of systems where space is fundamen-
tally the center of the interaction network. This space interacts on the one
hand, with human themselves or their pre-defined or emergent organizations
and on the other hand within natural processes, based on living entities in-
side ecosystems or also on physical features (like in the complex multi-scale
phenomena leading to cliff collapse hazards described by Anne Duperret et
al.). In the first case, we focus on geographical information systems (GIS)
where humans are now able to notify, with an accuracy of location, the ma-
terial based on their own organization. Even if these GIS contitute an im-
pressive database in static way at a fixed time, they are still not able to
restitute the complexity of the human organization dynamics and we pro-
pose in this book some research developments to lead their evolution toward
their inherent complexity. H. Kadri-Dahmani et al. study the emergent prop-
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erties from the GIS updating propagation process over an interactive network;
R. Ghnemat et al. focus on the necessity of mixing GIS with active processes
called agents which are able to generate emergent organization from basic
simple rules like in Schelling’s segregation model; D. Provitolo proposes a
methodology deeply inspired from the complexity concepts, for modelling risk
and catastrophe systems within dynamical systems; G. Prevost et al. propose
an effective methodology, based on adaptative processes, to mix the two ma-
jors classes of simulation: differential approach and individual-based approach.
Through the unavoidable expression of the complexity expressed in these dif-
ferent contributions, we can feel how the Complexity Science renovates the
modelling approaches, respecting and highlighting the fundamental and clas-
sical methods by the “cum-plexus” combination of them to express the whole
system complexity, more than by the addition of a long list of complicated
scattered sub-systems.

Fourth part deals with emotion modelling within the cognitive processes as
the result of complex processes. The general purpose here is to try to give
some formal description to better understand the complex features involved
in the essential emotion–cognition–action interaction. Decision making is one
of the result of this interaction: K. Mahboub et al. study and propose a model
to mix in a complex way the emotional aspects in some player choices. In a
second paper, S. Baudic et al. propose a relevant approach leading to confront
theory and clinical practice to better improve the knowledge of emotion and
its interaction with memory (with practical illustration based on Alzheimer’s
disease) and with cognition (through the fear behaviour). Therapeutic appli-
cations can then be implemented from this methodology.

Fifth part deals with simulation and production systems. In that field, Com-
plexity Science gives a new way to model the engineering process involved in
some productions systems dealing with the management of a great number of
components and dimensions in multi-representation and multi-scale descrip-
tion. The contribution of B. Kausch et al. deals with this complex process,
applied to chemical engineering, using Petri nets modelling. The contribution
of G. Giulioni claims that self-organization phenomena and complexity theory
is a relevant way to model economic reality. This study proposes a model based
on the economic result of a large number of firms based on the evolution of
capital and the dynamics of productivity. The discussion from output results
enlights the emergence of attractors on the aspects of limit cycles and possible
transition to equilibrium. The contribution of A. Dumbuya et al. deals with
the complexity of traffic interaction and the development of a driver model
based on neural networks. The goal is to improve the behavioural intelligence
and realism in driving simulation scenarios.
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This book is the outcome of a workshop meeting within ESM 2006 (Eurosis),
held in Toulouse (France) in october 2006, under the efficient organization of
Philippe Geril that we would like to thank here.

Le Havre & Paris, France, Cyrille Bertelle
April 2008 Gérard H.E. Duchamp
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A Passage to Complex Systems

Michel Cotsaftis

LACSC - ECE
53 rue de Grenelle
75007 Paris, France
mcot@ece.fr

Summary. Complex systems are the new scientific frontier which was emerging in
the past decades with advance of modern technology and the study of new para-
metric domains in natural systems. An important challenge is, contrary to classical
systems studied so far, the great difficulty in predicting their future behaviour from
an initial instant as by their very structure the interactions strength between sys-
tem components is shielding completely their specific individual features. So these
systems are a counterexample to reductionism so strongly influential in Science with
Cartesian method only valid for complicated systems. Whether complex systems are
obeying strict laws like classical systems is still unclear, but it is however possible
today to develop methods which allow to handle some dynamical properties of such
system. They should comply with representing system self organization when passing
from complicated to complex, which rests upon the new paradigm of passing from
classical trajectory space to more abstract trajectory manifolds associated to natu-
ral system invariants characterizing complex system dynamics. So they are basically
of qualitative nature, independent of system state space dimension and, because
of generic impreciseness, privileging robustness to compensate for not well known
system parameter and functional variations. This points toward the importance of
control approach for a complex system, the more as for industrial applications there
is now evidence that transforming a complicated man made system into a complex
one is extremely beneficial for overall performance improvement. But this requires
larger intelligence delegation to the system, and a well defined control law should
be set so that a complex system described in very general terms can behave in a
prescribed way. The method is to use the notion of equivalence class within which
the system is forced to stay by action of the control law constructed in explicit terms
from mathematical (and even approximate) representation of system dynamics.

1 Introduction

After observation of natural most visible phenomena for many centuries, Man
realized that they are depending on an order which He was then willing to
discover. From hypotheses He made as simple and acceptable as possible, He
constructed laws representing these phenomena and allowing Him to predict
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them, starting from the most elementary ones corresponding to simple sys-
tems defined as being easily isolated in their observation and their evolution,
and later extending them to complicated systems by reductionism. This mil-
lennium long quest produced adapted representation of the universe, with
mainly a “classical” one for human size phenomena, corrected by “quantum”
effects at atomic and sub-atomic infinitely small size and “relativistic” ones at
galactic and extra-galactic infinitely large ones. However a new situation grad-
ually emerged from the extraordinary advance in modern technology which
took place soon after World War II, both with natural (including living or-
ganisms) and man made systems. Recent and finer observations of first ones
have shown the existence of another very broad class of systems gathering
a very large number of heterogeneous components and characterized by the
extremely strong level of their mutual interactions with considerable impact
on final system output. Amongst them the most advanced living systems are
unravelling with great pain their extraordinarily intricate structure allowing
them to perform highly advanced tasks for their survival. In the same way
man made systems have also reached a level with individual very highly per-
forming components, and the acute problem is today to take full advantage
of their specific capability. These new coming systems called complex (from
Latin origin “cum plexus” : tied up with) systems are no longer reducible to
simple systems like complicated (from Latin origin “cum pliare” : piled up
with) ones by Descartes method. The difficulty comes from observation that
usual splitting of real world dynamics into mechanical and thermodynamic
representations is not enough to handle these structures staying in between
as their global response is not predictable from strict mechanical component
behaviour but is not approachable either by thermodynamic global analysis
as convective effects are still important. New ways have to be developed for
proper analysis of their dynamics which do not come out from just addition
of the ones of their components, and the research of final system behaviour is,
due to importance of nonlinearities, generally outside the range of application
of classical methods. This is understandable inasmuch as from observations in
many natural domains complex system often reaches its stage after exhibiting
a series of branching along which it was bifurcating toward a new global state
the features of which are not usually amenable to a simple local study, being
remembered that the branching phenomenon is resting upon a full nonlinear
and global behaviour. There exists another important class of systems com-
posed of agents with definite properties for which complex stage is reached
via the firing of interactions between the agents. In this case it is usually said
that there is emergence of a new behaviour even if the term is not clearly
defined yet[1]. However, despite still many divergent definitions of “complex
system”[2] a more and more accepted one is that a system going into complex
stage becomes self organized[3]. A fundamental and immediate consequence
is that the determination of system dynamics now requires manipulation of
less degrees of freedom than the system has initially. For man made systems,
this means that their control in complex stage is realized when acting on a
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restricted number of degrees of freedom, the other ones being taken care of
by internal reorganization. More precisely there is impossibility to control all
degrees of freedom of a system from outside when interaction strengths be-
tween its components are above some threshold value, and dynamical effects
are still effective (so the threshold value is below the ultimate “statistical”
threshold above which the system looses its dynamics and becomes random,
entering the domain of thermodynamics). A reason is that when crossing the
threshold value from below, characteristic internal interaction time between
interested components becomes shorter than (fixed) characteristic cascading
time from outer source. Thus internal power flux overpasses outer cascad-
ing power flux and drives in turn interested components dynamics up to last
thermodynamic stage where characteristic internal interaction time becomes
so short that internal system dynamics are replaceable by ergodic ones. Glob-
ally, in the same way as there are three states of matter (solid, liquid, gas),
there are also three stages of system structure (simple, complicated, complex).
Each stage exhibits its own features and corresponding organization which, for
the first two stages at least, is manifested by physical laws. In mathematical
terms, one is gradually passing when increasing interaction strength between
system components from all microscopic system invariants (the 6 N initial
positions and velocities) in mechanical stage to more and more global ones
when entering complex stage up to the last thermodynamic stage where the
only system invariant is energy (and sometimes momentum). This has been
observed when numerically integrating differential systems and seeing that
trajectories are filling in denser way larger and larger domains in phase space
with existence of chaos, invariant manifolds and strange attractors[4] when
increasing the value of coupling parameter. From this very rapid description
there is a double challenge in understanding the behaviour of complex stage
by building new adapted tools, and, because of their consequences, by devel-
oping new methods for application to modern technology. A more advanced
step is also to understand why natural complex systems are appearing from
their complicated stage. Some elements of these questions will be considered
in the following.

2 Methods of Approach

For a large class of natural systems, complex stage is thus usually occurring
after branching process leading to internal reorganization necessarily com-
patible with system boundary conditions, basically a nonlinear phenomenon.
Various methods do exist to deal with both in Applied Mathematics and in
Control methods. In first group, where interest is in analyzing system proper-
ties as it stands, results on “chaotic” state show that the later represents the
general case of non linear non integrable systems[5], reached for high enough
value of (nonlinear) coupling parameter. In second group another dimension is
added by playing on adapted parameters to force system behaviour to a fixed
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one. Despite its specific orientation it will appear later that this way of ap-
proach when properly amended is more convenient to provide the framework
for studying systems in complex stage. Are belonging to this group extensive
new control methods often (improperly) called “intelligent”[6], supposed to
give systems the ability to behave in a much flexible and appropriate way.
However these analyses, aside unsolved stability and robustness problems[7],
still postulate that system trajectory can be followed as in classical mechan-
ical case, and be acted upon by appropriate means. In present case on the
contrary, the very strong interaction between components in natural systems
induces as observed in experiments a wandering of trajectory which becomes
indistinguishable from neighbouring ones[8], and only manifolds can be identi-
fied and separated[9]. So even if it could be tracked, specific system trajectory
cannot be modified by action at this level because there is no information
content from system point of view, as already well known in Thermodynam-
ics[10]. Similar situation occurs in modern technology applications where it is
no longer possible to track system trajectory. Only dynamic invariant mani-
folds can be associated to tasks to give now systems the possibility to decide
their trajectory for a fixed task assignment (for which there exists in general
many allowed trajectories). Whether from natural systems or from models,
in both cases there is a shift to a situation where the mathematical structure
generates a manifold instead of a single trajectory, now needed for fulfill-
ing technical requirements in task execution under imposed (and often tight)
economic constraints. This already very important qualitative jump in the
approach of highly nonlinear systems requires proper tools for being correctly
handled. So to analyze complex systems applicable methods should adapt to
the new manifold paradigm and the first step is to consider system trajectory
as a whole x(.) instead of the set [x(t1), x(t2) ... x(tn)] for the time instants
[t1, t2 ... tn] in usual mechanistic approach. As a consequence, handling a
(complete) trajectory as elementary unit requires a framework where this is
possible, and the convenient one is Functional Analysis. Then the problem of
complex system dynamics can be reformulated in the following way. Consider
the finite dimensional nonlinear and time dependent systems

dxs

dt
= Fs(xs(t), u(t), d(t), t) (1)

where Fs(., ., ., .) : R
n × R

m × R
p × R

1 �→ R
n is a C1 function of its first

two arguments, xs(t) the system state, u(t) the control input, and d(t) the
disturbance acting upon the system. In full generality the control input u(t)
can be either a parameter which can be manipulated by operator action in
man made system or more generally an acting parameter on the system from
its environment to the variation of which it is intended to study the sensitiv-
ity. To proceed, this equation will be considered as a generic one with now
u(.) ∈ U and d(.) ∈ D, where U and D are two function spaces to be defined
in compatibility with the problem, for instance Lp, Wp

n, Mp
n, respectively

Lebesgue, Sobolev and Marcenkievitch-Besicovitch spaces[11] related to use-
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ful and global physical properties such as energy and/or power boundedness
and smoothness. Now for u(.) and d(.) in their definition spaces, eqn(1) pro-
duces a solution xs(.) which generates a manifold E and the problem is now to
analyze the partitioning of U and D corresponding to the different (normed)
spaces S within which E can be embedded. When S is M2

n for instance simple
stability property is immediately recovered. The base method to express this
property is the use of fixed point theorem in its various representations [12].
The generality of this approach stems to the fact that all stability and em-
bedding methods written so far since pioneering work of Lyapounov[13] and
Poincaré[14] are alternate expressions of this base property[15]. The prob-
lem is easily formulated when there exists a functional bounding Fs(., ., ., .)
in norm. For instance, a usual bound (related to Caratheodory condition in
Thermodynamics) is in the form of generalized Lipschitz inequality[16]

||Fs(x, u, d, t) − Fs(x′, u′, d′, t′)|| ≤

Ls(t)||x − x′||λs + L1(t)(||u − u′||∞ + ||d − d′||∞ (2)

Then by substitution one gets for xs(t) the bound

||xs(t)|| ≤ ||xs(t0)|| +
∫ t

t0

[
Ls(t′)||xs(t′)||λs + R1(t′)

]
dt′ (3)

with R1(t) = L1(t)
[
||u(t)||∞ + ||d(t)||∞

]
and when solving for xs(t)

∫ t

t0

R1(t′)dt′ ≥ ||xs(t)|| 2F1

(
1, λ−1

s , 1 + λ−1
s ;−Sup

[Ls(t)
R1(t)

]
||xs(t)||λs

)
(4)

with 2F1(α, β, γ; z) the hypergeometric function[17]. So there is a fixed point
xs(t) ∈ L∞ for u, d ∈ L∞ exhibiting simple stability property. The result
extends to more general non decreasing bounding function g(||x−x′||) instead
of polynomial one in eqn(2) [18]. A further step is obtained when representing
eqn(1) close to a solution xs0(t) obtained for a specific input u0(t) by

dΔxs

dt
= AΔxs + BΔu + η (5)

with xs(t) = xs0(t) + Δxs and

u(t) = u0(t) + KΔxs + Δu (6)

splitting apart linear terms in Δxs and Δu, and where is standing for all the
other terms. If there exists a bound |η| ≤ ρ(|Δxs|, |Δu|, t) it is possible to find
the functional form of u so that Δxs(t) belong to a prescribed function space.
For instance with the expression[19]
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Δu =
ρ(BT B)−1BT PΔxs

α||PΔxs|| + εf(.)
(7)

where K is supposed to be such that AT P + PA + dP
dt = −Q has a solution

(P,Q) positive definite, and f(.) to be determined, one gets the bounding
equation for Δxs

dX

dt
= −λmin(Q)X + 2

ε

α
ρ.f(.) (8)

For given functional dependence ρ(|Δxs|, |Δu|, t), the problem can now be
stated as the determination of the functional dependence f(.) for which X(t)
exhibits specific behaviour in definition interval (in general for large t). Differ-
ently said, this is researching correspondence between function spaces X and
F , with X(.) ∈ X and f(.) ∈ F , so that for given ρ(., .) X ⊂ S initially fixed.
In present case more specifically, eqn(2) becomes ρ(X,Δu, t) ≤ a(t)+b(t)Xp/μ.
Substitution theorems[20] for Sobolev spaces gives ρ(X, ., t) ∈ Wp

1 if a(.) ∈ Lp

, b(.) ∈ Lq and 1/p = 1/q+μ/p, and application of Hölder inequality to eqn(8)

gives X(.) ∈ W r
1 if f(.) = kXs so that 1/r = 1/p + 1/s. In physical terms

eqn(8) expresses that, under the adverse actions of the attractive harmonic
potential in first term of the right hand side and of the globally repulsive sec-
ond one from the nonlinear terms, its solution belongs also to a Sobolev space
S defined by previous relations between index of the various initial Sobolev
spaces. Note that when a(.) = 0, eqn(8) becomes a Bernouilli equation with
solution

X(t) =
X0exp(−λmin(Q)t)[

1 − 2ε(p/μ+s−1)X
(p/μ+s−1)
0 )

α

∫ t

t0
b(t′)exp(−(p/μ + s − 1)t′)dt′

] 1
p/μ+s−1

(9)
with X0 = X(t0), exhibiting a non exponential but asymptotic time depen-
dence for large t when there is no zero in the denominator defining the attrac-
tion domain of eqn(1) in terms of actual parameters and initial conditions.
Importantly the result of eqn(9) shows that there is an equivalence robustness
class for all equations having the same bounding equation as the proposed
approach is not focusing on a specific and single eqn(1) but on a class here
defined with few parameters. The interesting point is the role of the attractive
harmonic potential included in the expression of u(.) in eqn(6) defining the
attraction class in S. More generally this suggests the very simple picture of
a “test” of eqn(1) on a prescribed space S by a set of harmonic springs over
a base set of S. Evidently if the smallest of the springs is found to be attrac-
tive for actual parameters u(.) and d(.) the embedding is realized in S. So
the embedding is solely controlled by the sign of the smallest spring, which is
an extremely weak and clearly identified knowledge about the system under
study. This opens on the application of spectral methods which appear to
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be particularly powerful because they are linking a evident physical meaning
(the power flow) with a well defined and operating method to construct a fixed
point in the target space S[15]. Obviously the number of dimensions of the ini-
tial system is irrelevant as long as only the smallest spring force (the smallest
eigenvalue of system equation in space S) is required. In this sense such result
is far more efficient than usual Lyapounov method which is a limited algebraic
approach to the problem. Another element coming out of previous result is
the fact that present approach is particularly well tailored for handling the
basic and difficult problem of equivalence, especially asymptotic equivalence
where system dynamics reduce for large time to a restricted manifold, and
sometimes a finite one even if initial system dimension is infinite as for in-
stance for turbulent flow in Fluids dynamics[21]. So asymptotic analysis is
also a very powerful tool for studying complex systems, especially when they
belong to the class of reducible ones. Such systems are defined by the fact that
the bifurcation phenomenon which generates the branching toward more com-
plex structure is produced by effects with characteristic time and space scales
extremely different (and much smaller) from base system ones. So the system
can be split into large and small components the dynamics of which main-
tain system global structure from the first when interacting with the second in
charge of dissipation because they have lost their phase correlations, hence the
name of dissipative structures[22]. Due to smallness and indistinguishability
the initial values of small components are obeying central limit theorem and
are distributed according to a Gaussian. However, it is not possible to neglect
at this stage their dynamics which can on a (long) time compared to their
own time scale act significantly on large components dynamics, and the usual
Chandrasekhar model[23] does not apply here. Small components dynamics
can be asymptotically solved on (long) large components time scale, and in-
jected in large components ones. Then system dynamics are still described by
large components, but modified by small components action[24].

3 Mastering Complex Systems

In previous part a few methods have been defined to elucidate the new chal-
lenge represented by the understanding of complex systems dynamics, mainly
because of their internal self-organization shielding the access to their full dy-
namics as for previous simple and complicated systems. Here by choosing an
approach based on how to act onto the system much more than on a simple
description, it has been seen that advantage of this feature can be taken by
abandoning initial and too much demanding mechanistic point of view for a
more global one where outer action is limited to acceptable one for the system
fixed by its actual internal organization state. It is immediately expectable
that by reducing outer action to this acceptable one, one could expect the
system to produce its best performance in some sense because it will natu-
rally show less dependence on outer environment. An elementary illustration
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of this approach is given by the way dogs are acting on a herd of cattle in the
meadows. If there are n animals wandering around, they represent a system
with 2n degrees of freedom (3n when counting their orientation). Clearly the
dog understands that it is hopeless with his poor 2 degrees of freedom to con-
trol all the animals, so his first action is to gather all the animals so that by
being close enough they have strong enough interactions transforming their
initial complicated system into a complex one with dramatically less degrees
of freedom, in fact only two like himself. Then he can control perfectly well the
herd as easily observed. The astonishing fact is that dogs are knowing what
to do (and they even refuse to do anything with animals unable to go into this
complex stage) but today engineers are not yet able to proceed in similar way
with their own constructions. This is an immense challenge industrial civilisa-
tion is facing today justifying if any the needs to study these complex systems.
This has to be put in huge historical perspective of human kind, where first
men understood that they had to extend the action of their hand by more
and more adapted tools. This was the first step of a delegation from human
operator to executing tool, after to executing machine, which is now entering
a new and unprecedented step because of complexity barrier, where contrary
to previous steps, system trajectory now escapes from human operator who is
confined in a supervision role. As indicated earlier, the new phenomenon of self
organization does not allow to split apart single system trajectory as before,
and forces to consider only manifolds which are the only elements accessible to
action from environment. So the system should now be given the way to create
its own trajectory contrary to previous situations where it was controlled to
follow a predetermined one. This requires a special “intelligence” delegation
which, as a consequence, implies the possibility for the system to manipulate
information flux in parallel to usual power flux solely manipulated in pre-
vious steps. Strikingly Nature has been facing this issue a few billion years
ago when cells with DNA “memory” molecules have emerged from primitive
environment. They exhibit the main features engineers try today to imbed
in their own constructions, mainly a very high degree of robustness resulting
from massive parallelism and high redundancy. Though extremely difficult to
understand, their high degree of accomplishment especially in the interplay
between power and information fluxes may provide interesting guidelines for
technical present problem. Classical control problem[25] with typical control
loops guaranteeing convergence of system output toward a prescribed trajec-
tory fixed elsewhere, shifts to another one where the system, from only task
prescription, has to generate its own trajectory in the manifold of realizable
ones. A specific type of internal organisation has to be set for this purpose
which not only gives the system necessary knowledge of outside world, but also
integrates its new features at system level[26]. In other words, it is not possi-
ble to continue classical control line by adding ingredients extending previous
results to new intelligent task control. Another type of demand is emerging
when mathematically passing from space time local trajectory control to more
global manifold control based on giving the system its own intelligence with
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its own capacities rather than usual dump of outer operator intelligence into
an unfit structure. The question of selecting appropriate information for task
accomplishment and linking it to system dynamics has also to be solved when
passing to manifold control[27]. A possibility is to mimic natural systems by
appropriately linking system degrees of freedom for better functioning, ie to
make it fully “complex”. Another class of problems is related to manipulation
of information flux by itself in relation to the very fast development of systems
handling this flux. Overall, a more sophisticated level is now appearing which
relates to the shift toward more global properties “intelligent” systems should
have. Recall that at each level of structure development, the system should
satisfy specific properties represented in corresponding mathematical terms
: stability for following its command, robustness for facing adverse environ-
ment, and at task level, determinism for guaranteeing that action is worth
doing it. Prior to development of more powerful hardware components, the
problem should be solved by proper embedding into the formalism of recent
advances in modern functional analysis methods in order to evaluate the re-
quirements for handling this new paradigm. An interesting output of proposed
“functional” approach is to show that contrary to usual results, it is possible
at lower system level to guarantee robust asymptotic stability within a ro-
bustness ball at least the size of system uncertainty. The method can even be
extended to accommodate “unknown” systems for which there is reverse in-
equality[28]. The resulting two-level control is such that upper decisional level
is totally freed from lower guiding (classical) level and can be devoted to man-
ifold selection on which system trajectory takes place. Today active research is
conducted on guaranteeing determinism by merging IT with complex systems
with very difficult questions still under study[29] in concomitant manipulation
of power and information fluxes, especially in embedded autonomous systems
playing a larger and larger role in modern human civilisation. Summarizing, in
many observed cases, systems from chemistry, physics, biology and probably
economy to (artificial) man made ones are becoming dissipative as a conse-
quence of a microscopic non accessible phenomenon which strongly determines
global system behaviour. The resulting internal organization which adapts to
boundary conditions from system environment leads to great difficulty for
representing correctly their dynamics. For man made systems, the control of
their dynamics is the more difficult as they ought to be more autonomous to
comply with imposed constraints. Only a compromise is possible by acting on
inputs respecting this internal organization.

4 Conclusion

The recent technology development has opened the exploration of a new kind
of systems characterized by a large number of heterogeneous and strongly
interacting components. These “complex” systems are exhibiting important
enough self-organization to shield individual component behaviour in their
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response to exterior action which now takes place on specific manifolds cor-
responding to dynamic invariants generated by components interactions. The
manifolds are the “smallest” element which can be acted upon from out-
side because even if finer elements can be observed, there is no information
content associated to it for acting on the system. As there is a reduction
of accessible system state space, the system at complex stage becomes more
independent from outside environment power flux (and more robust to its vari-
ations). When associating information flux in primitive systems by creating
“memory” DNA molecules very early in Earth history, Nature has extended
system independence with respect to laws of Physics by existence of living
beings (however the unavoidable dissipative nature of their structure leads to
necessarily finite lifetime which Nature has been circumventing by inventing
reproduction, transferring the advance in autonomy to species). In this sense,
and in agreement with Aristoteles view, existence of complex systems is the
first necessary step from natural background structure toward independence
and isolation of a domain which could later manage its own evolution by ac-
cessing to life and finally to thought. Though at a minor level, a somewhat
similar problem exists today with man made systems which have a large num-
ber of highly performing and strongly interacting components, and have to
be optimized for economic reasons. To deal with such a situation, a control
type approach has been chosen as most appropriate for properly setting the
compromise between outer action and internal organization which now drives
power fluxes inside the system. The problem of studying complex systems dy-
namics is expressible as an embedding problem in appropriate function spaces
solvable by application of fixed point theorem, of which all previous results
since Poincaré and Lyapounov are special applications. The control approach
is also useful for mastering man made systems routinely built up today in
industry and for giving them the appropriate structure implying today the
delegation of specific “intelligence” required for guiding system trajectory. In
parallel, the huge production increase and the multiplication of production
centres is opening the questions of their interaction with environment and of
the resulting risk, both domains in which scientific response has been modest
up to now due to inadequacy of classical “hard” methods to integrate prop-
erly their global (and essential) aspect. Aside, the role of “soft” sciences has
been also disappointing as long as they have not yet integrated quantitative
observations in their approach.
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Summary. In this text is proposed a simple method for estimating or character-
ize the behaviour of complex systems, in particular when these are being studied
throughout simulation. Usual ways of treating the complex output data obtained
from the activity (real or simulated) of such a kind of systems, which in many cases
people classify and analyse along the time domain, usually the most complex per-
spective, is herein substituted by the idea of representing such data in the frequency
domain, somehow like what is commonly done in Fourier Analysis and in Quantum
Mechanics. This is expected to give the analyst a more holistic perspective on the
system’s behaviour, as well as letting him/her choose almost freely the complex
states in which such behaviour is to be projected. We hope this will lead to simpler
processes in characterizing complex systems.

1 Introduction

There are presently very few notes on the kind of metrics that could be reliable
and of practical relevance when applied to the interpretation of complex sys-
tems behaviour. These systems are often based on intricate structures where
a high number of entities interact with each other. Metrics are there for ap-
propriately characterizing the nodes or individual parts of such structures, or
small groups of them, but when the intent is a measure for the complete struc-
ture either they fail or appear to be too simplistic. That is certainly a good
reason for modelling those cases using a strategic point of view, removing the
time variable from the process, as in doing so the complexity is reduced a
priori.

But when a dynamic and detailed representation is essential, the interpreta-
tion of the results and the characterization of the system frequently fail. This
issue seems sometimes also related to a certain tendency impregnated in the
minds to look at the systems from a pre-established perspective. At this point,
however, perhaps this may be considered a conflict between different scientific
approaches: the classical western reductionism, of anglo-saxonic inspiration,
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which believes the best approach is to break the system into small parts and
understand, model or control those parts separately and then join them to-
gether, therefore looking at the world in an individualist way; and a more
holistic approach, a vision slowly spreading and largely inspired by oriental
cultures, which considers that each part of the system must be seen together
with the whole and not in isolation, and therefore locates the tone in how the
interactions between such parts contribute to the whole behaviour. Hopp and
Spearman [Hopp et al. 2001], for instance, comment about this saying that
”too much emphasis on individual components can lead to a loss of perspec-
tive for the overall system”.

A significant number of authors defend this opinion, pointing out the im-
portance of developing a more holistic point of view to interpret and study
systems behaviour, in a way that analyses maintain enough fidelity to the
system as a whole. As Tranouez et al. [Tranouez et al. 2003], who apply sim-
ulation to ecosystems, would say: a complex system is more than the simple
collection of its elements. In management science, for instance, the ”western”
approach frequently generates difficulties at the interfaces between elements,
typically of inventory or communication type. On the other hand, as just-in-
time (JIT) systems give better emphasis to the relations and interactions and
are continuously improving, the overall movements tend to be more harmo-
nious. JIT already looks at systems in a certain holistic way. The same seems
to be true in regard to other fields where simulation is applied, and mainly
when the number of states to simulate is high.

2 Holistic measuring (a proposal)

But, what concerning metrics? How can one measure such a high number of
states typically found in complex systems in order to effectively retrieve from
them some sort of useful information?

As a metric is a characterization, we could think that maybe the modern Data
Mining (DM) techniques could be extensively applied, for instance. These
techniques use decision trees and other algorithms to discover hidden patterns
in huge amounts of data, and are nowadays applied to almost any problem
based on extensive data records, for instance, in e-Commerce for customer pro-
file monitoring, in genetics research, in fraud detection, credit risk analysis,
etc., and even for suspected ”terrorist” detection (see Edelstein, [Edelstein
2001, Edelstein 2003]). However, they often imply the usage of high perfor-
mance computers, sometimes with parallel processors, as well as huge compu-
tational resources to analyse GBytes or even TBytes of data. They are useful
when any single record of data can be precious for the future result, and thus
when all data must be analysed.
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On the other hand, in many practical simulations a significant amount of data
is not significant for the final conclusions, the simulation process is in itself
a filter, and therefore such data may well be ignored in the outputs, even if
it could have been essential to ensure the detailed simulation process to run.
In the perspective of the author, maybe there is a way that could deserve
some attention: the idea is to filter such data during the simulation execution
and, at the same time, to turn the measures probabilistic by using an approach
somehow inspired by the Fourier Analysis and the Quantum Mechanics. That
is, to represent the overall system state (Ψ) in terms of certain base functions
(Ψi), and then to measure the probabilities (αi) associated with each of these
functions. The interesting aspect of this is that each base state function (Ψi)
could even be arbitrarily chosen by the analyst, and the probabilities (αi)
easily computed during the simulation process. Final results would then be
summarised in some expression of the form:

Ψ = α1Ψ1 + α2Ψ2 + ... + αiΨi + ... + αnΨn (1)

which could be interpreted as: there is a probability of α1 that the system will
be found in the state Ψ1, a probability of α2 that the system will be found
in the state Ψ2, etc. This would be the final measure of the system, in a sort
of characterization of expectations under certain conditions. This also corre-
sponds to projecting the system behaviour into the generalised vectors base
of state functions (Ψi). The amounts αi simply correspond to the values of
those projections.

In Fourier Analysis, for instance, the complex behaviour observed in the time
axis (see the example of figure 1) is substituted by the decomposition of such a
signal into sine and cosine mathematical functions, and that way transferred
to the frequency domain.

Fig. 1. Example of a general complex signal

The result is that the analyst is now much more able to visualize and to in-
terpret the complexity of the previous signal, since it is as if this signal would
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be now expressed in terms of patterns (see example of figure 2). What firstly
appeared as a confusing and almost randomly up-and-down behaviour may
now be simply understood as the summation of some sinusoidal patterns with
different amplitudes. Quantum Mechanics uses a similar formalism. We be-
lieve that the method proposed here will help generating such a clean view
also when applied to the behaviour of complex systems.

Fig. 2. Typical signal in the frequency domain

The present proposal may also be understood as an attempt to represent the
system’s behaviour in terms of a sort of generalised histogram, where the
categories are the functions Ψi, which may correspond to the frequencies fi

in the previous figure, and the probabilities αi are made to correspond to the
amplitudes aj in the same figure. In terms of this figure, the analyst would
recognize a probability of a1 that the system would be found in the state f1,
a probability of a2 that the system would be found in the state f2, etc.

3 An imaginary example

But, to help explain this, we can imagine a complex system like the Supply
Chain shown in figure 3, for example. This is an example inspired by the com-
pany ZARA, the trendy Spanish clothes manufacturer of La Coruna. This
company, from the INDITEX group, is worldwide known as a paradigm of
success, despite its owner, and major manager, Mr Ortega, the second rich-
est person in Spain, refusing several conventional practices claimed by most
schools of management. ZARA refuses, for instance, the idea of advertisement.
Forgive me if indirectly I am advertising it here. Returning to our subject,
how can we apply our concept of holistic metrics to retrieve some useful in-
formation from such a complex case 1? How can we specify the base functions
1 In this figure is represented less than perhaps 10% of the real ZARA global Supply

Chain structure.
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(or base states) in which the system’s behaviour will be projected? How will
we calculate and represent the respective projections?

Fig. 3. Imaginary Supply Chain inspired by ZARA

First of all, we have to choose the Ψi functions into which the measures will be
projected. We may choose them in terms of some specific conditions related
to the information that must be obtained from the system. For example, if Mr
Ortega is concerned about the levels of stockouts, holdingcosts, servicelevel,
turnover, etc., which are typical measures of Supply Chain Management,
he may for example define some sort of base functions by using conditions of
the type:

Ψ1 - Stockouts above 7%;
Ψ2 - Holdingcosts above 5%;
Ψ3 - Servicelevel under 75%;
Ψ4 - Turnover under 2%.

Then, while the system is running, it must be projected into these set of
functions, that is, the occurrences of each of these conditions must be counted
up, whenever they are true. Thus, supposing nj the accumulated number of
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occurrences of the condition Ψj , and Nj the total number of its samples, an
estimation of αj can simply be computed as:

αj = nj/Nj (2)

And the overall system state will therefore be expressed as:

Ψ = (n1/N1)Ψ1 + (n2/N2)Ψ2 + (n3/N3)Ψ3 + (n4/N4)Ψ4 (3)

Notice that, in general, base functions are chosen to be orthogonal, or in-
dependent of each other, but in fact that is not a must for using this type
of representation. One can also project a system into non orthogonal axis.
As we said previously, such a measure may be seen as a characterization of
expectations under certain conditions. The overall system state is, in reality,
represented by the following weighted expression:

α1 × (Stockouts > 7) + α2 × (Holdingcosts > 5)
+α3 × (Servicelevel < 75) + α4 × (Turnover < 2) (4)

Now, if we build a histogram out of this data, we will characterize the system
by means of a probabilistic graphical format, obtaining something of the type
presented in the next figure (Fig.4), where the probabilities are the αi.

Fig. 4. Characterization of the system’s behaviour

So, once the base states are well defined by the analyst, the characterization
of the system is possible, no matters how complex the system is. We recall
that in many practical cases the analyst is mainly focused in being sure that
certain variables of the model do not cross some upper or lower limits, or, if
they do, with which probability it happens. In order to evaluate the system in
a wider range of modes of behaviour, several studies of this kind can be made
with the system operating in different conditions. That will make possible to
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improve the knowledge about the system, or its characterization.

The former example was taken from a typical Supply Chain problem (see
Feliz-Teixeira [Feliz-Teixeira 2006]), but this technique can be applied in gen-
eral to other complex systems. For example, in a traffic system of a town,
the complex states could be chosen to be the number of cars exceeding a
certain value in a certain region, the travel time exceeding a certain value in
another region, the number of public vehicles reaching a certain zone inferior
to the minimum required, etc. As we recommend that these base functions
(or complex base states) be well defined before simulation takes place, it im-
plies that the simulation objectives must be well known prior to the start of
the simulation process. Not always this is possible, of course, since simulation
can be used to detect anomalous situations not predictable by means of other
methods, for example.

This technique may, however, be also used as a method for analyse any sort of
results, by being directly applied to the raw outputs of the complex system.
In that case, the simulation will be a standard process and all the work is
done by data manipulation. The results, in principle, will be the same, but
that approach will in general be much more time consuming.

Finally, we would like to emphasise that we use the term ”holistic metric”
for distinguishing this kind of approach from those approaches which usually
characterize systems by means of averages and standard deviations taken over
a certain number of variables (usually a high number). These, as we know,
frequently confuse the analyst’s mind with the complexity of the results, in-
stead of allowing a useful interpretation of the system’s behaviour. Quantity
of information is not all, and sometimes it can even generate confusion instead
of clarity, if it is in excess. Besides, the method presented here goes on the
trend of the ”holistic” mind that seems to emerge in our days, as we defend.

4 Conclusions

Complex results generated by a complex system are very much dependent on
how the analyst looks at the system and on how such results are analysed.
We would say that any complex system can be minimally understood as long
as the analyst knows what to search for, that is, if the objectives of the study
are previously defined. This is because such objectives can in reality be used
to establish the base functions (vectors) of an imaginary space where the
complex behaviour will be projected, that way giving an automatic meaning
to the results. This may also be seen as an attempt to measure the outputs
of systems in the frequency domain (as in Fourier Analysis and in Quantum
Mechanics), instead of in the time domain where signals usually are more
difficult to interpret. Although no practical cases have yet been studied based
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on the idea presented in this article, we expect to use and test this approach
in our next studies of simulation. We would also be pleased with receiving
some feedback from anyone who decided to apply the same logic.
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Summary. In this paper we sum up our works on multiscale programs, mainly
simulations. We first start with describing what multiscaling is about, how it helps
perceiving signal from a background noise in a flow of data for example, for a direct
perception by a user or for a further use by another program. We then give three
examples of multiscale techniques we used in the past, maintaining a summary,
using an environmental marker introducing an history in the data and finally using
a knowledge on the behavior of the different scales to really handle them at the same
time.

Key words: Multiscale, clustering, dynamic graphs, adaptation

1 Introduction: What this paper is about, and what it’s
not

Although we delved into different applications and application domains, the
computer science research goals of our team has remained centered on the
same subject for years. It can be expressed in different ways that we feel are,
if not exactly equivalent, at least closely connected. It can be defined as man-
aging multiple scales in a simulation. It also consists in handling emergent
structures in a simulation. It can often also be seen as dynamic heuristic clus-
tering of dynamic data3. This paper is about this theme, about why we think
3 We will of course later on describe in more details what we mean by all this.
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it is of interest and what we’ve done so far in this direction. It is therefore akin
to a state of the art kind of article, except more centered on what we did. We
will allude to what others have done, but the focus of the article is presenting
our techniques and what we’re trying to do, like most articles do, and not
present an objective description of the whole field, as the different applica-
tions examples could make think : we’re sticking to the same computer science
principles overall. We’re taking one step back from our works to contemplate
them all, and not the three steps which would be necessary to encompass the
whole domain, as it would take us beyond the scope of this book.

2 Perception: filtering to make decisions

I look at a fluid flow simulation but all I’m interested in is where does the
turbulence happen, in a case where I couldn’t know before the simulation [Tra-
nouez 2005a]. I use a multi-participant communication system in a crisis man-
agement piece of software and I would like to know what are the main interests
of each communicant based on what they are saying [Lesage 1999]. I use an
Individual-Based Model (IBM) of different fish species but I’m interested in
the evolution of the populations, not the individual fish [Prevost 2004]. I use
a traffic simulation with thousands of cars and a detailed town but what I
want to know is where the traffic jams are (coming soon).

In all those examples, I use a piece of software which produces huge amounts
of data but I’m interested in phenomena of a different scale than the raw basic
components. What we aim at is helping the user of the program to reach what
he is interested in, be this user a human (Clarification of the representation) or
another program (Automatic decision making). Although we’re trying to stay
general in this part, we focused on our past experience of what we actually
managed to do, as described in “Some techniques to make these observations
in a time scale comparable to the observed”, this is not gratuitous philosophy.

2.1 Clarification of the representation

This first step of our work intends to extract the patterns on the carpet from
its threads [Tranouez 1984]. Furthermore, we want it to be done in “real
(program) time”, meaning not a posteriori once the program is ended by ex-
amining its traces [Servat 1998], and sticking as close as possible to the under
layer, the one pumping out dynamic basic data. We don’t want the discovery
of our structures to be of a greater time scale than a step of the program it
works upon.

How to detect these structures? For each problem the structure must be an-
alyzed, to understand what makes it stand out for the observer. This implies
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knowing the observer purpose, so as to characterize the structure. The an-
swers are problem specific, nevertheless rules seem to appear.

In many situations, the structures are groups of more basic entities, which
then leads to try to fathom what makes it a group, what is its inside, its
outside, its frontier, and what makes them so.

Quite often in the situation we dealt with, the groups members share some
common characteristics. The problem in that case belongs to a subgenre of
clustering, where the data changes all the time and the clusters evolve with
them, they are not computed from scratch at each change.

The other structures we managed to isolate are groups of strongly commu-
nicating entities in object-oriented programs like multiagent simulations. We
then endeavored to manage these cliques.

In both cases, the detected structures are emphasized in the graphical rep-
resentation of the program. This clarification lets the user of the simulation
understand what happens in its midst. Because modeling, and therefore un-
derstanding, is clarifying and simplifying in a chosen direction a multi-sided
problem or phenomenon, our change of representation participates to the un-
derstanding of the operator. It is therefore also a necessary part of automating
the whole understanding, aiming for instance at computing an artificial deci-
sion making.

2.2 Automatic decision making

Just like the human user makes something of the emerging phenomena the
course of the program made evident, other programs can use the detected
organizations.

For example in the crisis management communication program, the detected
favorite subject of interest of each of the communicant will be used as a filter
for future incoming communications, favoring the ones on connected subjects.
Other examples are developed below, but the point is once the structures are
detected and clearly identified, the program can use models it may have of
them to compute its future trajectory. It must be emphasized that at this
point the structures can themselves combine into groups and structures of yet
another scale, recursively. We’re touching there an important component of
complex system [Simon 1996]. We may hope the applications of this principle
to be numerous, such as robotics, where perceiving structures in vast amounts
of data relatively to a goal, and then being able to act upon these accordingly
is a necessity.
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We’re now going to develop these notions in examples coming from our past
works.

3 Some techniques to make these observations in a time
scale comparable to the observed

The examples of handling dynamic organization we chose are taken from two
main applications, one of a simulation of a fluid flow, the other of the simula-
tion of a huge cluster of computed processes, distributed over a dynamic net-
work of computing resources, such as computers. The methods titled “Main-
taining a summary of a simulation” and “Reification: behavioral methods”
are theories from the hydromechanics simulation, while “Traces of the past
help understand the present” refers to the computing resources management
simulation. We will first describe these two applications, so that an eventual
misunderstanding of what they are does not hinder later the clarity of our
real purpose, the analysis of multiscale handling methods.

In a part of a more general estuarine ecosystem simulation, we developed a
simulation of a fluid flow. This flow uses a particle model [Leonard 1980], and
is described in details in [Tranouez 2005a] or [Tranouez 2005b]. The basic idea
is that each particle is a vorticity carrier, each interacting with all the others
following Biot-Savart laws. As fluid flows tend to organize themselves in vor-
tices, from all spatial scales from a tens of angstrom to the Atlantic Ocean,
this is these vortices we tried to handle as the multiscale characteristic of our
simulation. The two methods we used are described below.

The other application, described in depth in [Dutot 2005], is a step toward
automatic distribution of computing over computing resources in difficult con-
ditions, as:

• The resources we want to use can each appear and disappear, increase or
decrease in number.

• The computing distributed is composed of different object-oriented enti-
ties, each probably a thread or a process, like in a multiagent system for
example (the system was originally imagined for the ecosystem simula-
tion alluded to above, and the entities would have been fish, plants, fluid
vortices etc., each acting, moving . . . )

Furthermore, we want the distribution to follow two guidelines:

• As much of the resources as possible must be used,
• Communications between the resources must be kept as low as possible,

as it should be wished for example if the resources are computers and the
communications therefore happen over a network, bandwidth limited if
compared to the internal of a computer.
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Fig. 1. Studies of water passing obstacles and falling by Leonardo Da Vinci, c. 1508-
9. In Codex Leicester.

This the ultimate goal of this application, but the step we’re interested in
today consists in a simulation of our communicating processes, and of a pro-
gram which, at the same time the simulated entities act and communicate,
advises how they should be regrouped and to which computing resource they
should be allocated, so as to satisfy the two guidelines above.

3.1 Maintaining a summary of a simulation

The first method we would like to describe here relates to the fluid flow sim-
ulation. The hydrodynamic model we use is based on an important number
of interacting particles. Each of these influences all the others, which makes
n2 interactions, where n is the number of particles used. This makes a great
number of computations. Luckily, the intensity of the influence is inversely pro-
portional to the square of the distance separating two particles. We therefore
use an approximation called Fast Multipoles Method (FMM), which consists
in covering the simulation space with grids, of a density proportional to the
density of particles (see Figure 2-a). The computation of the influence of its
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colleagues over a given particle is then done exactly for the ones close enough,
and averaged on the grid for those further. All this is absolutely monoscale.

As the particles are vorticity carriers, it means that the more numerous they
are in a region of space, the more agitated the fluid they represent is. We
would therefore be interested in the structures built of close, dense particles,
surrounded by sparser ones. A side effect of the grids of the FMM, is that
they help us do just that. It is not that this clustering is much easier on the
grids, it’s above all that they are an order of magnitude less numerous, and
organized in a tree, which makes the group detection much faster than if the
algorithm was ran on the particles themselves. Furthermore, the step by step
management of the grids is not only cheap (it changes the constant of the
complexity of the particles movement method but not the order) but also
needed for the FMM.

We therefore detect structures on

• Dynamic data (the particles characteristics)
• With little computing added to the simulation,

which is what we aimed at.

The principle here is that through the grids we maintain a summary of the
simulation, upon which we can then run static data algorithm, all this at a
cheap computing price.

3.2 Traces of the past help understand the present

The second method relates to the detection of communication clusters inside
a distributed application. The applications we are interested in are composed
of a large number of object-oriented entities that execute in parallel, appear,
evolve and, sometimes, disappear. Aside some very regular applications, often
entities tend to communicate more with some than with others. For example
in a simulation of an aquatic ecosystem, entities representing a species of fish
may stay together, interacting with one another, but flee predators. Indeed
organizations appear groups of entities form. Such simulations are a good ex-
ample of applications we intend to handle, where the number of entities is
often too large to compute a result in an acceptable time on one unique com-
puter.

To distribute these applications it would be interesting to both have approx-
imately the same number of entities on each computing resource to balance
the load, but also to avoid as much as possible to use the network, that costs
significantly more in terms of latency than the internals of a computer. Our
goal is therefore to balance the load and minimize network communications.
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a - Each color corresponds to a detected aggregate

b - Each color corresponds to a computing ressource

Fig. 2. Detection of emergent structures in two applications with distinct methods
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Sadly, these criteria are conflicting, and we must find a tradeoff.

Our method consists in the use of an ant metaphor. Applications we use are
easily seen as a graph, which is a set of connected entities. We can map en-
tities to vertices of the graph, and communications between these entities to
the edges of the graph. This graph will follow the evolution of the simulation.
When an entity appear, a vertex will appear in the graph, when a communi-
cation will be established between two entities, an edge will appear between
the two corresponding vertices. We will use such a graph to represent the
application, and will try to find clusters of highly communicating entities in
this graph by coloring it, assigning a color to each cluster. This will allow to
identify clusters as a whole and use this information to assign not entities,
but at another scale, clusters to computing resources (Figure 2-b).

For this, we use numerical ants that crawl the graph as well as their pheromones,
olfactory messages they drop, to mark clusters of entities. We use several dis-
tinct colonies of ants, each of a distinct color, that drop colored pheromones.
Each color corresponds to one of the computing resources at our disposal.
Ants drop colored pheromones on edges of the graph when they cross them.
We mark a vertex as being of the color of the dominant pheromone on each
of its incident edges. The color indicates the computing resource where the
entity should run.

To ensure our ants color groups of highly communicating entities of the same
color to minimize communications, we use the collaboration between ants:
ants are attracted by pheromones of their own color, and attracted by highly
communicating edges. To ensure the load is balanced, that is to ensure that
the whole graph is not colored only in one color if ten colors are available, we
use competition, ants are repulsed by the pheromones of other colors.

Pheromones in nature being olfactory molecules, they tend to evaporate. Ants
must maintain them so they do not disappear. Consequently, only the in-
teresting areas, zones where ants are attracted, are covered by pheromones
and maintained. When a zone becomes less interesting, ants leave it and
pheromone disappear. When an area becomes of a great interest, ants col-
onize it by laying down pheromones that attract more ants, and the process
self-amplifies.

We respect the metaphor here since it brings us the very interesting property
of handling the dynamics. Indeed, our application continuously changes, the
graph that represents it follows this, and we want our method to be able to
discover new highly communicating clusters, while abandoning vertices that
are no more part of a cluster. As ants continuously crawl through the graph,
they maintain the pheromone color on the highly communicating clusters. If
entities and communications of the simulation appear or disappear, ants can
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quickly adapt to the changes. Colored pheromones on parts where a cluster
disappeared evaporate and ants colonize new clusters in a dynamic way. In-
deed, the application never changes completely all the time; it modifies itself
smoothly. Ants lay down “traces” of pheromones and do not recompute the
color of each vertex at each time, they reuse the already dropped pheromone
therefore continuously giving a distribution advice at a small computing price,
and adapting to the reconfigurations of the underlying application.

3.3 Reification: behavioral methods

This last example of our multiscale handling methods was also developed on
the fluid flow simulation (Figure 3). Once more, we want to detect structures
in a dynamic flow of data, without getting rid of the dynamicity by doing a
full computation on each step of the simulation. The idea here is doing the full
computation only once in a good while, and only relatively to the unknown
parts of our simulation.

Fig. 3. Fluid flow around an obstacle. On the left, the initial state. On the right, a
part of the flow, some steps later (the ellipses are vortices)

We begin with detecting vortices on the basic particles once. Vortices will
be a rather elliptic set of close particles of the same rotation sense. We then
introduce a multiagent system of the vortices (Figure 3-right). We have indeed
a general knowledge of the way vortices behave. We know they move like a
big particle in our Biot-Savard model, and we model its structural stability
through social interactions with the surrounding basic particles, the other
vortices and the obstacles, through which they can grow, shrink or die (be
dissipated into particles). The details on this can be found in [Tranouez 2005a].
Later on, we occasionally make a full-blown vortex detection, but only on the
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remaining basic particles, as the already detected vortexes are managed by
the multiagent system.

In this case, we possess knowledge on the structures we want to detect, and
we use it to build actually the upper scale level of the simulation, which at
the same time lightens ulterior structures detection. We are definitely in the
category described in Automatic decision making.

4 Conclusion

Our research group works on complex systems and focuses on the com-
puter representation of their hierarchical/holarchical characteristics [Koestler
1978], [Simon 1996], [Kay 2000]. We tried to illustrate that describing a prob-
lem at different scales is a well-spread practice at least in the modeling and
simulating community. We then presented some methods for handling the dif-
ferent scales, with maintaining a summary, using an environmental marker
introducing a history in the data and finally using knowledge on the behavior
of the different scales to handle them at the same time.

We now believe we start to have sound multiscale methods, and must fo-
cus on the realism of the applications, to compare the sacrifice in details we
make when we model the upper levels rather than just heavily computing the
lower ones. We save time and lose precision, but what is this trade-off worth
precisely?
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Summary. The aim of this work is to establish the existence of invariant manifolds
in complex systems. Considering trajectory curves integral of multiple time scales
dynamical systems of dimension two and three (predator-prey models, neuronal
bursting models) it is shown that there exists in the phase space a curve (resp. a
surface) which is invariant with respect to the flow of such systems. These invariant
manifolds are playing a very important role in the stability of complex systems in
the sense that they are ”restoring” the determinism of trajectory curves.

Key words: Invariant curves, invariant surfaces, multiple time scales dynam-
ical systems, complex systems.

1 Dynamical systems

In the following we consider a system of ordinary differential equations defined
in a compact E included in R

n

dX
dt

= � (X) (1)

with X = [x1, x2, ..., xn]t ∈ E ⊂ R
n and

� (X) = [f1 (X) , f2 (X) , ...fn (X)]t ∈ E ⊂ R
n .

The vector � (X) defines a velocity vector field in E whose components f1

which are supposed to be continuous and infinitely differentiable with respect
to all xt and t, i.e., are C∞ functions in E and with values included in R.
For more details, see for example [Coddington et al. 1955]. A solution of
this system is an integral curve X(t) tangent to � whose values define the
states of the dynamical system described by Equation (1). Since none of the
components fi of the velocity vector field depends here explicitly on time, the
system is said to be autonomous.
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2 Trajectory curves

The integral of the system (1) can be associated with the coordinates, i.e.,
with the position, of a point M at the instant t. The total derivative of V(t)
namely the instantaneous acceleration vector γ(t) may be written, while using
the chain rule, as:

γ =
dV
dt

=
d�
dX

dX
dt

= JV (2)

where d�
dX is the functional jacobian matrix J of the system (1). Then, the

integral curve defined by the vector function X(t) of the scalar variable t
representing the trajectory of M can be considered as a plane or a space
curve which has local metric properties namely curvature and torsion. A n-
dimensional trajectory curve has (n − 1) curvatures. For n = 2, the first
curvature is called curvature while for n = 3 the second curvature is called
torsion. In what follows ‖.‖ represents the Euclidean norm.

2.1 Curvature

The curvature, which expresses the rate of changes of the tangent to the
trajectory curve of system (1), is defined by

1
	 =

‖γ ∧ V‖
‖V‖3

(3)

where 	 represents the radius of curvature.

2.2 Torsion

The torsion, which expresses the difference between the trajectory curve of
system (1) and a plane curve, is defined by:

1
� = − γ̇ · (γ ∧ V)

‖γ ∧ V‖2 (4)

where � represents the radius of torsion.

3 Lie Derivative — Darboux Invariant

Let ϕ a C4 function defined in a compact E included in R and X(t) the integral
of the dynamic system defined by (1). The Lie derivative is defined as follows:

LXϕ = V · ∇ϕ =
n∑

i=1

∂ϕ

∂xi
ẋi =

dϕ

dt
(5)
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Theorem 1. An invariant curve (resp. surface) is defined by ϕ(X) = 0 where
ϕ is a C1 in an open set U and such there exists a C4 function denoted k(X)
and called cofactor which satisfies

LXφ(X) = k(X)φ(X) (6)

for all X ∈ U .

Proof of this theorem may be found in [Darboux 1878].

Theorem 2. If LXϕ = 0 then ϕ is first integral of the dynamical system de-
fined by (1). So, ϕ is first integral of the dynamical system defined by {ϕ = α}
and where α is constant.

Proof of this theorem may be found in [Demazure 1989].

4 Invariant Manifolds

According to the previous theorems 1 and 2 the following proposition may be
established.

Proposition 1. The location of the points where the local curvature of the
trajectory curves integral of a two dimensional dynamical system defined by
(1) vanishes is first integral of this system. Moreover, the invariant curve thus
defined is over flowing invariant with respect to the dynamical system (1).

Proof of this theorem may be found in [Ginoux et al. 2006].

Proposition 2. The location of the points where the local torsion of the tra-
jectory curves integral of a three dimensional dynamical system defined by (1)
vanishes is first integral of this system. Moreover, the invariant surface thus
defined is over flowing invariant with respect to the dynamical system (1).

Proof of this theorem may be found in [Ginoux et al. 2006].

5 Applications to Complex Systems

According to this method it is possible to show that any dynamical system
defined by (1) possess an invariant manifold which is endowing stability with
the trajectory curves, restoring thus the loss determinism inherent to the non-
integrability feature of these systems. So, this method may be also applied
to any complex system such that predator-prey models, neuronal bursting
models... But, in order to give the most simple and consistent application,
let’s focus on two classical examples:

• the Balthazar Van der Pol model;
• the Lorenz model.
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5.1 Van der Pol model

The oscillator of B. Van der Pol [Van der Pol 1926] is a second-order system
with non-linear frictions which can be written:

ẍ + α
(
x2 − 1

)
ẋ + x = 0 .

The particular form of the friction which can be carried out by an electric cir-
cuit causes a decrease of the amplitude of the great oscillations and an increase
of the small. There are various manners of writing the previous equation like
a first order system. One of them is:

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

ẋ = α

(
x + y − x3

3

)

ẏ = −x

α

When α becomes very large, x becomes a fast variable and y a slow variable.
In order to analyze the limit α → ∞, we introduce a small parameter ε = 1

α2

and a slow time t′ = t
α

√
εt. Thus, the system can be written:

V =

⎛
⎜⎝

dx

dt
dy

dt

⎞
⎟⎠ = �

(
f(x, y)

g(x, y)

)
=

⎛
⎝

1
ε

(
x + y − x3

3

)

−x

⎞
⎠ (7)

with ε a positive real parameter: ε = 0.05 and where the functions f and g
are infinitely differentiable with respect to all xi and t, i.e. are C∞ functions
in a compact E included in R

2 and with values in R.
According to Proposition 1, the location of the points where the local curvature
vanishes leads to the following equation:

φ(x, y) = 9y2 +
(
9x + 3x3

)
y + 6x4 − 2x6 + 9x2ε (8)

According to Theorem 1 (Cf. Appendix for details), the Lie derivative of
Equation (8) may be written:

LXφ(X) = Tr[J ]φ(X) +
2x2

ε

(
−3x − 3y + x3

)
(9)

Let’s plot the function φ(x, y) (in blue), its Lie derivative LXφ(X) (in ma-
genta), the singular approximation x + y − x3

3 (in green) and the limit cycle
corresponding to system (7) (in red):
According to Fenichel’s theory, there exists a function ϕ(x, y) defining a man-
ifold (curve) which is overflowing invariant and which is CrO(ε) close to the
singular approximation. It is easy to check that in the vicinity of the singular
approximation which corresponds to the second term of the right-hand-side of
Equation (9) we have:
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Fig. 1. Van der Pol model.

LXφ(X) = Tr[J ]φ(X) .

Moreover, it can be shown that in the location of the points where the local
curvature vanishes, i.e., where ϕ(x, y) = 0. Equation (9) can be written:

LXφ(X) = 0 .

So, according to Theorem 1 and 2, we can claim that the manifold defined by
ϕ(x, y) = 0 is an invariant curve with respect to the flow of system (7) and is
a local first integral of this system.

5.2 Lorenz model

The purpose of the model established by Edward Lorenz [Lorenz 1963] was
in the beginning to analyze the impredictible behaviour of weather. It most
widespread form is as follows:

V =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

dx

dt
dy

dt
dz

dt

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

= �

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

f(x, y, z)

g(x, y, z)

h(x, y, z)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

σ(y − x)

−xz + rx − y

xy − βz

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ (10)

with σ, r and β are real parameters: σ = 10, β = 8
3 , r = 28 and where the

functions f , g and h are infinitely differentiable with respect to all xi, and t,
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i.e., are C∞ functions in a compact E included in R
3 and with values in R.

According to Proposition 1, the location of the points where the local torsion
vanishes leads to an equation which for place reasons can not be expressed.
Let’s name it as previously:

ϕ(x, y, z) . (11)

According to Theorem 1 (Cf. Appendix for details), the Lie derivative of
Equation (11) may be written:

LXφ(X) = Tr[J ]φ(X) + P (V · γ) (12)

where P is a polynomial function of both vectors V and γ. Let’s plot the func-
tion φ(x, y, z) and its Lie derivative LXφ(X) and the attractor corresponding
to system (10):

Fig. 2. Lorenz model.

It is obvious that the function φ(x, y, z) defining a manifold (surface) is merged
into the corresponding to its Lie derivative. It is easy to check that in the
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vicinity of the manifold φ(x, y, z) Equation (12) reduces to:

LXφ(X) = Tr[J ]φ(X) .

Moreover, it can be shown that in the location of the points where the local
torsion vanishes, i.e., where φ(x, y, z) = 0 Equation (12) can be written:

LXφ(X) = 0

So, according to Theorem 1 and 2, we can claim that the manifold defined by
φ(x, y, z) = 0 is an invariant surface with respect to the flow of system (10)
and is a local first integral of this system.

6 Discussion

In this work, existence of invariant manifolds which represent local first in-
tegrals of two (resp. three) dimensional dynamical systems defined by (1)
has been established. From these two characteristics it can be stated that
the former implies that such manifolds are representing the stable part of
the trajectory curves in the phase space and from the latter that they are
restoring the loss determinism inherent to the non-integrability feature of
such systems. Moreover, while considering that dynamical systems defined by
(1) include complex systems, it is possible to apply this method to various
models of ecology (predator-prey models), neuroscience (neuronal bursting
models), molecular biology (enzyme kinetics models)... Research of such in-
variant manifolds in coupled systems or in systems of higher dimension (four
and more) would be of great interest.
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Appendix

First of all, let’s recall the following results:

LX‖u‖ =
d‖u‖
dt

=
u · u̇
‖u‖ (13)

Two-dimensional dynamical system

Let’s pose: ϕ(X) = ‖γ ∧ V‖. According to (13) the Lie derivative of this
expression may be written:

LXϕ(X) =
d‖γ ∧ V‖

dt
=

(γ ∧ V) · d
dt (γ ∧ V)

‖γ ∧ V‖ (14)

where d
dt (γ ∧ V) = γ̇ ∧ V.

According to Equation (2) the Lie derivative of the acceleration vector may
be written:

γ̇ = Jγ +
dJ

dt
V (15)

it leads to:

d
dt

(γ ∧ V) = γ̇ ∧ V =
(

Jγ +
dJ

dt
V
)
∧ V

= Jγ ∧ V + dJ
dt V ∧ V

(16)

Using the following identity:

(Ja) ∧ b + a ∧ (Jb) = Tr(J)(a ∧ b)

it can be established that:

Jγ ∧ V = Tr(J)(γ ∧ V)

So, expression (14) may be written:
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LXϕ(X) =
1

‖γ ∧ V‖ (Tr(J) (γ ∧ V) · (γ ∧ V)

+
(

dJ

dt
V ∧ V

)
· (γ ∧ V)

) (17)

Let’s note that: (γ ∧ V) · (γ ∧ V) = ‖γ ∧ V‖2 and that: β = γ∧V
‖γ∧V‖ . So,

equation (17) leads to:

LXϕ(X) = Tr(J)‖γ ∧ V‖ +
(

dJ

dt
V ∧ V

)
· β (18)

Since vector dJ
dt V ∧ V has a unique coordinate according to the β-direction

and since we have posed: ϕ(X) = ‖γ ∧ V‖, expression (18) may finally be
written:

LXϕ(X) = Tr(J)ϕ(X) +
∥∥∥∥dJ

dt
V ∧ V

∥∥∥∥ (19)

Three-dimensional dynamical system

Let’s pose: ϕ(X) = γ̇ · (γ ∧ V). The Lie derivative of this expression may be
written:

LXϕ(X) =
d [γ̇ · (γ ∧ V)]

dt
(20)

According to d
dt [γ̇ · (γ ∧ V)] = γ̈ · (γ ∧ V), it leads to:

LXϕ(X) =
d [γ̇ · (γ ∧ V)]

dt
= γ̈ · (γ ∧ V) (21)

The Lie derivative of expression (15) leads to:

γ̈ = J γ̇ + 2
dJ

dt
γ +

d2J

dt2
V

Thus, expression (21) reads:

LXϕ(X) = (J γ̇) · (γ ∧ V)

+
(

2
dJ

dt
γ +

d2J

dt2
V
)
· (γ ∧ V)

(22)

It can also be established that:(
J2γ
)
· (γ ∧ V) = Tr(J) (Jγ) · (γ ∧ V)

So, since we have posed: ϕ(X) = γ̇ · (γ ∧ V), expression (22) may finally be
written:

LXϕ(X) = Tr(J)ϕ(X)

+
(
−Tr(J)

dJ

dt
V + J

dJ

dt
V + 2

dJ

dt
γ +

d2J

dt2
V
)
· (γ ∧ V)

(23)
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Summary. The HPM method can be considered as one of the new methods belong-
ing to the general classification of perturbation methods. These methods deals with
exact solvers for linear differential equations and approximative solvers for non linear
equations. In this paper, we focus our attention on the generation of the decomposi-
tion steps to build a solver using the HPM method. We present how this method can
be used in ecosystem modelling. We develop some solvers for prey-predator systems
involving 2 or 3 populations.

Key words: Homotopy perturbation method; ecosystems; Adomian decom-
position method; variational iteration method.

1 Introduction

Ecosystems modelling can be approach in many ways. Global methods are
based on differential systems and Individual-based methods allow to represent
local phenomena. The first methods are efficient to formulate general behavior
of the whole system by using global parameters. The second deal with a better
understanding on which local phenomena are hidden inside these global pa-
rameters but they lead to high consuming computing. Innovative models are
today based on hybrid approaches which manage during computing different
way to express the ecosystems behavior. When and where some regularities
are observed, we can change from individual-based models to differential ones.
When automatic processes are developped in that way, we need both to build
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automatic equation and identify the parameters value but we need also to
solve automatically the generated equations. The method proposed here is
the Homotopy Perturbation Method (HPM) which is applied to nonlinear
ecosystems.

Usually, perturbation methods need some kind of small parameter to be used.
In the HPM method, which doesn’t require a small parameter in an equa-
tion, a homotopy with an imbedding parameter p ∈ [0, 1] is constructed. The
method provides analytical approximate solutions for different types of non-
linear ecosystems. The results reveal that the method is very effective and
simple for obtaining approximate solutions of nonlinear systems of differential
equations.

The HPM, proposed first by He [He 1999, He 2000], for solving differential
and integral equations, linear and nonlinear, has been the subject of exten-
sive analytical and numerical studies. The method, which is a coupling of the
traditional perturbation method and homotopy in topology, deforms contin-
uously to a simple problem which is easily solved. This method has a signif-
icant advantage in that it provides an analytical approximate solution to a
wide range of nonlinear problems in applied sciences. The HPM is applied to
Volterra’s integro-differential equation [El-Shahed 2005], to nonlinear oscilla-
tors [He 2004a], bifurcation of nonlinear problems [He 2005a], bifurcation of
delay-differential equations [He 2005b], nonlinear wave equations [He 2005c],
boundary value problems [He 2006a], quadratic Riccati differential equation
of fractional order [Odibat et al. 2008], and to other fields. This HPM yields
a very rapid convergence of the solution series in most cases, usually only a
few iterations leading to very accurate solutions.

2 Analysis of HPM

The HPM which provides an analytical approximate solution is applied to
various nonlinear problems (see the references). In this section, we introduce
a reliable algorithm to handle in a realistic and efficient way the nonlinear
ecosystems. The proposed algorithm will then be used to investigate the sys-
tem,
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Dx1(t) =
∑n

j=1 a1j(t)xj + f1(t, x1, x2, . . . , xn),

Dx2(t) =
∑n

j=1 a2j(t)xj + f2(t, x1, x2, . . . , xn),

...

Dxn(t) =
∑n

j=1 anj(t)xj + fn(t, x1, x2, . . . , xn),

(1)

subject to the initial condition,

x1(0) = c1, x2(0) = c2, . . . , xn(0) = cn, (2)

where fi is a nonlinear function for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. In view of the homotopy
perturbation technique, we can construct, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the following
homotopy,

Dxi(t) −
n∑

j=1

aij(t)xj = pfi(t, x1, x2, . . . , xn), (3)

where p ∈ [0, 1]. The homotopy parameter p always changes from zero to
unity. In case of p = 0, Eq. (3) becomes the linear equation,

Dxi(t) =
n∑

j=1

aij(t)xj , (4)

and when it is one, Eq. (3) turns out to be the original equation given in the
system (1). The basic assumption is that the solution of the system (1) can
be written as a power series in p:

xi = x
(0)
i + px

(1)
i + p2x

(2)
i + p3x

(3)
i + . . . . (5)

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (3), and equating the terms with identical powers
of p, we can obtain a series of linear equations of the form

p0 : Dx
(0)
i (t) =

∑n
j=1 aij(t)x

(0)
j , x

(0)
i (0) = ci,

p1 : Dx
(1)
i (t) =

∑n
j=1 aij(t)x

(1)
j + f

(1)
i (t, x(0)), x

(1)
i (0) = 0,

p2 : Dx
(2)
i (t) =

∑n
j=1 aij(t)x

(2)
j + f

(2)
i (t, x(0), x(1)), x

(2)
i (0) = 0,

p3 : Dx
(3)
i (t) =

∑n
j=1 aij(t)x

(3)
j + f

(3)
i (t, x(0), x(1), x(2)), x

(3)
i (0) = 0,

...

where the functions f
(1)
i , f

(2)
i , f

(3)
i , . . . satisfy the following equation
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fi(t, x
(0)
1 + px

(1)
1 + p2x

(2)
1 + . . . , . . . , x

(0)
n + px

(1)
n + p2x

(2)
n + . . .)

= f
(1)
i (t, x

(0)
1 , x

(0)
2 , . . . , x

(0)
n ) + pf

(2)
i (t, x

(0)
1 , x

(0)
2 , . . . , x

(0)
n , x

(1)
1 , x

(1)
2 , . . . , x

(1)
n )

+p2f
(3)
i (t, x

(0)
1 , x

(0)
2 , . . . , x

(0)
n , x

(1)
1 , x

(1)
2 , . . . , x

(1)
n , x

(2)
1 , x

(2)
2 , . . . , x

(2)
n ) + . . . .

Setting p = 1 in the Eq. (5) yields the solution of the system (1). It is obvious

that the above linear equations are easy to solve, and the components x
(k)
i , k ≥ 0 of

the homotopy perturbation solution can be completely determined, thus the series
solution is entirely determined.
Finally, we approximate the solution xi(t) =

∑∞
k=0 pkx

(k)
i (t) by the truncated series

φi(t) =

N−1∑
k=0

pkx
(k)
i (t). (6)

It is also useful, for the system (1), to construct the homotopy, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

Dxi(t) − p
n∑

j=1

aij(t)xj = pfi(t, x1, x2, . . . , xn), (7)

where p ∈ [0, 1]. In this case, the term
∑n

j=1 aij(t)x
(0)
j is combined with the compo-

nent x
(1)
i and the term

∑n
j=1 aij(t)x

(1)
j is combined with the component x

(2)
i and so

on. This variation reduces the number of terms in each component and may mini-
mize the size of calculations. Substituting (5) into (7), we obtain the following series
of linear equations

p0 : Dx
(0)
i (t) = 0, x

(0)
i (0) = ci,

p1 : Dx
(1)
i (t) =

∑n
j=1 aij(t)x

(0)
j + f

(1)
i (t, x(0)), x

(1)
i (0) = 0,

p2 : Dx
(2)
i (t) =

∑n
j=1 aij(t)x

(1)
j + f

(2)
i (t, x(0), x(1)), x

(2)
i (0) = 0,

p3 : Dx
(3)
i (t) =

∑n
j=1 aij(t)x

(2)
j + f

(3)
i (t, x(0), x(1), x(2)), x

(3)
i (0) = 0.

...

3 Numerical Implementation

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the HPM algorithm discussed above, several
examples of nonlinear systems will be studied. In the first example we choose a
linear system to show the features of HPM and the convergence of the homotopy
perturbation solution.
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Example 1 Consider the linear system [Momani et al. 2008]

x′(t) = y(t),

y′(t) = 2x(t) − y(t),
(8)

subject to the initial conditions

x(0) = 1 , y(0) = −1. (9)

According to the homotopy given in Eq. (7), Substituting (5) and the initial condi-
tions (9) into the homotopy (7) and equating the terms with identical powers of p,
we obtain the following two sets of linear equations:

p0 : Dx(0) = 0, x(0)(0) = 1,

p1 : Dx(1) = y(0), x(1)(0) = 0,

p2 : Dx(2) = y(1), x(2)(0) = 0,

p3 : Dx(3) = y(2), x(3)(0) = 0,
...

p0 : Dy(0) = 0, y(0)(0) = −1,

p1 : Dy(1) = 2x(0) − y(0), y(1)(0) = 0,

p2 : Dy(2) = 2x(1) − y(1), y(2)(0) = 0,

p3 : Dy(3) = 2x(2) − y(2), y(3)(0) = 0,
...

Consequently, solving the above equations, the first few components of the homotopy
perturbation solution for the system (8) are derived as follows
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x(0) = 1 , y(0) = −1,

x(1) = −t , y(1) = 3t,

x(2) = 3
2
t2 , y(2) = t − 5

2
t2,

x(3) = − 5
6
t3 , y(3) = 11

6
t3,

x(4) = 11
24

t4 , y(4) = − 21
24

t4,

x(5) = − 21
120

t5 , y(5) = 43
120

t5,
...

and so on, in this manner the rest of components of the homotopy perturbation
solution for the system (8) can be obtained. The solution in series form is given by

x(t) = 1 − t + 3
2
t2 − 5

6
t3 + 11

24
t4 − 21

120
t5 + . . . ,

= 2
3

(
1 − 2t + (−2t)2

2!
+ (−2t)3

3!
+ (−2t)4

4!
+ (−2t)5

5!
+ . . .

)

+ 1
3

(
1 + t + t2

2!
+ t3

3!
+ t4

4!
+ t5

5!
+ . . .

)
,

(10)

y(t) = −1 + 3t − 5
2
t2 + 11

6
t3 − 21

24
t4 + 43

120
t5 + . . . ,

= − 4
3

(
1 − 2t + (−2t)2

2!
+ (−2t)3

3!
+ (−2t)4

4!
+ . . .

)

+ 1
3

(
1 + t + t2

2!
+ t3

3!
+ t4

4!
+ t5

5!
+ . . .

)
,

(11)

which converges to the exact solution

x(t) = 2
3
e−2t + 1

3
et,

y(t) = − 4
3
e−2t + 1

3
et.

(12)

Example 2 Consider the predator-prey system [Momani et al. 2008]

Dx(t) = x(t) − x(t)y(t),

Dy(t) = −y(t) + x(t)y(t),
(13)

subject to the initial conditions

x(0) = 1 , y(0) = 0.5. (14)
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According to the homotopy given in Eq. (7), Substituting (5) and the initial condi-
tions (14) into the homotopy (7) and equating the terms with identical powers of p,
we obtain the following two sets of linear equations:

p0 : Dx(0) = 0, x(0)(0) = 1,

p1 : Dx(1) = x(0) − x(0)y(0), x(1)(0) = 0,

p2 : Dx(2) = x(1) − x(0)y(1) − x(1)y(0), x(2)(0) = 0,

p3 : Dx(3) = x(2) − x(0)y(2) − x(1)y(1) − x(2)y(0), x(3)(0) = 0,
...

p0 : Dy(0) = 0, y(0)(0) = 0.5,

p1 : Dy(1) = −y(0) + x(0)y(0), y(1)(0) = 0,

p2 : Dy(2) = −y(1) + x(0)y(1) + x(1)y(0), y(2)(0) = 0,

p3 : Dy(3) = −y(2) + x(0)y(2) + x(1)y(1) + x(2)y(0), y3(0) = 0,
...

Consequently, solving the above equations, the first few components of the homotopy
perturbation solution for the system (13) are derived as follows

x(0) = 1, , y(0) = 1
2
,

x(1) = 1
2
t , y(1) = 0,

x(2) = 1
8
t2 , y(2) = 1

8
t2,

x(3) = − 1
48

t3 , y(3) = 1
48

t3,

...

and so on, in this manner the rest of components of the homotopy perturbation
solution can be obtained. The fourth-term approximate solution for the system (13)
is given by

x(t) = 1 + 1
2
t + 1

8
t2 − 1

48
t3,

y(t) = 1
2

+ 1
8
t2 + 1

48
t3,

(15)

which is the same solution for the system (13) obtained in [Momani et al. 2008]
using Adomian decomposition method and variational iteration method.
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Example 3 Consider the predator-prey system

Dx(t) = ax(t) − bx(t)y(t),

Dy(t) = −cy(t) + dx(t)y(t),
(16)

where a, b, c and d are constants, subject to the initial conditions

x(0) = c1 , y(0) = c2. (17)

This system is a generalization of the system (13). Using the homotopy given in Eq.
(3), the third-term approximate solution for the system (16) is given by

x(t) = c1 exp(at) + bc1c2
c

(
exp((a − c)t) − exp(at)

)

− bdc21c2
a

(
exp((2a−c)t)

a−c
+ exp((a−c)t)

c

)

− b2c1c22
c

(
− exp((a−2c)t)

2c
+ exp((a−c)t)

c

)

+
(

bdc21c2
a

[
1

a−c
+ 1

c

]
+

b2c1c22
2c2

)
exp(at),

y(t) = c2 exp(−ct) + dc1c2
a

(
exp((a − c)t) − exp(−ct)

)

+
d2c21c2

a

(
exp((2a−c)t)

2a
− exp((a−c)t)

a

)

+
bdc1c22

c

(
exp((a−2c)t)

a−c
− exp((a−c)t)

a

)

+
(

d2c21c2
2a2 − bdc1c22

c

[
1

a−c
− 1

a

])
exp(−ct).

(18)

Example 4 Consider the predator-prey system

Dx(t) = ax(t) − bx(t)y(t) − cx(t)z(t),

Dy(t) = −dy(t) + ex(t)y(t) − fy(t)z(t),

Dz(t) = −gz(t) + hx(t)z(t) + iy(t)z(t),

(19)

where a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h and i are constants, subject to the initial conditions

x(0) = c1 , y(0) = c2 , z(0) = c3. (20)

According to the homotopy given in Eq. (3), Substituting (5) and the initial condi-
tions (20) into the homotopy (3) and equating the terms with identical powers of p,
we obtain the following two sets of linear equations:

p0 : Dx(0) = ax(0), x(0)(0) = c1,

p1 : Dx(1) = ax(1) − bx(0)y(0) − cx(0)z(0), x(1)(0) = 0,

p2 : Dx(2) = ax(2) − b(x(0)y(1) + x(1)y(0)) − c(x(0)z(1) + x(1)z(0)),
...
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p0 : Dy(0) = −dy(0), y(0)(0) = c2,

p1 : Dy(1) = −dy(1) + ex(0)y(0) − fy(0)z(0), y(1)(0) = 0,

p2 : Dy(2) = −dy(2) + e(x(0)y(1) + x(1)y(0)) − f(y(0)z(1) + y(1)z(0)),
...

p0 : Dz(0) = −gz(0), z(0)(0) = c3,

p1 : Dz(1) = −gz(1) + hx(0)z(0) + iy(0)z(0), z(1)(0) = 0,

p2 : Dz(2) = −gz(2) + h(x(0)z(1) + x(1)z(0)) + i(y(0)z(1) + y(1)z(0)),
...

Consequently, solving the above equations, the first few components of the homotopy
perturbation solution for the system (19) are derived as follows

x(0) = c1 exp(at),

y(0) = c2 exp(−dt),

z(0) = c3 exp(−gt),

x(1) =
bc1c2

d
exp((a − d)t) +

cc1c3

g
exp((a − g)t)

−
( bc1c2

d
+

cc1c3

g

)
exp(at),

y(1) =
ec1c2

a
exp((a − d)t) +

fc2c3

g
exp(−(d + g)t)

−
( ec1c2

a
+

fccc3

g

)
exp(−dt),

z(1) =
hc1c3

a
exp((a − g)t) − ic2c3

d
exp(−(d + g)t)

−
(hc1c3

a
− ic2c3

d

)
exp(−gt).

...

Example 5 Consider the system [Aziz-Aaloui 2006]

Dx(t) = a0x(t) − b0x
2(t) − υ0x(t)y(t)

d0+x(t)
,

Dy(t) = −a1y(t) + υ1x(t)y(t)
d1+x(t)

− υ2y(t)z(t)
d2+y(t)

,

Dz(t) = a2z(t) − υ3z2(t)
d3+y(t)

,

(21)
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where a0, b0, υ0, d0, a1, υ1, d1, υ2, d2, a2, υ3 and d3 are model parameters assuming
only positive values, subject to the initial conditions

x(0) = c1 , y(0) = c2 , z(0) = c3. (22)

Multiplying the first equation by the factor d0 + x(t), the second equation by the
factor (d1 + x(t))(d2 + y(t)) and the third equation by the factor d3 + y(t). Accord-
ing to the homotopy given in Eq. (7), the first few components of the homotopy
perturbation solution for the system (21) are derived as follows:

x(0) = c1,

y(0) = c2,

z(0) = c3,

x(1) =
(
a0c1 − b0c

2
1 −

υ0c1c2

d0 + c1

)
t,

y(1) =
(
− a1c2 +

υ1c1c2

d1 + c1
− υ2c2c3

d2 + c2

)
t,

z(1) =
(
a2c3 −

υ3c
2
3

d3 + c2

)
t.

...

4 Conclusion

In this work, the HPM has been successfully applied to construct approximate so-
lutions for nonlinear systems of differential equations. The method were used in a
direct way to study nonlinear ecosystems.

There are some remarks to make here. First, the HPM doesn’t require a small
parameter in an equation and the perturbation equation can be easily constructed
by a homotopy in topology. Second, the HPM provides the solution in terms of
convergent series with easily computable components. Third, the results show that
the homotopy perturbation solution in example 1 converges to the exact solution and
the approximate solution in example 2 is the same approximate solution obtained
using Adomian decomposition method and variational iteration method. Fourth, it
is clear and remarkable, from example 3, 4 and 5, that the HPM is effective and
simple in order to solve nonlinear systems, specifically predator-prey systems with
2 or 3 populations. It can be easily generalized to any finite populations number.
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Summary. Ant colonies are more and more used to solve various optimization
problems, such as scheduling problems. In practice, it is often necessary to take
into account several objectives in the optimization procedure. In this respect, ant
colonies algorithms have to be adapted to be able to find a set of good solutions
that cover in the best way the various regions of the Pareto front. In the following,
we suggest an approach that can be used to address optimization problems with a
few objectives. We will focus on visibility and desirability issues to favour diversity
of solutions in the Pareto front. Further research direction will also be highlighted.

Key words: Multi objective, ant colony.

1 Multi Objective Ant Colony Optimization

Several articles related to multi objective ant colony optimization have already been
published. Gravel et al. [Gravel et al. 2002] address a multi objective scheduling
problem. They use multiple visibility measures that they combine to determine the
global visibily of an ant. The global update of the pheromone is based on the best
solution found, at each ant cycle, using a function aggregating the three objectives
handled. A sequencing problem is presented by McMullen [Mc Mullen 2001]. Two
objectives are considered: to minimize setups and stability of material usage rate.
Only one visibility measure is used; the pheromone is updated according to the
smallest Euclidean distance computed. Doerner et al. [Doerner et al. 2006] describe
a multi objective project portfolio selection problem. The update of the pheromone
trail is based on the two bests solutions obtained at each run for each objective
handled. A Pareto archive is used to store the non dominated solutions. A reliability
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optimization problem is addressed by Zhao et al. [Zhao et al. 2007]. The two visibility
measures are reduced to a single one using a ratio. Pinto and Barãn [Pinto et al.
2005] solved a multicast routing problem using two different algorithms: a Multi-
objective Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm and a Multi objective Min-Max Ant
System. A Pareto archive is used to update the pheromone trail. However, methods
that would aim at favouring diversity of solutions in the Pareto set are not described.
In the approach presented next, emphasis is put on searching for this diversity.

2 Muti objective Ant Colony Approach

2.1 General framework

Step 1
Initialize the pheromone trail and initialize the Pareto
set to an empty set

Step 2
For each ant, compute the visibility measures associ-
ated with each objective, so as to select the successive
nodes according to visibility and pheromone amount,
and locally update the pheromone trail until all nodes
selected

Step 3
Try to improve the obtained solutions using a local
search

Step 4
Evaluate the obtained solutions according to the dif-
ferent objectives and update the Pareto archive with
the non dominated ones and reduce the size of the
archive if necessary

Step 5
Identify several best solutions according to the differ-
ent objectives considered

Step 6
Globally update the pheromone, according to the
best solutions computed at step 5

Iterate from Step 2 until the maximum of iterations
is reached.

Fig. 1. General procedure of the proposed algorithm

Dealing with several objectives in ant colonies that use principles proposed by Dorigo
and Gambadella [Dorigo et al. 1997] necessitates to answer three questions: (1) how
to globally update pheromone according to the performance of each solution on each
objective, (2) how does a given ant locally selects a path, according to the visibility
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and the desirability, at a given step of the algorithm (3) how to build the Pareto
front. Figure 1, summarized the main steps of such an algorithm.

Fig. 2. Search directions for a maximization problem

2.2 Pheromone and desirability

Each time ants select successive paths to construct a solution, the pheromone trail
τij of each segments (i, j), cant be locally updated according to:

τij(t + 1) = (1 − ρ)τij(t) + ρτ0 (1)

ρ (0 < ρ < 1) is a persistence factor and τ0 is a constant. This local update of the
pheromone is used to evaporate some quantitiy of pheromone to avoid a premature
convergence of the algorithm.

Then, at the end of an iteration, every ant has found a solution s and the pheromone
trails have to be globally updated on the basis of the performance achieved on the
u objectives f1, ..., fu. To select the set of paths for which pheromone has to be
reinforced, we determine, from the set of available solutions, those that have yield
the best results on w linear combinations of the objectives:

F p(s) = λp
1f1(s) + λp

2f2(s) + ... + λp
ufu(s), p = 1, ...w. (2)

These functions characterize w search directions, which can be determined through
the w vectors: (λ1

1, ..., λ
1
u), (λ2

1, ..., λ
2
u), ..., (λw

1 , ..., λw
u ) as illustrated in Figure 2 in the

case of three objectives. This incites the algorithm to explore systematically distinct
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areas, so as to favor the diversity of solutions in the Pareto set [Siarry et al.]. Let
sp

best be the solution that yields the best results with F p. Then the pheromone of
each of the n − 1 segments (i, j) of the corresponding path is reinforced in a mini-
mization problem as follows,

τij(t + n) = (1 − ρ)τij(t) + ρτp
ij , p = 1, ..., w. (3)

Δτp
ij =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1

F p(sp
best)

, if (i, j) ∈ best solution according to the uple p

0 otherwise

(4)

Where ρ (0 < ρ < 1) is a persistence factor, t the current discrete time and n the
number of nodes of a path. Let us note that this approach is adapted if the number
u of objective is low.

2.3 Visibility

In addition to the pheromone quantity, ants are guided by a proximity measure
called visibility. Since several objectives are considered [Liao et al. 2007], several
visibility measures can be used, depending on the problem. Visibility values can be
stored in a matrix connecting each node i to each node j. For example, in [Gravel
et al. 2002], a visibility measure ηc

ij is defined for each objective c, (c = 1, ..., u)
and combined. Then, each ant k, (k = 1, ..., m) that leaves node i selects the next
node j to be visited according to the probability given in (4), where q is a randomly
generated variable and q0 is a parameter, such that q ≥ 0, q0 ≤ 1. α and βc are the
control parameters and tabuk is a memory list used to avoid reselection of nodes
already chosen by each ant k.

pk
ij =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[τij(t)]
α
∏

c=1,...,u

[
1

ηc
ij

]βc

∑
l�∈tabuk

[τil(t)]
α
∏

c=1,...,u

[
1

ηc
il

]βc
ifj �∈ tabuk

0 otherwise

(5)

2.4 Multi objective local improvment

According to Hu et al. [Hu et al. 2005], an important weakness of the Ant Colony
algorithm is that the search may fall into a local optimum. An improvement function,
multi objective in our case is useful to enhance the ACO performance. A possible
approach consists in selecting p solutions from those generated by the algorithm and
in modifying them with some elementary mofifications (e.g. 2-OPT for a scheduling
problem). Then, the best l ones are stored in the Pareto archive. To select the l
best solutions, l directions are defined to favor the less populated area of the current
Pareto front, so as to improve the diversity of the proposed solutions to the decision
maker.
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2.5 Pareto selection

The set of non-dominated solutions is stored in an archive. During the optimization
search, this set, which represents the Pareto front, is updated [Loukil et al. 2005]. At
each iteration, the current solutions obtained are compared to those stored in the
Pareto archive; the dominated ones are removed and the non dominated ones are
added to the set. The size of this set needs to be kept reasonable, which may imply
to sometimes remove non dominated solutions. As suggested for multi objective
genetic algorithms, to preserve the diversity of the set, solutions belonging to the
most populated areas can be removed first.

Fig. 3. The Pareto set distribution

3 Example

We tested the proposed approach for a single machine multi objective problem re-
lated to a printing shop. Each product has a size and a printing label that needs
different ink colours, which induce constraints about the tool to be used (mandrel)
and on the sequence of jobs. We consider groups of jobs having the same size to be
scheduled. We are interested in minimizing a performance function (based on ink
changes and total tardiness), a robustness measure (based on a regret in case of
machine breakdown), and a flexibility measure that quantifies possible lost of per-
formance if the tool was not available (see in [Ghezail et al. 2005] for more details).
At each iteration of the algorithm, the number of solutions in the Pareto set staid
low, so there was no need to eliminate solutions in the archive. The resulting Pareto
set allows the decision maker to select the most suited schedule, according to the
operating conditions of the workshop.
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4 Conclusion

The method proposed here aims at improving the diversity in the Pareto set, so
as to offer different types of compromises to the decision makers. The key princi-
ples are simple to implement in an ant algorithm, but they are mainly suited for
problems with few objectives. One remaining important research issue is related to
the adaptation of visibility principles to multi objective problems. Currently, the
different visibility measures are aggregated in a single one using weights or a ratio.
An interesting research direction would consist in adapting the influence of each
visibility measures depending on what solutions are available in the Pareto set.
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Summary. Artificial Immune System field uses of the natural immune system as
a metaphor for computational problems. The immune system exhibits a highly dis-
tributed, adaptive and self-organizing behavior. Furthermore it can learn to rec-
ognize shapes with its adaptive memory. The approach explored is inspired by an
immune network model like Stewart-Varela’s model. This model is designed to better
understand the memory and cognition properties. Emergent antibodies configura-
tions are studied on this immune network model; indeed these configurations seem
like cellular automata configurations and appear with self-organizing properties.
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1 Introduction

The immune system is a natural complex system which protects all vertebral organ-
isms. It is able to recognize foreign molecules and to learn to detect this foreign agent
more quickly and more effectively. This system has many proprieties: it is adaptive,
self-organizing, distributed and robust. All these capabilities interest the computer
sciences for various domains : clustering, intrusion detection and optimization. This
paper explains fundamental biological theories used in artificial immune systems and
in a second time it presents a model of immune system based on immune network
theory.

2 The Immune System

2.1 General Description of the Immune System

The immune system is really a complex system due to the number of actors and the
multiple interactions involved in an immunizing response. This system protects the
body against pathogen agents by various collective mechanisms. These mechanisms
termed immunity give the state of protection against a foreign agent called antigen.
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The immune system is composed of lymphocytes which are known under the name
white blood cells, more exactly B and T cells. These B cells help the process of
antigens recognition by secreting antibodies corresponding to an antigen. Antibod-
ies can fix antigens by a complementary shape Fig.1.

Antigens are majors actors because they are the attractor of the immunizing re-
sponse, without these antigens the system does not engage a response. There is two
type of immune response:

• The primary response comes from the natural or innate immunity, this response
is provoked when an antigen is encountered for the first time. The B lymphocyte
specific to the antigen generates many antibodies oriented to the antigen shape.
With this first action the antigens can be more easily destroyed.

• The secondary response called acquired or specific is occurred after a similar
re-infection and not compulsory with an identical shape. The system can yet
produce more quickly and more massively specific antibodies by memorizing the
original shape of the past encounter [Timmis et al. 2000]. This memorization
of antigens is the occasion of an immunological debate to explain this adaptive
memory .

Fig. 1. Affinity Between a B Lymphocyte, its Antibodies and an Antigen.

Many models try to explain how the immune system reacts but theories are in
contradiction, as the self-nonself theory and danger theory and some other theories
are complementary as the clonal selection theory with the others then it is necessary
to give a brief review of these different theories.

2.2 Clonal Selection Theory

When an immune response is engaged, lymphocytes are stimulated to proliferate and
secrete their free antibodies corresponding to the antigen. During this proliferation
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which is realized with cloning, some mutations are made on the new B-cells. These
mutations called hyper mutations somatic improve the capacity to fix the pointed
antigen. A B-cell and its antigen are specific and code for the same shape. More
the affinity of an antibody and an antigen is important more the B-cell is cloned.
This phenomenon is known as the maturation of immune response [de Castro et al.
2000] and it is one of immune learning mechanism. The cell with high stimulation
(high antigens affinity) creates with cloning to high living cells called memory cells,
which are kept in the body during a long time to generate a secondary immune
response. Such a minority of B lymphocytes can recognize one specific antigen and
is activated by clonal selection then this proliferation increases the specific answer.
This principle is nearly of natural selection used in evolutionary algorithm but it
does not explain all memory mechanisms and still less how the system recognizes
the foreign agents.

2.3 Self and Nonself Discrimination

The immune system can give an immune response and improves it by the clonal
expansion but how the system doesn’t recognize self antigen (or self agent)? This
question is the beginning of an enlivened discussion between immunologists, and
involves several interaction of lymphocytes. But the most used immunological ex-
plication is the thymic negative selection of T-cells [de Castro et al. 2003]. These T
lymphocytes which finish their maturation in thymus became mature and are intro-
duced in blood if they don’t have affinity with self antigen. With this action, the
domain recognition of T-cells maps the non-self universe. The system does not rec-
ognize non-self molecules as water, food, stomach bacteria... But these molecules or
these organisms are foreign to the body. This problem gives an alternate hypothesis:
Danger Theory.

2.4 Danger Theory

The system has the ability to respond to foreign agent but only pathogenic and not
only non-self. The danger theory explain that the system recognizes only dangerous
invaders. This response is induced by a danger signal (ejection of molecules), when
a cell is in stress or killed. In this theory, there are many danger signals not only in
secreting molecules, and this different type drives the immune response [Aickelin et
al. 2003]. This theory is a new way to use immune system for biological metaphor in
particularly for intrusion detection system. All these variant theories are insufficient
to explain the antibodies coverage of the diversity of dangerous shapes.

2.5 Immune Network Theory: Idiotypic Network

Over all this theory and hypothesis, the most important for this work is the immune
network theory, which tries to explain the immune organization of the antibodies
distribution. This theory is based on a theory established by Niels Jerne (Nobel
Price for his work) that the lymphocytes are able to enter in interactions . This
theory suggests that this interactions network can grow up unless antigens stimula-
tion, to make the antibodies distribution. This theory reposes on a first hypothesis
gived by Coutinho that the immune repertory is complete to be able to recognize all
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various antigens. This hypothesis was completed by Jerne: if the immune repertory
is complete, antibodies of the same body have to enter in interaction by their com-
plementary combining site, and so an antibody can provoke an immune response
against an other antibody.

The two hypotheses give the theory of a development in network called the idiotypic
network. It shows how the system can have sufficient diversity to recognize unknown
antigen. This stimulation network Fig.2 maps the universe of possible shapes.

Fig. 2. Ab/Ag and Ab/Ab Stimulations [de Castro et al. 2003]

3 An Immune Network Model

Generally, the interaction from idiotypic network is simulated with the Farmer et
Al. [Timmis et al. 2001] equation which describes the antibody interaction between
other antibodies, antigens and formulate its death rate :

Stimul = c[(antibodiesrecognize) − (I ′mrecognized)

+(antigenrecognize)] − (death)

A development in networks is chosen, cause of its different properties as self-
organization. This work relies on a research from Stewart and Varela [Stewart 1994]
where they show cognitive properties from an idiotypic network model. They have
tried to make a mathematic model but it was highly non-linear and so not workable.
They create so a computer model, where the idiotypic network is symbolised on a
form space. In a form space, one dimension corresponds to one stereochemic char-
acteristic, which describes the combining site. De facto, the distance of two entities
in this space represents their characteristics differences Fig.3.

Two complementary molecules (Ag/Ab or Ab/Ab) able to fix each other are close
in the space. In their model, antibodies were recruited if their stimulation (depend
on affinity whit other complimentary antibodies) belongs to a recruitment window.

3.1 General Principle of the Conceived Model

The Stewart-Varela affinity calculation between two antibodies is kept in this new
model (equation 1), but the calculation of the stimulation received by an antibody is
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Fig. 3. Two Dimensions Form Space.

different (equation 2). Not only two types of complementary antibodies regrouped
by plan are considered but n types so n plans. The stimulation undergoes by an
antibody is the sum of all antibodies affinities of all other complemantary plans.

mij = e−d2
ij (1)

mij is the affinity and dij the distance between two antibodies i and j in the form
space. An Euclidian distance is used but for example an Manhattan distance could
be considered.
For a given plan p:

hi =

k<nbPlan,k �=p∑
k=1

j<Nk∑
j=1

mij (2)

hi is the stimulation received by an antibody i belonging to the plan p, nbP lan is
the number of plans and Nk the antibodies number for a plan k.

The calculation of the distance is realized in a form space which has the topology of
a tore. The simulation begins by an antibody introduction from a random plan in
the center of the space. After, antibodies are randomly subjected in the recruitment
to be introduced into the system. If one corresponds (its stimulation belongs to the
window of recruitment hi ε ]bmin; bmax[) the search for a candidate stops and the
found antibody is introduced into the system .

The goal of this model is to develop itself in self-organized criticality, to maintain the
criticality after each introduction, all antibodies stimulations are recalculate to be
sure that all antibodies belong to the recruitment window. An antibody is rejected
from the system if its stimulation is not sufficient or too high.
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3.2 Details Model

The details of the principal phase called development are given by the algorithm 1.
This algorithm ends if the system becomes stable. The stability is defined by the
fact that no antibody can be recruited in the system : the stimulation of all the pos-
sibilities of shapes doesn’t agree with the recruitment window and in the previous
phase all the stimulations were verified, so the system does not evolve any more.

In these algorithms, antibodies and lymphocytes are the same entities because they
code for the same characteristics (attributes) and in this model there is no clonal
expansion. The lymphocytes concentration for a point of the form space is 0 or 1.

begin
Introduction of a central lymphocyte ;
Evolution ← true ;
while Evolution do

Evolution ← recruitmentLymphocyte() ;
Calculate lymphocyte interactions in the different plans ;
Deletion of a unique lymphocyte which don’t agree with the
recruitment window ;
while deletion of one lymphocyte do

Calculate lymphocyte interactions in the different plans ;
Deletion of a unique lymphocyte which don’t accord with the
recruitment window ;

end

end

end
Algorithm 1: Principle of Development

Problems of collapse and death of systems can be encored. This fact comes from the
suppression of all antibodies which cannot be maintained, it is the reason for the
deletion of a unique antibody, particularly the one which undergoes most pressure
(having the highest stimulation).

To give freedom to the system, all plans and positions in the form space are randomly
selected. The critical state of the system is maintained by continuing the elimination
of the lymphocytes as long as their stimulations do not agree. This phenomenon is
called distribution of avalanches.

4 Results and Model Properties

4.1 A Self Organizing System

Before running the system, it is necessary to choose adequate bounds. With arbri-
tary bounds, no developments emerge and on the contrary the lymphocytes fill the
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while candidate exists do
Select at random of a Lymphocyte among the population of candidate ;
Select at random of a plan ;
while plan opposed exists do

Calculation of the lymphocyte interactions with each opposed plans;
if can be recruit then

insertion of antibody in the system;
return true ;

end
Select at random of a new opposed plan ;

end
Select at random of a new candidate ;

end
return false ;

Algorithm 2: Recruitement Mechanism

form space randomly without organization.

Fig.4 shows a development with self-organization in two dimensionnal form space
(better for visualization). This form space has a size of 40 possibilities by dimension
and the topology of the space is a tore. Each color represents a complementary plan.
The system is started with the two bounds: bmin = 2.10−10 and bmax = 22.10−8;
and with four complementary plans. At the beginning the system evolves from the
first central lymphocyte and then enters in a organization phase to become stable
at the iteration 898.

Fig.5 gives the evolution of lymphocytes by plan and the global population for the
previous example. For an other run, the obtained system has the same morphology
but it has not an identical lymphocytes configuration due to the random submission
to the recruitement. An iteration corresponds to a whole development phase, this
phase contains a single introduction but no or many deletions. For each iteration
the system has a critical configuration (All stimulations belong to the window).

4.2 A Behavior Dependent on Bounds

The system can develop or not according to the bounds, and have a self-organized
behavior or not. That seems like cellular automata where the behavior depends on
the complexity class [Wolfram 1993]. One of major results is that the bounds condi-
tion the development and the characteristics of the system: lymphocytes activities
(recruitement or death), convergence time to a stable state or no stabilization and
morphologies of emergent lymphocytes organization.

The example Fig.6 exhibits tree different systems with the same recruitement win-
dow: bmin = 36.10−9, bmax = 36.10−8. But the first has 2 plans and a size of 50, the
second has 2 plans and a size of 100 and the last has 5 plans for a size of 50. The
size and the number of plans have no influences on the system behavior.
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At iteration 5. At iteration 140.

At iteration 293. At iteration 493.

At iteration 672. At iteration 898.

Fig. 4. An Immune Network Development

4.3 Self-organized Criticality

One of caracteristics of the self-organized criticality (SOC) is the macroscopic be-
haviour. The self-organized critical systems displays a spatial scale-invariance (or
time-invariance) characteristic of the critical point of a phase transition, but, unlike
the latter, in SOC these features result without needing to tune control parameters
to precise values [Bak 1996].

The system exhibits auto-organized behaviors as the lymphocytes avalanches (lym-
phocytes deletions). To study this phenomenon, avalanches are ploted in double
logarithm scales functions of the avlanches size and the number of occurences by
size. The result Fig.8 for bmin = 2.10−8 and bmax = 2.10−7 is not a power law which
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Fig. 5. Lymphocyte Evolution by Plan during the Development

Fig. 6. Identical Morphologies with the Same Bounds.

is the most frequent scaling laws that describe the scale invariance found in many
natural phenomena, but anyway a distribution.

Fig. 7. Unstable System with Lymphocytes Avalanches.
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Fig. 8. Avalanches Distribution Functions of Size.

4.4 Antigens Reactions

To test the antigens reactions, a form is introduced in the system by forcing. This
antigen does not undergo the phase of maintain or recruitement. An antigen is intro-
duced Fig.9 (square shape on the figure). This introduction changes the stimulations
of the other lymphocytes and modifies the lymphocytes configuration.

Another aspect is that more the exposure of the antigen is long more the system
is modified and conversely a little exposure does not distort the configuration. The
exposure duration is corresponding to the number of iterations. With the theory
[Stewart 1994] according to the network morphology conditions the memory, it is
supposed that the time of exposure amplifies or not the learning of the immune
network by deformation of the spatial configuration.

Fig. 9. Antigen Introduction.
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4.5 Comportements Maps

One of this model problems is how to have bounds which would give self-organized
properties, to find more easily valid bounds (conceivable development). Comporte-
ments maps are drawed by making vary bounds. These maps represent the number
of iterations to converge for a death, a stable state or a no stabilization.

The blue color Fig.10 indicates the system death (system whitout lymphocytes), the
green one represents a system still alive or stable and the black shows the impossible
developments. A map is built for a given size and a given number of plans. The
luminous intensity of the blue or the green indicates the speed of convergence to
arrive at a given behavior, indeed at every iteration a test is realized to know if
the system is empty or not, if it is stable or in development. An average on several
launches with identical bounds is realized to give an usable map.

Fig. 10. An Comportements Map with bmin, bmax ∈ [0, 1], 2 Plans and a Size of 25
by Plan.

Conclusion

This model allows to approach better the different interactions which form the idio-
typic network and so to understand how these very simple and multiple interactions
can generate a memory and realize a learning. One of the perspectives is to manage
the behavior by bounds (maybe with comportements maps) to realize an artificial
memory able to develop in self-organization and with a critical state to be adapta-
tive.
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Summary. This work gives an overview of the neural network based approaches
that have been developed to solve the part-machine grouping problem related with
the introduction of a cellular manufacturing layout. It also proposes and discusses
extensions that should be made to this tool in order to overcome its drawbacks.
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1 Introduction

In today’s business environment, manufacturing companies are constantly searching
for improved methods to be able to produce high quality products at low costs.
Among the organizational approaches that emerged in past decades, Group Tech-
nology (GT) has received considerable attention. In essence, GT seeks to identify
similarities among parts and the exploit these similarities in different stages of the
production process. The idea is to find groups of parts that to some extend share the
same design and manufacturing features and then take advantage of this knowledge
in many stages of the manufacturing cycle, like engineering design, process planning,
production planning and the production process itself.

The term Cellular Manufacturing (CM) describes a major application of the GT
philosophy in the production stage and seeks to bring some of the benefits of mass
production to less repetitive job shop manufacturing systems. In contrast to the
traditional job shop layout, where similar machines and labor with similar skills are
located together, the Cellular Manufacturing approach seeks to form independent
cells of machines and labor that are capable of producing one or more groups of
similar parts (part families) independently, by that decomposing the manufacturing
system into subsystem. The adoption of Cellular Manufacturing has proven to yield
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some considerable benefits, like reduced setup times, reduced lead times and less
material handling.

As the exploitation of similarities among parts forms the basis for GT applications,
the detection of these similarities, referred to as part family formation and part
classification, is a prerequisite for any such application. The implementation of a
cellular manufacturing system furthermore poses the part-machine grouping prob-
lem, which describes the task of forming ideally independent machine cells that are
able to produce one or more part families autonomously. In practice, it is not always
possible to form completely independent machine cells, because the requirement of
the same machine by at least two parts from different part families results in inter-
cell movements. Such machines are called bottleneck machines, the corresponding
parts are referred to as overlapping parts. A wide range of different approaches has
been proposed in past decades to address these problems, including methods based
on graph theory [Rajagopalan et al. 1975], matrix sorting [King 1980, King et al.
1982], mathematical integer programming [Kusiak 1987] and expert systems [Kusiak
1988]. Most of these approaches have several drawbacks in common, like computa-
tional inefficiency when working on industry size datasets and inflexibility when new
parts are introduced.

Neural networks offer some unique capabilities that make them extremely suitable
for this type of applications. The fact that they can learn by experience to recognize
patterns combined with their ability to generalize the knowledge they have obtained
are the outstanding advantages that justify the use of neural networks for Cellular
Manufacturing applications. Furthermore, when used for clustering, they can clas-
sify newly introduced inputs without the need to cluster the entire dataset again.
Another advantage is that neural networks are able to handle incomplete data ac-
curately, thus making them useful in real-world applications that have to cope with
such information.

2 Applications of Neural Networks to Cellular
Manufacturing

Neural networks have shown to be a promising tool to address the problems related
with autonomic computing, especially such complex tasks with a great number of
input elements, because of their greater flexibility and ability to learn from expe-
rience and generalize their acquired knowledge to recognize new input patterns. In
recent years, much research was dedicated to the application of neural networks for
group technology applications, as they are suitable for complex clustering tasks due
to their pattern recognition and generalization abilities.

In order to use neural networks to group parts into part families and/or machines
into manufacturing cells, it is necessary to find a metric to measure similarity and de-
fine how the relevant part features can be coded to serve as input for neural networks.
While other Group Technology applications like design retrieval systems [Venugopal
et al. 1992] analyze the part’s design features, almost all approaches for part-machine
grouping focus on a part’s processing requirements, following an approach called
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production flow analysis (PFA) [Burbridge 1991]. This approach abstains from con-
sidering every part feature and focuses on the part’s routings, as they imply the
part’s machine requirements and therefore the relevant information to form inde-
pendent manufacturing cells. A feasible way to represent machine requirements is
via part incidence matrices, which are binary-valued matrices consisting of a row for
each part and a column for each machine involved. Each entry xij takes a value of
1 to indicate that part i requires an operation to be performed on machine j, and
a value of 0 otherwise. Therefore, each row of the matrix represents the machine
requirements of the corresponding part as a binary vector of dimension m, with m
being the number of machines considered. These vectors serve as the input for the
neural networks.

Part-machine grouping includes the subproblems of forming part families as well
as machine cells. Therefore, sequential and simultaneous approaches can be distin-
guished, dependent on whether they try to solve both problems separately or simul-
taneously. The neural network based models are sequential approaches, although
they can be used to solve both clustering tasks one after another. They can form ei-
ther part families based on machine requirements (taking the rows of part incidence
matrices as their input) or machine cells based on part processing capabilities (tak-
ing the columns of part incidence matrices as their input). In the following sections,
we assume that part feature vectors form the input and that the network is used to
create part families.

2.1 Basic network architectures

From the wide range of existing neural network models, some have proven to be
especially practical for solving CM related problems. It may be noted that the over-
whelming majority of neural networks that have been developed for this task use
unsupervised learning methods. This is due to the fact that supervised learning al-
ways requires some knowledge about the clusters that will be formed and a set of
training data containing input elements with a known correct output value. This
type of information is rarely available for part-machine grouping problems, because
typically no information about the correct group formation is known a priori.

Nevertheless, Kao and Moon [Kao et al. 1991] propose a method for part grouping
based in a three-layer feedforward network using backpropagation learning (i.e. su-
pervised learning). They try to overcome the lack of training data by arbitrarily
selecting some parts (seed parts) to be the representatives of the part families and
train the network to classify these parts correctly. Subsequently, all remaining parts
should be classified by the network to belong to one of these part families. This
approach suffers from several shortcomings. First, the task of selecting the seed
parts is left to human interaction, thereby depending on a subjective judgment to
select parts that are as “distinctive” as possible. This is clearly a weak point, as
the selection of representatives for the part families heavily affects the number of
part families formed and their characteristics. Second, the training process may be
repeated several times with an increasing number of elements in the training set. A
newly introduced part that does not fit into any of the existing part families causes
the network to create a new part family and start the whole training process again.
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Against this background, research has focused on network models using unsupervised
learning methods as they make weaker assumptions about the underlying clusters.
The basic architecture of all network types considered in the subsequent sections
consists of two fully interconnected layers. The input layer contains as many neu-
rons as there are columns in the part incidence matrix (i.e. machines considered)
and reads one row of the matrix at a time and passes it to the output layer via
weighted connections. Each output layer neuron j represents one cluster, therefore
the output is a binary vector with only one entry taking a value of 1 and thus indi-
cating the corresponding part family and values of 0 for all other entries. The output
neurons “compete” to respond to the input pattern, computing the weighted sum of
their input signals. The winning neuron (i.e. the one with the highest input value)
indicates the part family the presented part should be assigned to and updates its
weight vector to move closer to the centroid of all elements in this cluster. This is
done by transferring a part of the weight of the connections receiving values of 0 at
the input layer to the connections that receive values of 1.

This basic mode of operation, called competitive learning [Venugopal et al. 1994,Chu
1993], still suffers from various shortcomings when applied in the context of part-
machine grouping. The number of part families created has to be specified in advance
and there are no means to control the degree of similarity among the part families.
In the following sections, we will outline the more recent approaches that try to
overcome these limitations by extending the model in several ways.

2.2 Kohonen Self Organizing Feature Maps

Self Organizing Feature Maps (SOFM) [Kiang et al. 1995] may be seen as an ex-
tension to the competitive learning model. The special characteristic is a two di-
mensional output layer, also referred to as the output map or Kohonen layer. The
SOFM takes a vector of any dimension as its input and can be used to transform it
into a two-dimensional map that can be represented graphically (note that in this
case the output neurons do not directly represent part families). Kiang, Kulkarni
and Tamb [Kiang et al. 1995] claim that the SOFM performs a dimension reduction
of the input patterns to the two-dimensional space while maintaining the topolog-
ical relations between the elements. Thus, clusters in the higher dimensional input
will also appear as clusters in the Kohonen layer. This makes this network particu-
larly useful to be integrated into an interactive decision support system, where the
graphical representation of the map can be used by a decision maker to fragment
it into the desired number of clusters. In contrast to other neural network based
approaches, the SOFM does not perform any grouping of parts itself, it just helps
to identify clusters by offering a method to visualize the parts to identify similarities.

The operation of the SOFM is similar to the competitive learning model. The main
difference is that not only the weight vector of the winning neuron is updated, but
also those of the neurons in a predefined neighbourhood. When an input pattern
is presented, for each neuron j in the Kohonen layer, the Euclidean distance of its
weight vector to the input pattern:

Dj =
√

(x1 − wj1)2 + (x2 − wj2)2 + ... + (xm − wjm)2
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is computed. Then, the neuron j∗ with the smallest distance is selected and its weight
vector is updated to move closer to the input pattern according to the equation

wnew
j∗ = wj∗ + α(X − wj∗)

where α is the learning rate of the network and controls the speed of weight adop-
tion. To guarantee convergence, it is proposed to start with a high learning rate and
a wide neighborhood and decrease both progressively in time.

The Kohonen SOFM have proven to be efficient for part grouping and are a promis-
ing approach to be integrated into interactive decision support systems where the
final clustering is done by a domain expert.

2.3 Adaptive Resonance Theory

Similar to the competitive learning model, the Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART)
[Dagli et al. 1995] seeks to classify parts automatically and uses the output layer
neurons to directly represent part families. It extends the competitive learning model
to overcome two of its biggest drawbacks. First, the parts are not always assigned
a part family independently of the degree of similarity. ART neural networks use
parameter called vigilance threshold ρ to ensure that similarity within a part family
is not less than ρ, based on some similarity measure. Furthermore, the number of
part families created does not have to be known a priori, but is determined during
the clustering process.

The network architecture is similar to the architecture of competitive learning net-
works. The number of neurons in the comparison layer thus equals the maximum
number of part families expected. Associated with each output neuron j, there is a
weight vector Wj = (wj1, wj2, ..., wjm) and an exemplar vector Tj = (tj1tj2, ..., tjm).
The exemplar vector is a binary representation of the weight vector, thereby repre-
senting the characteristics of the corresponding part family. Furthermore, recurrent
connections are introduced, so that an input layer neuron I is connected to an out-
put neuron j via a feedforward and a feedback connection with connection weights
wji and tji, respectively.

For a better readability of the algorithm described below, we define ‖ X ‖=
∑

xi.
Note that for a binary vector X, this is simply the number of ’1’s in vector. Further-
more, let the intersection of to vectors X ∩ Y denote the vector C, whose elements
are obtained by applying the logical AND operator to the corresponding elements
in X and Y , implying that ci = 1 if xi = yi = 1, and 0 otherwise.

1. Initialization: Select vigilance parameter ρ in the range [0, 1]. Initialize weight
vectors with entries wji = 1/(1 + m) and exemplar vectors with entries tji = 1
for all i, j.

2. Present an input pattern X = (x1, x2, ..., xm). For each output neuron j, com-
pute netj = Wj • X (weighted sum of inputs).

3. Select output node j∗ with the highest netj value. The exemplar vector Tj∗ of
this neuron is fed back to the input layer. To ensure similarity is higher than
the threshold, check if
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‖ X ∩ Tj∗ ‖
‖ X ‖ > ρ

4. If similarity check fails, disable node j∗ temporarily for further competition (to
avoid persistent selection) and return to step 3.

5. If the similarity check is successful, set output value for j∗ to 1 and 0 for all
other output neurons. Update exemplar vector Tj∗ to ‖ X∩Tj∗ ‖. Furthermore,
update weight vector Wj∗ according to the equation

wj∗i =
xi ∧ ti

0.5+ ‖ X ∧ Tj∗ ‖

6. Enable any nodes disabled in step 5. Repeat steps 2.-7. until the last input
pattern has been presented.

7. Repeat the entire process until the network becomes stable, meaning that the
weight vectors stabilize to fixed values with only small fluctuations.

According to this algorithm, the ART network determines the cluster that is most
similar to the current input pattern. Then, the similarity between the input and
the cluster is computed as the fraction of perfectly matching ’1’s in the input and
the exemplar vector in relation to the total number of ’1’s in the input vector. If
this similarity measure is above the vigilance threshold, the input is assigned the
corresponding class and the cluster?s weight and exemplar vectors are updated to
represent the new element. If the similarity check fails, the procedure is repeated
with the output neuron with the next highest net value. If the input can not be
assigned any class, a yet uncommitted output neuron is selected eventually to rep-
resent this new class and its weight- and exemplar vectors are updated accordingly.

In the steady state, the connection weights also provide valuable information for the
subsequent machine cell formation. A strictly positive connection weight wji implies
that part family j contains at least one part that requires an operation to be per-
formed on machine i. Therefore, considering the connection weight matrix can be
used to easily assign machines to part families and also detect bottleneck machines
and overlapping parts.

The ART network model provides the possibility to control the similarity among
parts within one part family via the vigilance threshold and also does not require
the number of part families to be specified in advance. Nevertheless, it also suffers
some drawbacks. The biggest problem related to the traditional ART model is the
category proliferation problem [Kaparthi et al. 1992]. During the clustering process,
a contraction of the exemplar vectors can be observed, due to repeatedly forming
the intersection with newly assigned input patterns. This leads to sparse exemplar
vectors, which causes the network to create new categories frequently, as the num-
ber of unsuccessful similarity checks increases. Kaparthi and Suresh [Kaparthi et
al. 1992] found out that because of this problem clustering is more precise when
the density of the part-machine incidence matrices is high. As density is usually
low, they propose to inverse the matrices for clustering purpose. This approach was
further investigated and the improvements it brings to performance were confirmed
by Kaparthi et. al. [Kaparthi et al. 1993]. Dagli and Huggahalli [Dagli et al. 1995]
propose not to store the intersection of input- and exemplar vector, but the one
that has the higher number of ’1’s. Chen and Cheng [Chen et al. 1995] state that
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the above methods may lead to improper clustering results and develop advanced
preprocessing techniques to prevent category proliferation.

Another shortcoming is that clustering with ART networks is sensitive to the order
in which the inputs are presented. Dagli and Huggahalli [Dagli et al. 1995] propose
to preprocess the input vectors and present them in order of descending number
of ’1’s, which also would help to address category proliferation, as the exemplar
vectors would initially be taken from the inputs with dense feature vectors. Apart
from the order of the inputs, clustering is very sensitive to the choice of the vigilance
parameter. While it can be seen as an advantage to have the ability to control the
size and number of clusters formed, it is also difficult to find the value that yields
the best results.

2.4 Fuzzy Adaptive Resonance Theory

The Fuzzy ART model is the most recent development of neural networks for part-
machine grouping. It tries to improve ART neural networks by incorporating the con-
cepts of fuzzy logic. This model introduced by Carpenter, Grossberg and Rosen [Car-
penter et al. 1991] and has also been applied to the cell formation problem in several
works. For example, Suresh and Kaparthi [Suresh et al. 1994] use a Fuzzy ART
network to form part families based on part-incidence matrices and compare their
performance to matrix manipulation algorithms like ROC [King 1980] and also tra-
ditional ART, showing that Fuzzy ART networks are superior to these methods.

A fundamental difference of fuzzy ART networks in comparison with ART is the fact
that they can handle both binary and non-binary input data. In order to incorporate
fuzzy concepts into ART networks, occurrences of the intersection of two vectors
applying a logical AND on the corresponding elements are replaced by the fuzzy
AND operator ∧, defined as (x ∧ y) = min(x, y) [Carpenter et al. 1991]. In essence,
the algorithm operates just as the ART network, with the following differences:

• The input of each output neuron j is computed as

netj =
‖ X ∧ Wj ‖
α+ ‖ Wj ‖

• When checking for similarity, the fuzzy AND operator is used:

‖ X ∧ Wj∗ ‖
‖ X ‖ > ρ

• The weight update changes to incorporates the learning rate:

W new
j∗ = β(X ∧ W old

j∗ ) + (1 − β)W old
j∗

With the use of the fuzzy operator, the exemplars of the clusters are not restricted
to binary values, and there is no need for a binary exemplar vector. Instead, both
the bottom-up and the top-down connection have a weight denoted with wji, thus
the weight- and exemplar vector of each output neuron are identical. In addition to
the vigilance threshold, two more parameters are introduced, viz. the choice param-
eter α and the learning rate β. The learning rate specifies the speed with which the
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exemplars are updated in response to new inputs, which can be used to control the
speed of learning and thereby reduce category proliferation.

Suresh and Kaparthi [Suresh et al. 1994] show that for the cell formation problem,
applications using Fuzzy ART networks perform better and yield more consistent
clustering results. This is especially due to the generalized update rule that can
be controlled via the learning rate parameter. During the update process in ART
networks, an entry was set to zero if the newly assigned pattern did not have this
feature, which lead to rapid contraction of the exemplar vectors and thereby to cat-
egory proliferation. In Fuzzy ART, the learning rate controls to what extend the
exemplar entries are adjusted. For example, given a learning rate of α = 0.1, an
exemplar entry wji = 1 is adjusted to 0.9 the first time an input pattern without
the corresponding feature is assigned to that cluster. In ART models, it would have
been set to zero, reducing the probability of a pattern with that feature being as-
signed to that class significantly, and causing category proliferation in the long term.
Note that a Fuzzy ART model with a learning rate of one and binary input vectors
operates the same way as an traditional ART network.

The learning rate can also be adjusted to take advantage of another optional feature
of Fuzzy ART networks, called fast-commit slow-recode [Carpenter et al. 1991]. This
option involves a dynamic change to the learning rate that distinguishes between
the first assignment of a pattern to a yet uncommitted node and the assignment to
an existing cluster. In the first occurrence of a pattern, the learning rate is set to
one to make the exemplar of the new cluster match the input vector. For subsequent
assignments to that cluster, the updating process is dampened by choosing α < 1.
This method can help to incorporate rare features quickly in a new vector and pre-
vent the quick deletion of learned pattern because of partial or noisy input data.

The Fuzzy ART model can be used for part family and cell formation in the same
way as the ART model. But it provides several advantages over traditional ART, like
the ability to handle continuous inputs, although the simple cell formation methods
use binary part-incidence matrices as their input and thus do not yet take advantage
of this ability. Furthermore, Fuzzy ART models provide more means to address the
category proliferation problem, which is also critical in the context of group technol-
ogy, as it is desirable to control the number of part families or machine cells created.
The improved clustering precision is also due to the adjustable weight updates that
prevent fast contraction of exemplar vectors and thereby increase the probability
that similar input patterns will be grouped together, even when the corresponding
vector has already been updated in between.

Because of their promising results, Fuzzy ART networks are subject of current re-
search effort. The work by Suresh and Park [Suresh et al. 2003] introduces an exten-
sion to Fuzzy ART networks that allows them to consider part operation sequences
during the clustering process. Peker and Kara [Peker et al. 2004] recently investi-
gated on parameter setting for Fuzzy ART networks.
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3 Directions for Future Work

Although neural network algorithms have been improved constantly to solve the
clustering problem more efficiently, little effort has been made to solve the problem
of bottleneck machines and overlapping. The majority of the methods implicitly du-
plicates machines and accepts overlapping parts that appear. Neural networks alone
can not decide if it is advisable to duplicate a machine, because there is a more
complex cost benefit analysis involved that requires information not available in the
network. But due to the fact that many of the methods presented can be used to
detect bottleneck machines, they may be integrated into decision support systems
to help a decision maker or even be combined with other intelligent methods (e.g.
expert systems) that are able to perform a cost benefit analysis.

Considerable research effort has been made to solve the unconstrained part-machine
grouping problem. Currently, Fuzzy ART appears to be the most promising ap-
proach. Nevertheless, it currently uses fuzzy concepts only within the network and
not yet at the input or output level, which could be a promising area for further
research [19]. For instance, the network could indicate the degree of membership to
each family with continuous values.

Although the neural network models have become more sophisticated over the years,
there are still several challenges that have not received sufficient attention in liter-
ature so far. The methods described in this work focused on the unconstrained
part and / or machine grouping based on the part’s processing information or part
features. In real world applications, several additional constraints have to be con-
sidered when designing a cellular factory layout. For instance, it may be necessary
to consider part demands, capacity constraints or load balancing. Thanks to the de-
velopment of more sophisticated clustering methods like Fuzzy ART networks and
improved computational possibilities, these problems can be addressed in current
and future research.

Rao and Gu [Rao et al. 1995] point out that the assumptions of unlimited capac-
ity can lead to nonimplementable solutions and suggest an extended unsupervised
network similar to the ART model to handle machine availability and capacities
as additional constraints. This is mainly done by introducing a hidden layer with
nodes representing each machine type that contain knowledge about the number of
machines available and their capacity in the form of threshold functions. Parts can
only be assigned to a part family if it does not violate any of these constraints.

Clearly neural networks will not be able to handle all constraints alone, but must
be integrated with other methods. Some research effort has already been made in
this area. For example, the work of Suresh and Slomp [Suresh et al. 2001] proposes
a framework to include these additional constraints into the cell formation process.
Theiy use a Fuzzy ART network first to form part families, before a mathemati-
cal goal programming model taking into account the additional constraints is used
to form the corresponding manufacturing cells. Another interesting aspect of this
work is the proposal to integrate this framework into a decision support system. As
the execution time of the clustering process is fairly low by now, it is possible to
have human interaction. This could help to make the complex decisions that require
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knowledge not available in the system, like considering the acquisition of new ma-
chines opposed to accepting inter-cell movements. Therefore, it is likely that future
research will focus on extending the use of fuzzy concepts, integration of supple-
mental methods to consider more complex constraints and integration into decision
support systems.

4 Conclusions

In this work, we gave an overview of neural network based methods proposed to
address the problems related with the introduction of a cellular manufacturing lay-
out. Neural networks have shown to be a promising tool for such complex clustering
tasks with a great number of input elements, because of their greater flexibility and
ability to learn from experience and generalize their acquired knowledge to recog-
nize new input patterns. Current Fuzzy ART network provide consistent clustering
results and an extension of the use of fuzzy concepts, as well as the integration of
neural networks with other approaches appear to be promising research areas for
the future.
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Summary. The paper deals with Geographical Data Base evolution which is a
major aspect of today’s development in Geographical Information System (GIS). In
a more practical aspect, GIS has now to evolve to manage updating. We will explain
how the updating processes can be described as an evolution processus for GIS and
transform them from complicated systems to complex systems.
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1 Introduction: GIS and their Evolution Process

A Geographic Information System (GIS) is a computer-based tool using geographical
objects. A GIS is composed of a Geographical Data Base (GDB) with applicative
operators which allow it to get, to stock, to verify, to manipulate, to analyze and to
represent the spatial data of the GDB.

The originality of Geographical Data Base from ordinary Data Base is the use of
spacial data [Rigaux et al. 2002]. The latter may be represented in a Geographical
Data Base with two aspects: in raster mode or in vector mode. The raster mode
is based on a pixel grid representation. The vector mode manipulates geographical
features. In the following, we will focus our attention on the vector mode represen-
tation where each feature is represented by an object. Each object has a semantic
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part describing the nature of a feature which it represents and a geometric part
describing its shape and its localisation. The position of the objects the ones com-
pared with the others is an important information which is usually represented in
the Geographical Data Base.

So, in Geographical Data Bases, geographical information is often represented with
three levels: geometric, semantic and topological. From each level, we can define
relations between objects that have to be linked corresponding to the specific level.

At the semantic level, a Geographical Data Base is often structured with layers.
Layers are generally defined concerning a specific thematic like road traffic, fluvial
tracing, building or vegetation. Generally, objects of a same layer have the same
geometric representation and share the same topological properties inside networks.

The constant evolution of the real world which must be represented in the geo-
graphical data base induces the need of regularly update of the GDB and so make
it evolve [Kadri-Dahmani et al. 2002]. To develop automatic evolution processes of
a GDB, we must introduce inside the GDB itself, an adapted data representation
containing relation between the objects.

In this paper, we present how GIS undergoing on evolution process, can be shown as
a complex system. In section (3) we explain how the objects of the geographical data
base interact at the time of an update. A crucial problem emerges then: which are
the objects of the base concerned? We propose in section (4) a propagation algorithm
which allows the propagation of interactions. From this algorithm emerges a property
given in the section (5). Section (6) presents implementations and experiments and
we conclude in section (7).

2 From GIS to Complex GIS

All these structured informations which defines a GIS introduce a great number of
static dependences but each layer can be generally understood alone or some parts
of each layer can be isolated to better understand the dependence between involved
objects. Generally the applicative operators can be computed on each of these parts.
In that way, we can consider classical GIS as complicated systems in the terminology
proposed by Le Moigne [Le Moigne 1999]. We can consider that the Geographical
Data Base in association with the previous applicative operators which constitute
the GIS is a closed system.

Today, the complexity of the world requires to use or to add additional functionali-
ties on GIS. Geographical informations deal also with human-landscape interactions.
The simulation of social aspects and of ecological processes seems to be more and
more linked to the better understanding of the geographical data and its evolu-
tion inside its all social, geopolitic and ecological environment. To integrate these
new aspects, we have to manage some complex processes like some energetic fluxes
that crosses the standard GIS (see the figure 1). This complex fluxes transform
the standard GIS in open systems which confer to them some properties linked to
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Fig. 1. GIS under Complex Processus (uodating flow)

complexity. Self-organization and multi-scale organizations can emerge from these
complex processes. The expected evolutions of GIS can be considered as the transi-
tion which will transform the standard complicated GIS into complex GIS. We say
that GIS is under an updating flow.

In the following, we deal with a specific improvement on GIS which concerns its
own evolution. As described in the previous section, the constant evolution of the
real world induces the need of regularly updating the geographical data of GIS. This
evolution processus is typically a complex processus that generates some dynamical
organizational processes inside GIS. The data themselves retro-act on the processus
during the propagation method that we will present in the next sections [Kadri-
Dahmani 2005].

3 Evolutive GIS Formalism

We adopt the feature-based approach, where features are the fundamental concept
for the representation of geographical phenomena as described in [Kadri-Dahmani
2005]. Basically, a GDB is represented in a minimal formalism, by the pair (V, D)
where:

1. V is the set of the classes used in the GDB. Each class gathers features which
have common characteristics. The set V gathers GDB scheme elements.

2. D is the definition domain of the variables of V . It is the set of the objects of
one GDB instance. The heterogeneity of objects which belong to a GDB needs
their classification for a better use. We consider 4 classes of objects which are
spread over two information levels: the geometric level which gathers geometric
primitives PG and the geometric objects OG, and and the semantic level which
gathers simple semantic objects OS and complex semantic objects OC.

D = PG ∪ OG ∪ OS ∪ OC

The proposed model for a GDB which allows to evolve through updating opera-
tions must add some complementary sets which will manage some dependences
between the geographical elements. So the model will be composed of a quadru-
plet (V, D, R, C) where, in addition:
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3. The connection graph over the GDB elements is based on relations between
these elements. R is the set of these relations. The different kinds of relations
that we consider are: composition relations RC, dependence relations RD and
topologic relations RT

R = RC ∪ RD ∪ RT

In this paper, we focus our study on topological relationships. Topological rela-
tions are fundamental and allow to describe the relative position of the objects
with each others. There is many models which propose a representation of this
kind of relation, we propose to use the 9-intersection model from Egenhofer
and Herring [Egenhofer et al. 1991]. In this model, each object pi is defined by
the inset, noted ṗi , the outline set, noted δpi, and the exterior set, noted p̄i

. This model can be represented by a matrix formulation. A topological rela-
tion between two objects X and Y is represented by a matrix. Each element
of this matrix denotes the intersection between different components of X and
Y [Egenhofer et al. 1991].

4. C is a set of constraints defined between the variables of V and/or between vari-
ables value of V . In our object modelization, this corresponds to constraints
defined between the classes (constraints between variable) and/or between ob-
jects (constraints between values). These constraints manage the GDB evolution
on many levels. This quadruplet corresponds to the GDB modelisation to pre-
pare it to evolution.

5. Finally, to effectively manage evolution processes, we have to modelize the up-
dating informations in accordance with the GDB conceptual model. We note
M the updating set where basis action is the transaction and the full model for
the GDB is the 5-uplet (V, D, R, C, M).

Fig. 2. Round-about object geometric representation
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Example 1. Figure 2 shows a geometric representation of a Round-about object Oi.
Oi is a complex object composed of 5 simple objects. Each two simple objects are
connected by a topological relation ”touch”.

4 Updating Propagation: Dynamical Interaction
Network

The integration of the updating flow in the geographical data base starts the dynam-
ics of the system evolution. Let’s recall that updating flow is structured as a set of
transactions, each one is a set of canonical operations sequences. So, each canonical
operation, applied on an object, activates some falls of updating operations to apply
on other objects. At the topological level, geographical objects are linked with topo-
logical relations. The evolution of an object X in topological relation with the object
Y , needs also the evolution of this last one. The evolution of Y will need also to
make evolve the other objects in relation with it. Usually the evolution of X, called
starting operation, is known since it is a membership of the input updating flow,
but its influence on the objects linked to X is not known. So, consequent operations,
called influence operations, are not known. Objects to which these operations are
applied, called influenced objects, are not either known.

So, propagate the effect of an updating operation in the geographical data base
means to execute the starting operation and all the influence operations which result
from it without altering its consistency. This is translated, in our system, by the
installation of an interaction network built from the connection graph and the table
of influences in [Kadri-Dahmani 2005].

ID CLASS RELATION

7130 BATIMQCQ contains

7135 BATIMQCQ contains

7134 BATIMQCQ contains

3640 ROUTE TR borders

2264 ROUTE TR borders

4520 CARREFOURNA touchs

4530 CARREFOURNA touchs

... ... ...

Table 1. Topological influence area from object ID 9814

If we consider an object Oc and an associated updating operation, op, the mecanism
of propagation is applied in a local zone centered on the object Oc, called working
zone from where we extract the set of other objects which may be under the influence
of the first one. The propagating mechanism is recursif but we limit the exploration
inside the working zone. The step is presented in the Propagation algorithm (see Fig.
5) where InfluenceAreaT() allow to delimit the Topological Influence Area defined
as follow:
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Fig. 3. Topological influence area from object ID 9814

Fig. 4. Connection graph (extract from object ID 9814)
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Propagate(Op1, O1, O2, Rel, tabu, Result, Zte,BC):Result

01 - if Op1=Identity or O2=Null or Rel=Null

02 - then

03 - if O2�=Null

04 - then tabu <- tabu - {O2}
05 - else tabu <- tabu - {O1}
06 - endif

07 - Result <- true

08 - else

09 - Op2 <- InfluenceTableVisit (Op1, O1, O2, Rel)

10 - Zitc(O2) <- InfluenceAreaT(O2, Zte).Zitc(O2)

11 - if DirectUpdate (Op2, O2, Zitc(O2),BC).Success

12 - then

13 - Result <- Result ∪{O2}
14 - Success <- true

15 - For all object O3 ∈ Zitc(O2) then

16 - if (O3 �∈ tabu)

17 - then

18 - Rel2 <- Relation(O2,O3)

19 - Success <- Propagate (Op2, O2, O3, Rel2,

tabu ∪{O3}, Result, Zte, BC)

20 - endif

21 - endfor

22 - else Success <- False

23 - endif

24 - endif

25 - return success

Fig. 5. Propagation Algorithm

Definition 1. We consider Oc a target object to be updated from a GDB. Its Topo-
logical Influence area that we note as Zit(Os), collects all the GDB objects which
are inside a working zone of Oc and which are linked to Oc.

Example 2. Figure 3 shows working zone of the target object ID 9814 which is a
camping. The table1 contains a part of the set of the ID objects which belong to
his influence area. For each ID object, its corresponding class and the topological
relation with the target object are given.

We represent the topological influence area by a connection graph which connects
the objects linked by a topological relation.

Example 3. Figure 4 shows some elements of the connection graph corresponding to
some relation from the target object ID 9814, based on the table 1.
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5 Emergent Property

The local propagation allows to avoid to explore the whole geographic data base.
Now, we need to build a processus that will compute the adapted working zone which
permits to tell whether the local consistency maintenance is enough to insure the
global consistency maintenance. For that purpose we propose an algorithm that we
called dilatation method and that consist to progressively increase the working area
like a new disk centered on the initial object Oc and which radius is augmented step
by step with the value p until that a further increase will not compute new objects
involved in the propagation processus. That leads us to define this computed area
as the stability area associated to the object Oc. To prove that the local consistency
maintenance can be sufficient for the global consistency maintenance, we had to
define some hypothesis about the regularity of the objects repartition. The properties
given in the following are prove in [Kadri-Dahmani 2005].

Definition 2. A finite set of planar points is called p-dense if the Delaunay trian-
gulation over all the set of points has no edges longer than p.

Property 1. If the influence area of the point Oc is p-dense then the dilatation method
with a step equal to p computed from Oc give the stability area of this point.

Property 2. The local consistency over the stability area for an object Oc will insure
the consistency of the whole Data Base.

This last emergent property allows us to define a subset of objects from the GDB
and be able to predict that the behavior of these objects is himself the behavior of all
objects of the GDB vis-a-vis to a flow of update. This first theoretical result allows
us to implement in an efficient way, the whole updating system, with the postulate
that the natural geographical data follows this hypothesis of regular distribution,
using an adapted step of resolution for the dilatation method.

6 Implementation and Experiments

The whole system has been originally developed in the COGIT laboratory where it
has been implemented. This system is in operational practice and has been connected
to the framework OXYGENE [Badard et al. 2003] of this laboratory. OXYGENE,
mainly developed in Java, allows to model and to use geographical information
within oriented object scheme. Data Bases are managed with Oracle which has been
completed with a spacial data extension. The mapping between Oracle and Object
representation is made by JDO (Java Data Object) and OJB.

A methodology for its validation has been developed and has proved that the mech-
anisms are efficient, even if some rejection can be avoid with a better scheduling.
An experiment has been developed on the IGN GDB concerning the Angers French
town zone (see Fig. 6).
Using some matching technique between two of these GDB from 1994 and 1996
(respectively called BDTopo94 and BDTopo96), we have built a set of updating
informations. We define 2 indicators to validate the automatic updating process
respecting the consistency maintenance:
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Fig. 6. Extract of BDTopo96 concerning Angers town

• The precision indicator defined as the rate of correct updating decision number
over the total realized decision number;

• The similarity indicator which compares the updating results from BDTopo94
with the true situation in BDTopo96. This indicator is the rate of the number
of matched objets in this comparison over the total number of matched objects
and unmatched objects.

From a specific experiment based on 30 canonical operations, we have obtained a
precision indicator equal to 0.948 and a similarity indicator equal to 0.962 [Kadri-
Dahmani 2005] which is sufficient to validate the whole processus.

7 Conclusion

This paper describes a consistent updating processus over a Geographical Data Base
(GDB) as a complex operation concerning Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
Our purpose is to explain where the complexity occurs during the processus, The
formalism proposed for the geographical information description is based on objects.
To manage the updating, we have to define semantic and topological relations which
allow to define the influence area associated with each object. These relations be-
tween objects are represented with a connection graph.

Moreover, we have to manage some constraints which deal with consistency main-
tenance of the whole data base ; a specific language is proposed for that purpose.
Even if the connection graph is important on a whole geographic map, the previous
system to describe GIS is complicated in the sense that we can manage it correctly
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by successive splitting and application of basic operators.

The updating processus is then defined over the GIS as a complex flux that make
involved the GIS. This processus implements a propagation method which consists
to act by updating on GDB objects and these objects propagate the updating opera-
tors using an influence table and so retro-acts on the whole system and processus. In
that sense, the updating processus crosses the GIS like an evolutive organizational
flux which transform the GIS from a complicated system to a complex system. The
basis of the updating is the use of influences tables which summarize all the canon-
ical operators needed. The application of this influence table can be compared with
the rule based processus which make involved a cellular automaton.

Finally we show how the updating processus, as a complex flux over GIS, can lead
to obtain an emergent property. This property allows to obtain the global consis-
tency maintenance of the whole GDB from only local consistency maintenance. We
implement a dilatation method that can be considered as a way to obtain a self-
organization concerning the updating problem.

The complex decomposition and description of the work presented in this paper
allows us to build conceptual models over GIS which can be used to manage some
others kinds of complex processes. We can adapt this proposed method for updat-
ing flux to other kinds of complex processes flux. In these complex processes, we
can consider the human aspects of geography which deal with social, geopolitic and
ecological purposes (6). The proposed methods used here can give conceptual ap-
proaches to manage such major developments which give all the power in the use of
GIS in our present complex world, to better understand and analyze it.
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Summary. In this paper, we present a review concerning the coupling of Geo-
graphical Information Systems with agent-based simulation. With the development
of new technologies and huge geographical databases, the geographers now deal
with complex interactive networks which describe the new Geopolitics and world-
wide Economy. The aim here, is to implement some self-organization processes that
can emerge from these complex systems. We explain how we can today model such
phenomena and how we can implement them in a practical way, using the concept
of complex systems modelling and some efficient tools associated to this concept.
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1 Introduction

The challenge of the simulation of complex systems modelling based on Geographi-
cal Information System (GIS) is to propose the future decision making supports for
urban plannings or environmental, social-politic development. Geographers manage
today a great amount of geographical data and need innovative methodologies to
analyse them in a pertinent way. A complex vision of the current world is strongly
needed in order to face nowadays challenges in understanding, modelling and simu-
lating [Aziz-Alaoui et al. 2006]. The increasing of intensive communications, allowed
by high technologies, leads to develop in an efficient way, the information access and
sharing. This revolution deeply transforms Geopolitics and world-wide Economy
into geographical complex systems in huge interactive networks. Mixing GIS with
complexity modelling is a new challenge to understand, analyse and build decision
support systems for Economy and Geopolitics.

The actual GIS conceptual model is based on a layered structure [Goodchild et al.
1991]. A layer allows gathering, in a same set, some objects corresponding to a spe-
cific thematic, hydrological layer, building layer, road layer, ... Some new challenges
for GIS future development, is to use the new conceptual models given by complexity
theories to automatically identify some dynamical organizations and so to manage
scenario of developments which can be used to determine automatically some social
or urban re-organizations, for example.

The use of Individual-Based Model (IBM) offers potential for studying complex
system behaviors and human/landscape interactions within a spatial framework.
Artificial intelligent agents introduce behavior conditions and set communications or
interactions between them and their environment as the major rule of the simulation
evolution. Agents have goals who lead their interactions or actions over the world.
Few researchers have mixed spatially explicit agents and GIS. After a non exhaustive
review on that subject, we will focus our attention on Agent Analyst, based on
Repast Multiagent system [Agent Analyst 2008,Repast 2008]. Agent Analyst can be
presented as a free extension to ESRI’s products like ArcGIS.

2 Mixing Individual-based Models and GIS

The use of Individual-Based Model (IBM) is a promising approach to model spatially
explicit ecological phenomena. Interest has increased in using GIS for simulation to
spatial dynamic processes. A great part of the challenge of modeling interactions
between natural and social processes has to do with the fact that progress in these
systems results in complex temporal-spatial behavior [Gimblett 2002].

Successive efficient computer science concepts used for that purpose, are:

• Cellular automata theory which has demonstrated efficiency about modeling
landscape dynamics by regular rule-based processes;

• Object-oriented modeling (OOM) which has proved its power by representing
the domain with concrete objects that have as much similarity with their real
world counterparts as possible;
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• The spatially explicit model mixed with object-based modeling lead to define the
individual-based modeling (IBM). The characteristics and advantages of IBM
are [Gimblett 2002]:

– A variety of types of differences among individuals in the population can be
accommodated;

– Complex system decision making by an individual can be simulated;
– Local interactions in space and the effects of stochastic temporal and spatial

variability are easily handled.

• Artificial intelligent agents (Wooldridge, 2002) introduce behavioral conditions
and set communications or interactions between them and their environment as
the major rule of the simulation evolution. Agents have goals who lead their
interactions or actions over their world.

Few researchers have mixed spatially explicit agents and GIS. The first goal for us,
is to have at hand, a virtual laboratory in order to study the outcomes of various
behavior on realistic landscapes.

Jiang and Gimblett provide an example of modeling pedestrian movements using
virtual agents in urban spaces. Corresponding to cognitive processes for their behav-
ior, agents act relatively to their own environment perception. Decision makers, such
resources managers or designer, faced with realistic environment problems, would
substantially benefit from these simulation techniques.

Itami and Gimblett have developed the Recreation Behavior Simulator (RBSim) to
simulate the behavior of human individuals in natural environments. RBSim joins
two computer technologies: GIS to represent environment and Autonomous Human
Agents in order to simulate human behavior within geographic space. This tool can
allow us to investigate tourism management options. It tries to give answers to some
questions like: how different management options might affect the overall experience
of tourists? How to schedule some visits and know the impact on the number and
frequency of users? A graphical output of RBSim is illustrated in the figure 1.

Randy Gimblett develops studies about Colorado River through the Grand Canyon
national park. This natural site suffers from impacts of repeated recreational uses
like campsites and the destruction of sensitive vegetation due to many visitors. A
management plan has been established to protect the national resource. RBSim is
currently used to simulate the current use pattern of commercial tour operators
in the Grand Canyon. In addition, managers wish to test alternative management
strategies including alternative timetables for starting trips, booking specific river-
side campsites for different sized boating parties: these strategies being aimed to
reduce conflicts between different boating parties, reducing environmental impact
on river beaches, and increasing the number of river users.

After this brief review, we will present in the next section, a self-organized spatial
model which will be implemented in a mixed GIS (Geographical Information System)
- ABMS (Agent Based Modeling and Simulation) model for urban development.
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Fig. 1. Dynamical agents move across the landscape in RBSim [Gimblett 2002].

3 Schelling’s Self-Organized Segregation Model

Thomas Schelling received in October 2005, the Nobel Price in Economic Sciences.
He contributed to enhance the understanding of conflicts and cooperation about so-
cial institutions. His major work deals with game theory, he proposes a simple model
of spatial segregation which can lead to self-organized phenomena. Schelling’s city
segregation model illustrates how spatial organizations can emerge from local rules,
concerning the spatial distribution of people which belong to different classes. In this
model, people can move, depending on their own satisfaction to have neighbours of
their own class. Based on this model, a city can be highly segregated even if people
have only a mild preference for living among people similar to them.

In this model, each person is an agent placed on a 2D grid (in his original presenta-
tion, a chessboard was used by Thomas Schelling). Each case can be considered like
a house where the agent lives. Each agent cares about the class of his immediate
neighbours who are the occupants of the abutting squares of the chessboard. Each
agent has a maximum of eight possible neighbours. Each agent has a “happiness
rule” determining whether he is happy or not at his current house location. If un-
happy, he either seeks an open square where his happiness rule can be satisfied or
he exits the city. The rule-based system is described as following:

• An agent with only one neighbour will try to move if the neighbour is of a class
different than his;
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• An agent with two neighbours will try to move unless at least one neighbour is
of the same class as his;

• An agent with from three to five neighbours will try to move unless two neigh-
bours are of the same class as his;

• An agent with from six to eight neighbours will try to move unless at least three
neighbours are of the same class as his.

The exact degree of segregation which emerges in the city depends strongly on the
specification of the agents happiness rules. It is noticeable that, under some rule
specifications, Schelling’s city can transit from a highly integrated state to a highly
segregated state in response to a small local disturbance. We can observe some bi-
furcation phenomena which lead to chain reaction of displacements.

In the figure 2, we present some results of Schelling’s model computed on a cellular
automaton based on the applications proposed by N. Gessler [Gessler 2008].

4 Mixing Agent-Based Simulation and GIS Model
Support to Implement Self-Organized Segregation Model

Agent Analyst is an Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation (ABMS) extension for
the ESRI’s ArcGIS suite of products [Agent Analyst 2008]. Agent Analyst integrates
and extends the functionalities of the open-source Repast modeling and simula-
tion. The Recursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit (Repast) is an agent modeling
toolkit [Repast 2008]. It borrows many concepts from the Swarm agent-based mod-
eling toolkit, but it multiple pure implementations in several languages and built-in
adaptive features such as genetic algorithms and regression. Repast seeks to sup-
port the development of extremely flexible models of living social agents, but is not
limited to modeling such entities.

Agent Analyst fully integrates ABMS with GIS. Through this integration, GIS ex-
perts gain the ability to model behaviours and processes as change and movement
over time (e.g., simulate land use and land cover changes, predator-prey interactions,
or network flows and congestion) while ABMS modellers are able to incorporate de-
tailed real-world environmental data, perform complex spatial processes, and study
how behaviour is constrained by space and geography. Furthermore, ABMS mod-
els can include real-time GIS data for situations such as disaster management, fire
fighting, or resource management.

The graphical Agent Analyst tools allow the user to create agents, schedule simu-
lations, establish mappings to ArcGIS layers, and specify the behaviour and inter-
actions of the agents. In the following, we will show how using Agent Analyst for
Schelling”s problem. A sample will be given using GIS and agent model and develop
the use to implement it.

In the following, the Schelling’s segregation model is applied on a GIS vector layer
rather than a 2D grid [Ligman-Zielinska 2005]. The implementation is made using
Agent Analyst over ArcGIS. The model is composed of two main parts. The first
one is an environment layer of zip code regions from a GIS, represented in Agent
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(i) Initial configuration

(ii) After 999 steps configuration

Fig. 2. Schelling’s segregation model implemented by N. Gessler [Gessler 2008]
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Fig. 3. Agent-GIS mixing after [Agent Analyst 2008]

Analyst by a non movable vector GIS agent. The other part is a set of movable
generic agents, which represent the city residents who make decisions of moving to
a new location (zip region). This general architecture is represented by figure 3.

The basis of the resident agent displacements come from the local rules of preference
described below and a segregation phenomenon emerges from the interplay of these
individual choices.

The model assumptions are based on a twofold distinction, red and green resident
identity. The model is equipped with a basic parameter threshold called tolerance,
which reflects agent preference level of neighboring agents that are alike (i.e. the
same “color”). For example, if the tolerance parameter is set to 30%, then it is
assumed that the agent will be satisfied if the ratio of identity-different neighboring
agents to total number of neighbors does not exceed 30%. If it does, then the agent
is dissatisfied and moves out to another region that is currently unoccupied.
Using Agent Analyst, we load the city layer shape in ArcMap as represent in figure 4.

Then the Schelling model is loaded in the ArcToolbox defined for AgentAnalyst
as process. Figure 5 is the interface obtained. We can find on this interface a lot
of elements like display name or GIS package used (ArcGis or OpenMap) but also
Actions editor.

Actions editor was designed to automatize the process of programming model ac-
tions. It composes all the necessary elements that constitute an action. Since an
action is a method in object-oriented programming language, which is here a vari-
ant of Python, we need to define its name, import the necessary classes (modules)
from outside the model (if we need any), use pre-existing variables, and finally write
the code for action.

Once all elements are defined, we can compile and run the model. One possible
issue of Schelling’s model in the initial map defined previously can be represented
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Fig. 4. City layer shapefile after [Ligman-Zielinska 2005]

Fig. 5. Agent Analyst model component
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Fig. 6. Agent Analyst simulation after [Ligman-Zielinska 2005]

by figure 6. In this figure we have the Repast toolbar which allows managing the
simulation execution.

Even if segregation is an important problem to manage or to control the urban sys-
tems development, the schelling model can be used and generalized to many others
problems, especially for non structured networks. A. Singh and M. Haar [Singh et
al. 2004] have proposed an extension of Schelling’s model for managing peer to peer
(P2P) networks. P2P is a new way of decentralized organization for communica-
tion over networks. Because of the increasing possibilities to share and to distribute
efficient computers at low cost on many position on a network, the P2P way of com-
munication could be one of the major in the future. The robustness of such networks
in any kind of critical situations can make them powerful and efficient.

In an unstructured decentralized network, the location of the peers is decided ran-
domly and therefore peers with high bandwidth may be adjacent to peers with
low bandwidth introducing undesired low bottleneck bandwidth in the network.
Schelling’s method is based on local displacements, which change the peers con-
nections of the considered computer over the whole connection graph. Schelling’s
method is also based on satisfaction criteria which is the fact that the neighbors have
similar bandwidth than the considered computer. This demonstrate of Schelling’s
model can be used effectively for adapting P2P network topology and so to improve
bandwidth usage. We can generalize this study to any kind of unstructured networks
such as mobile telecom infrastructures distribution over an urban system area.
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5 Conclusion and Perspectives

This paper presents some new methodologies using agent-based modelling to im-
plement the complexity needed to simulate geographical, social and environmental
systems. The first part shows a review of the usage of simple mixing of agent repre-
sentation interacting on GIS. The second part shows how this mixing can allow to
implement more complex situations, dealing with self-organization processes. In that
purpose, we describe an example of such self-organization processes by the imple-
mentation of Schelling’s segregation model over a Geographical Information System,
using mixing with Agent Based Modeling and Simulation. Extension of this segre-
gation model can be found to P2P network management but also more generally, to
interaction network management. The mixed GIS-ABMS platform is intended now
to be connected to ant systems [Bertelle et al. 2006] and automata models to allow
to represent evolutive negociation processes [Ghnemat et al. 2006]. Applications to
economy and urban development are well-suited to this forthcoming studies.
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Summary. In this paper, we study the cliff collapses, using observations and in
situ measures, along 120 km of the french chalk coastline in Upper-Normandy and
Picardy. Cliff collapses occur inconsistently in time and space, in unpredictable way.
A european scientific project ROCC (Risk Of Cliff Collapse) has been launched
(1999-2002) in order to identify the critical parameters involved, to evaluate their
impact and their interaction in mass movements. Cliff collapse process appears as
a complex natural system, due to the large amount of parameters able to lead to
a collapse. GIS approach has been used to allow an homogeneous cartography of
each parameter reported on one layer each one, along a large surface of 120 km
long coastline. The computation is decomposed in different steps which consist from
the qualitative factors, to quantify them and to normalize them in space. On the
basis of field measurements and data analysis, four types of geological information
have been added to the GIS model and a first computation of hazard modelling has
been proposed to design a collapse hazard sensitivity map, based on a elementary
summation of the parameters. We now prospect to introduce a ruled-based systems,
dealing with the complexity of the interaction of the local parameters. An interaction
network must be defined to represent the spatial and semantic links between local
parameters.
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1 Geological Context

Coastal chalk cliffs exposures along each part of the English Channel are composed
of nearly vertical cliffs ranging from 20 to 100 m high, with a less or more thin
cover of clays-with-flints and a chalk shore platform with a low angle of slope, often
covered with sand and/or shingles. The shore platform is made of eroded chalk
and is subjected to a semi-diurnal cycle of macrotides, whereas the cliff rocks are
submitted to fresh groundwater that infiltrate within the chalk through rainfall (See
Figure 1).

Coastal chalk cliffs exposed on each part of the English Channel suffer numerous
collapses, with mean volumes varying between 10 000 and 100 000 cubic meters
per event. Between October 1998 and October 2001, a minimum of 52 collapses
have been observed along 120 km of the French chalk coastline located in Upper-
Normandy and Picardy, with 28 collapses with volumes greater than 1000 cubic
meters. Such collapses occurs inconsistently in time and space and appears to be
relatively unpredictable. Little work has been devoted to the analysis of processes
responsible for the collapses of the chalk seacliffs, and this led to the European
scientific project, ROCC (Risk Of Cliff Collapse) because of the growing hazard
to local communities from chalk cliff retreat. The main goal of the ROCC project
was to identify the critical parameters leading to chalk coastal cliff collapses, and
to evaluate the impact of those parameters and their interaction in such rock mass
movements. The main objective was to create maps showing the sensibility of cliffs
to erosion (cliff collapse hazard) along the 120 km coastline.

2 Cliff Collapse Process

The evolution of a cliff from stability toward failure, depends on changes present
in the rock mass (lithology, fracture pattern), and processes acting within the rock
mass (degree of water saturation, water movement) caused by external agencies of
subaerial and marine origin. External agencies lead to :

• the development and opening of fractures (resulting from stress relief, fatigue,
wetting and drying, freeze-thaw action),

• the deterioration of the rock material as a result of infiltration of water (resulting
in solution, chemical alteration, physical breakdown through freeze-thaw or salt
crystallisation),

• substantial geometric changes at the cliff foot (height of shingles and debris
accumulation).

The rock mass characteristics such as chalk type, fracture pattern and karstic de-
velopment may be consider as fixed parameters, only varying in space. Variable
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parameters such as water saturation of the chalk and water movement in the chalk
through fractures and karstic system are closely linked to external agencies, with
various delays. External agencies are varying in space and time, with various fitting
scales. It is the case of climatological parameters, such as rainfall and temperature
(with temporal variations from hours, days, seasons, years and decade) and oceano-
graphic parameters with temporal variations from day to season (for tides and wave
action), and variations from year to decade (for sea level variation due to global
change).

3 GIS Approach

Cliff collapse process appears as a complex natural system, due to the large amount
of parameters able to lead to a collapse. GIS approach has been used to allow an
homogeneous cartography of each parameter reported on one layer each one, along a
large surface of 120 km long. GIS has been also used to perform various combinations
between each parameters to obtain various degrees of hazard.

The coastline location has been identified on the IGN topographic cartography ba-
sis at 1/25 000 (MNT IGN©1992, as a raster). Each GIS layer is dedicated to one
parameter. The most simplified method to attribute a level to each parameter is
to evaluate the minimal and maximal value of the parameter within a fixed geo-
graphic framework. The operator attribute the level zero for the minimal value and
the value 100 for the maximal value. Then, each parameter (with various original
units) may be reported on a layer with percents as a value of the parameter inten-
sity ; moreover parameters may be combined easily together on the same geographic
framework. The report of each parameter has been realised on a coastal strip lo-
cated at the top of the cliff (drawn from a 50 m wide dilatation each part from the
coastline). For each parameter, various strip sections (polygons) are defined as a
function of the parameter value.

The GIS framework is usefull for the spatial correlations of various parameters and
to combine several models to represent an hazard level.

4 Parameters Definitions

Georeferenced data produced by IGN have been used to build the GIS basis through
Mapinfo® software. The various layers of the GIS are composed of parameters all
varying in space, but non-variable or variable in time. Non-variable parameters in
time are the geographic information (coastline location, cliff height) and the geologic
information (chalk lithostratigraphic succession, fracturation). Variable parameters
in time are the hydrogeologic and the oceanographic informations. Unfortunatly,
oceanographic parameters have not been considered in this study. The cliff collapses
occurrence results from the intercation of all these parameters, but we may consider
that the observed location of past cliff collapses is a non variable parameter in time.
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Fig. 1. Geological map (© BRGM) as raster around Fécamp and the strip indicative
of the cliff altitude

4.1 Coastline location and cliff height

One layer is dedicated to the spatial location of the coastline (precisely defined at
the top of the cliff) to build a 100 m wide strip.

A second layer is dedicated to the cliff altitude and has been used to select various
height sections (as polygons) within the strip, with 10 m intervals, varying from 5 to
100m height. These layers have been deduced from the 1/25 000ème IGN topographic
map (not shown in this study).

4.2 Past cliff collapses occurence

During the ROCC project, regular field surveys performed during october 1998 and
december 2001 allowed to report a minimal value of cliff collapses. For each reported
collapse, the location and date of occurrence were reported and the volume of the
deposit were measured [Duperret et al. 2004]. Such data have been reported on a
layer in the GIS, as recent collapses parameter.

4.3 Chalk lithostratigraphy

As defined in UK [Mortimore 1983], chalk type units are defined on the basis of a
lithostratigraphic concept and are more representative of the geotechnical properties
of the chalk than the stratigraphic scale traditionaly used in France [Mortimore
2001, Duperret et al. 2004]. The Chalk lithostratigraphy layer is composed of six
chalk units of various characteristics detailed below :

1. Cenomanian craie de rouen is a nodular chalk with numerous flint bands in
Upper-Normandy. Unit (1a) is defined between Antifer and Fécamp headlands,
(1b) is defined north of Fécamp and (1c) south of Antifer.
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Fig. 2. Chalk Lithostratigraphy map, around Fécamp

Fig. 3. Vertical cross section of the various chalk lithostratigraphic sequence on the
cliff face

2. The Holywell nodular chalk is a nodular and massive chalk, with few flint bands,
which contains many flaser marls and abundant Mytiloides shell debris layers,
with open crossed fractures north of Fécamp (2a) and closed crossed fractures
southward (2b)

3. The New Pit chalk formation contains numerous flint bands in cliffs south of
Fécamp (3a) but is flintless northwards at St Martin-plage, north of Fécamp
(3b),

4. The Lewes Nodular Chalk is a yellowish coarse chalk, including soft, marly
bands and nodular hardgrounds, with regular flint layers. The Lewes Nodular
Chalk formation contains dolomitic layers to the south of Fécamp (4a) which
are absent northward (4b),

5. The Seaford Chalk Formation is a homogeneous white chalk with conspicuous
bands of large flints, with large collapses, north of Fécamp (5a) and small col-
lapses southward (5b)

6. The Newhaven Chalk Formation is a marly chalk with numerous marl seams
and regular but few flint bands.
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Chalk rocks present various degrees of physical properties, particularly density and
porosity. The standart strength categories used to describe rocks for engineering
purposes could not be applied readily to chalk, due to the variations in physical
properties even within a single block of intact chalk. Even if each chalk unit is well
defined, a direct comparison of each chalk units is not realistic. Moreover, some
types of chalk retain water at saturation level while others gain and lose water more
readily, changing drastically their physical properties.

The lithostratigraphic indice has thus been determined by a direct correlation be-
tween each vertical lithological succession on the cliff face and the estimated volu-
metric mass able to collapse. Each chalk unit formation overlay an older one. On the
cliff face, various chalk successions may appears, depending on the height of the cliff
and the thickness of each chalk units (Fig. 3). From field works, chalk units succes-
sion have been recognized on the cliff face outcrops, conducting to the definition of
twenty four vertical successions of chalk units [Mortimore 2001,Duperret et al. 2004].

As examples : five chalk units outcrop on a vertical section at Fécamp (1a/2b/-
3b/5b/5a) whereas one chalk unit outcrops at Dieppe (6). Cliff collapses volumes
have been estimated for each event observed in the field in France and UK. The
involved volumes are varying from 1 to 100 000 m3 [Mortimore et al. 2004]. Seven
volumic classes have been defined and each volumic class has been attributed to the
corresponding lithostratigraphic sequence. On the basis of involved volumes during
a collapse, a percent scale has been established for each lithostratigraphic sequence.
The maximum influence has been established for the sequence 1a/2b/3b/4b/5a (at
Fécamp) and sequence 4b/5a (100%), with collapses of mean volumes reaching 55
000m3 and the minimum influence is established for the sequence 1b/2b (0%), with
no reported collapse. The six other intermediates classes are based on a logarithmic
scale and defined at 99%, 84%, 78%, 58%, 42% and 35%, with involved collapsed
mean volumes of 50 000 m3, 10 000 m3, 5000 m3, 500 m3 and 100 m3, 50 m3

respectively.

4.4 Fracturation

On the basis of the observations in the field, a preliminary hypothesis was suggested
that fractures embedded within the chalk cliffs could influence cliff collapse. About
2000 fracture orientation measurements were collected on 34 investigations sites reg-
ularly spaced along the 120 km long coastline. Fracture analysis were completed and
homogenised on a systematic analysis of the cliff face from a continuous set of oblic
aerial photography of the cliff face, realised in 1986. The correlation between field
data and continuous aerial photography acquisition has been used to define two ma-
jor layers dedicated to fracture occurrence [Genter et al. 2004].

Ransverse fracturation indice

The total number of fractures that appear on the cliff face represents in fact the
number of transverse fractures to the cliff face. From this numbering, various sections
of fracture density have been defined. The total number of fractures reported on a
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complete area of the cliff face vary from zero to 396 per square meter, which is
equivalent to a scale of fracture density varying from zero to 0.17 and a mean space
between fractures varying from zero to 95.5. An indice of transverse fractures has
been calculated from these data, varying from zero to 100% and has been used to
define 63 sections of various length on the strip, with various degrees of transverse
fracturation.

Parallel fracturation indice

A second layer has been dedicated to fracture data parallel to the cliff face. Such
data have been detected on aerial photographs on the naked beach platform, where
fractures set appears easily. Calculations have been realised on a density fracturation
scale with four levelsreported in percent in the GIS.

4.5 Hydrogeology

Experiments on chalk rocks show that hydration produces a marked decrease of the
chalk strength, which varies depending on the chalk type. When chalk samples are
submitted to a progressive water wetting, a fall of strength occurs. The decrease
of the UCS strength is between 20 and 50% of the dry strength of chalk and this
reduction begins with very low values of water content within the chalk [Duperret
et al. 2005]. Chalk rocks formations are said to exhibit a dual porosity/permeability.
In a classic dual-porosity aquifer the matrix pores provide storage and fissures pro-
vide the permeable pathways for flow. At large scale, the chalk aquifer presents a
behaviour of a porous system, with low flow and at small scale, the chalk aquifer
presents a behaviour of fissural system with high flows. At large scale, the water
content of the chalk varies with fluctuations of groundwater level, submitted to
rainfall inputs. The magnitude of the water table fluctuations in Upper Normandy
is generally inversely proportional to the degree of fissuring (i.e. low permeability
areas with less fractures have high water table fluctuations) [Crampon et al. 1993].
Hydrogeology data have been summarized on three layers in the GIS [Caudron et
al. 2001].

Water table level

Data have been deduced from the hydrogeological map at 1/100 000 edited by
BRGM. Original data was compiled from various available piezometric data in up-
per eptembe, that were acquired at various step of space and time. Even if this
information is unprecise, it is able to give some interesting trends concerning the
water table location in depth. Four classes of water table have been defined as a func-
tion of chalk imbibition thickness near the coastline : (0) zero for suspended valleys,
(1) low imbibition thickness (lower than 5 m), (2) moderate imbibition thickness
(around 10 m), (3) high imbibition thickness (higher than 10 m), (4) very high im-
bibition thickness (coastal area covered by impervious tertiary cover). The water
table indice is ranging from 2.5 to 100 %, with the lowest water table effect for the
class (1) and the highest water table effect for the class (4).
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Coastal piezometric slope

Like water table layer, the coastal piezometric slope has been directly deduced from
the hydrogeological map at 1/100 000. The degree of coastal piezometric slope gives
an indication of the hydric flow, from the aquifer to the coastline. Five classes have
been defined, with a piezometric slope ranging from 0, lower than 5 ‰, between 5
and 10 ‰, between 10 and 20 ‰, between 20 and 40 ‰, and higher than 40 ‰.
The higher the slope is, the higher hydric flow is, the higher the influence to collapse
is.

Coastal springs occurrence

Coastal springs locations reveal mainly the occurrence of fissural and/or karstic
system in the chalk. These data have been collected in the field during eptember-
october 1999 (fall 1999). Three classes have been defined depending of the springs
flow and the spring density on a coastal section : (1) no coastal springs or coastal
springs with low flow (lower than 10 l/s) and low linear density, (2) coastal springs
with low flow (lower than 10 l/s) and high linear density or coastal springs with
mean flow (between 10 and 100 l/s) and low linear density, (3) coastal springs with
mean flow (between 10 and 100 l/s) or coastal springs with high flow (higher than
100 l/s). As a first approximation, the higher the flow and density are, the higher
the karstic system is developed, and the higher the fissural flow transit is.

5 Hazard Modelling

5.1 Arithmetic combinaison

Based on the GIS model, a first computation of hazard modelling is proposed. The
goal is to design a collapse hazard sensitivity map. The computation is decomposed
in different steps which consist from the qualitative factors, to quantify them and
to normalize them in space. The computation is based on a elementary summation
of the parameters. The resulting sum in each coastal strip must be considered as a
potential level of low to high degree of collapse hazard, based on a percent deduced
from all parameters. A part of the resulting GIS is presented in the figure 4. Nev-
ertheless, a confrontation with models and observations needs to be performed to
introduce weighting in association with the pertinent parameters.

5.2 Multi-scale rule-based qualitative system

We now prospect to introduce a ruled-based systems, dealing with the complexity
of the interaction of the local parameters. A process modeling allows to describe
the alea estimation from complex interaction between geological structure, external
agencies and hydrodynamic phenomena. The process modeling is described on Fig-
ure 5 where transitions are activate by physical qualitative modelling rules [Kuipers
1986]. During some specific external agencies (rainfall, temperature, ...), some links
will be activated and dynamically propagate the phenomenon through the rules-
based process which finally give in/output of the cliff collapse hazard. The resulting
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Fig. 4. Hazard Sensitivity map detail deduced from arithmetic combinaison between
each parameters

collapse hazard can be considered as a kind of emergent computation. This pro-
cess concerns a local description and the multi-scale approach consists to change
the level of description and to represent each local process as a compartment. The
compartments are linked by spatial transfers that correspond to pressure variation
and water displacement along the fracture network as represented by the figure 5.
The implementation of the whole method is in progress.
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Summary. Risk and catastrophe are complex systems. Within the scope of this
paper, we focus our attention on structural and dynamic complexities of catastrophes
and on the possibility of modelling and simulating its double complexity with a
formal and methodological framework: the General Systems Theory and System
Dynamics modelling. Then we briefly propose a model of urban catastrophe related
to a flood. After we propose some ways of research allowing exceeding the limits
related to the modelling.
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1 Introduction

This document aims to apprehend the complexity of the systems of risks and catas-
trophes in urban environment I mean natural, technological, or even social ones. The
catastrophe is a social and spatial disorganization of the territorial system which is
affected by a disturbing event. Based on scientific research on risks and disasters
and on our own research, we could identify various forms of complexity. Some of
them concern the structural complexity of catastrophes, while others are related to
the complexity of spatial and temporal scales. Others still depend on the complexity
of geometrical forms and refer to the fractality of disasters. Finally, a last form of
complexity is related to the non-linearity and the unpredictable dynamics of the
systems. These various forms of complexity don’t exclude each other, but can be
observe together during a catastrophe. Within the scope of this paper, we focus first
on structural and dynamic complexities of catastrophes and on the possibility of
modelling and simulating its double complexity with a formal and methodological
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framework: the General Systems Theory and System Dynamics modelling. Secondly,
we present briefly a model of urban catastrophe related to a flood. This model com-
bines hazard, vulnerability and domino effects. It makes possible to apprehend the
complexity of the relation man-nature and the nonlinear dynamics. Finally we pro-
pose some ways of research allowing exceeding the modelling limits.

2 Structural and Dynamic Complexities of Risk and
Catastrophe Systems

Nowadays it is frequent to read in the literature that risks and catastrophes are com-
plex phenomena. There are perceived and analysed from models which can be either
politic, mediatic or scientific. The scientific models are rational models. In the past,
the models of catastrophe were essentially focused on the study of hazard. Nowadays,
the models try more and more to take into account the complexity of the disaster.
Sciences of complexity propose a holistic approach to understand these phenomena.
The holistic analysis seeks to understand systems mechanics by focusing not only
on the entities which compose a system, but on the relations existing between these
entities [Ménard et al. 2005]. Initially we will try to identify structural complexity
of risk and catastrophe systems by undertaking this holistic approach. Two levels
of structural complexities could then be identified. The first level depends on the
even definition of catastrophe. This is defined by risk specialists as a combination, a
conjunction of hazard and vulnerability (R = A∗V ). However we prefer to abandon
this term of combination, which doesn’t integrate interactions between constituents
and define disaster as a complex set of hazard(s) (I mean the physical phenomena
creating damages) and vulnerabilities (I mean the fragility of population, building,
urban system). These two entities form the core constituents of catastrophe systems
and their global functioning. In the absence of one or the other of these constituents,
there cannot be a disaster. Thus, catastrophes are emergent phenomena of hazard
and vulnerability. The emergence means that the global properties of the system
cannot be deducted from the only knowledge of these entities [Zwirn 2005]. If we
neglect an essential aspect of a complex system, we cannot understand the system
in its whole. This means that the risk cannot be reduced neither to the one or other
one of its parts nor to the sum of its parts. This is an important finding. For a
long time, the terms of risk and hazard were used as synonyms, especially in the
field of natural risks, such as floods and earthquakes. As a consequence, scientific
research widely privileged the study of hazard. Of course, scientific progress in this
domain was particularly important. In fact, by neglecting the vulnerability entity
and therefore omitting a part of the system, important aspects of the structure and
the global behaviour of catastrophes were missed out. The sciences of the complexity
thus developed the concepts of risk and catastrophe.

The other type of complexity is relative to the increase of the levels of complexity
when we go from some sector-related complex risk (I mean hazard and vulnera-
bility; for example, a seismic, flood or technological risk) to transversal complex
risk (again I mean hazard, vulnerability and “domino effects”) [Dauphiné 2003a].
Domino effects are a chain of events activated by hazard or vulnerability. For exam-
ple, a seismic risk releasing a technological risk or even a flood risk releasing acts of
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panic. This increase of the levels of complexity results not only from the even higher
number of constituents but also and especially from the multiplicity of the interac-
tions which unite the various entities of a catastrophe. So, the transversal complex
risk integrates the varied nature of “domino effects”: natural and technical or tech-
nological, natural and social or still, to take a last example, natural, technical and
social. These “domino effects”, particularly in urban areas, are creative of clearing
of multiple thresholds of gravity in varied domains and for the same “hyperdisas-
ter” [Guihou et al. 2006]. This structural complexity is rarely taken into account by
the managers of disasters, which often study only one category of disaster: the risk
of floods, earthquakes, forest fires, tsunamis, nuclear accidents etc. are identified in
the various documents of prevention and management of the major risks (Munici-
pal Document of Information on Major Risks). But these various documents don’t
integrate the transverse complexity of catastrophes which take place in urban ar-
eas. Some exceptions exist in this domain, notably in Japan, where the authorities
of Tokyo are afraid of a chain of natural and technological disasters following an
earthquake [Hadfield 1992].

The Cartesian approach, which is limited mostly to the analysis of one type of risk,
does not support the understanding of all the mechanics of a disaster. This scientific
method tends at present to be replaced by holistic approaches. For the better un-
derstanding of a catastrophic event, the study of relations and interactions is better
than the study of the system constituents.

The second form of complexity depends on the dynamic and unpredictable com-
plexities of the disaster systems. The General System Theory of Ludwig von Berta-
lanffy [Von Bertalanffy 1973] and the systemic modelling offer a formal frame to build
models of disasters which are centred on the complexity of the relations man / nature
and on nonlinear dynamics. Within the framework of the General System Theory,
the System Dynamic of J.W. Forrester [Forrester 1984,Aracil 1984] is interested in
the changes which occur inside the studied systems. This method of modelling and
simulation of complex systems appeared in the early 1960s when J.W. Forrester was
a professor at “Sloan School of management” of MIT (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology). They were developed in France from 1980, with the translation into
French of his book “Principles of Systems”. The models allowing apprehending the
dynamics of a system base themselves on the concepts of interaction, feedback loops
and complexity. The dynamic and unpredictable complexities of catastrophe systems
result from feedback loops (a circle of cause-and-effect) which connect the different
variables of the system, the interactions between these feedback loops and the delays
between variables and nonlinear phenomena [Donnadieu et al. 2002]. Two kinds of
feedback relationships govern the dynamic systems of a catastrophe. Some push the
system towards instability and disorder. These are positive feedback loops. Others
make the system return to its initial state. These are negative feedback loops. These
two kinds of feedback relationships operate in complex systems. The presence of
these circuits of feedback loops, which can occur either simultaneously or succes-
sively, does not allow, without modelling and simulation, to predict the temporal
dynamics of a system. This dynamic complexity will be increased by the presence
of a temporal gap and non-linearity between variables (no proportionality between
cause and effect). In the event of a disaster, the planning and the intervention of
disaster managers are forces which, normally but not systematically, bring the sys-
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tem to stability and order. On the other hand, negative forces can push the system
to disorder and to instability.

It is necessary to apprehend the catastrophes as a system with several constituents
and which evolution is rarely linear. The System Dynamics modelling was thus
retained to build models of urban disasters. The construction of a model starts by
the realization of a Forrester diagram. This diagram represents the various elements
which compose the system in term of stocks and flows, and clarify the relations
established between the various variables of the modelled system. It is what we
call the “Dynamo language”. The relations between the variables of the system
are mathematically formulated with for example statistical laws, logical rules (if
then else). In this way quantitative and qualitative data can be integrated into the
model. The basic elements of the model are the state variables, flows, converters and
connectors. It is difficult to separate this approach of the computer tool allowing its
application.

Stocks or reservoirs, the graphic formalism of it is a rect-
angle, are state variables. Their quantity varies through
time according to the inflows and outflows. The value of
these stocks informs about the state of the system all the
time t. Stocks are used to represent so many material
accumulations (the water, the individuals) as immaterial
(the knowledge).

Flows feed the reservoir and thus modify the state. They
determine the variations at the various levels of the sys-
tem. In the absence of flows, no change in the magnitude
of stocks is possible. So, stocks and flows are inseparable.

The auxiliary variables or converters, represented by a
circle, appear in connectors. They can be a constant, or a
function according to time t or of a some variable a. These
auxiliary variables are very useful to integrate qualitative
information and delays into the models. It is possible to
mix flows of different nature, for example flows of motor-
cars and motorist flows.

The connectors allow to link together the variables of the
system and to simulate feedback loops. Connectors link
stocks to converters, stocks to flow, converters to flow
and converters to other converters.

Table 1. Presentation of the main symbols of the graphic module of the software
Stella Research
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Fig. 1. Modelling a catastrophe system (part. 1)

3 System Dynamics Modelling of Catastrophe with the
Stella Research Program

At the moment, Stella Research [Stella Research 1997] is one of the most wide-spread
software to model and simulate the complex systems according to the principles of a
Forrester formalization. This software includes two modules: a graphic module which
supports building the structure of the model. A mathematical module presents the
results in the form of curves which is a set of differential equations defined by the
graphic module. These differential equations are discretized in difference equations
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Fig. 2. Modelling a catastrophe system (part. 2)

in the software Stella Research. The main symbols of the graphic module of the
software Stella Research are represented in the table 1.

This software was used to create a model of urban disaster of natural origin, a flood.
This model (figures 1 and 2) has already been the object of publications [Provitolo
2007,Provitolo 2005]. We invite the reader interested in greater details of the struc-
ture and the results of the simulation to refer to these publications. The originality
of this model is to associate various entities of disaster and its ”domino effects”,
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Fig. 3. An example of simulation of the population vulnerability during a catastro-
phe

namely the flood hazard (in this case, we have only considered a river flood), the
vulnerability of the population during the flood, the problems of urban traffic and
of motorists evacuation as well as a sector of panic. We find here two forms of com-
plexity. We have a first form of complexity depending on the interaction between
the various elements of the system (I mean interactions intra and inter-sectors).
And we have a second form of complexity depending on nonlinearity. The system of
catastrophe is in this case constituted by four sectors in interaction. The sub-system
of hazard establishes a link with the sector of the population vulnerability subject
to a flood. Indeed, the exposed population is a function of the area (km2) flooded
by river flood (sector hazard). This hazard, physical phenomenon at the origin of
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the damages, is also going to have impacts on the urban traffic. It can create panic
behaviour amongst the motorists taken by the streams. These acts of panic, which
can lead to acts of abandonment of vehicles, go then retroact on the sector of the
vulnerability by delaying the arrival of emergency services. This global model of dis-
aster thus associates aspects generally treated independently of each other. Every
sub-system is constituted, under graphic shape, by state variables, flows, converters
and connectors. These graphic models are then transformed into computer models
which allow running simulations.

The results of simulations are curves which show the temporal dynamics of the
catastrophe. According to the values of the various parameters of the model (poli-
cies of prevention, rapidity of rescue assistance, rate of contact and contagious of
the panic), the forms of the dynamics of the catastrophe system modify. So, the
system knows different evolutions. It does not adopt the same behaviour. Also the
simulations lead to results which are counter-intuitive, unpredictable: for example,
the decrease of the rate of contact and contagious building the relation between
motorists susceptible to panic and panicking motorists does not decrease the stocks
of ”contaminated” population (in this case motorists in panic). With nonlinear dy-
namics, the system can thus adopt unpredictable behaviour [Provitolo 2005]. In the
same way, we can observe that, the variability of the factors of vulnerability create
qualitative change in the vulnerability dynamic (figure 3). For a good prevention (a),
we go from constant curves and curves equal to zero to some curves with positive dis-
symmetry for a bad prevention (b). We observe threshold effects and rupture effects.

These results of simulation also have the benefit to reveal that the complex dynam-
ics of a system are not only read in the result of complex curves, for example chaotic
curves. The complexity results of non linear equation and interactions between vari-
ables. But this equations and interactions do not create necessarily complex curves.
In fact, few results of simulation reveal complex curves. These results of the simula-
tion, by giving various possible evolutions of the system, are a tool of understanding.
They also impose a rule of conduct. The models have to be the object of simulations
based not only on average but also on extreme values of parameters. It is the most
effective way of observing the variety of trajectories.

4 Conclusion

This System Dynamics modelling offers a formal and methodological frame to ap-
prehend the complex structures of types of catastrophes (natural, technological or
technical and social) and different kinds (flood, earthquake, terrorism) as well as
their temporal dynamics. This modelling allows analysing the catastrophes in its
whole. However this approach has limitations, notably with respect to the consid-
eration of the space. The space is indeed indirectly integrated into the models, for
example by means of densities or of surfaces. To exceed this limitation, the ”sys-
temicien” can use other tools of modelling. The scientists have two solutions to
integrate space in all its heterogeneousness and realize models which take into ac-
count temporal and spatial dynamics of a catastrophic event. The first solution is to
link a Geographic Information System (GIS) with a model of system dynamics to
integrate the spatial constituent. Currently, the GIS allows combinatorial analyses
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and structures, but on the other hand is less capable of modelling and simulating
dynamics and complex dynamics. It is very likely that these limitations will be over-
come within the next years. The second approach is to combine System Dynamics
modelling with cellular automata. This research is in progress at the University
of Maryland. The philosophy of this spatio-temporal modelling is to integrate the
spatial systems, the simulation and the complexity into the problem of risk. So we
could have the possibility of working on a spatial grid of square unit cells (raster)
representing an urban area. In each of these cells a model of System Dynamics of
catastrophe (stock-flow model) would be connected. The same structure of model
would run in each cell. In this way we would obtain interactions between the cell and
the systemic model, namely between the urban shape and the variables of the catas-
trophe system (hazard, vulnerability and ”domino effects”). This architecture of
models in interaction would allow understanding not only the spatial dynamics but
also the temporal dynamics of the catastrophe. Those research efforts are certainly
worth being further developed. Indeed, the knowledge obtained by these simulations
would certainly allow taking up new forms of management (how to simply manage
complex phenomena), and would make possible the realization of a comparative
analysis of risks and catastrophes.
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Summary. In this paper, we present an hybrid ecosystem modeling based on
emerging computation from interaction networks. Initially based on an individual-
based modeling (IBM) simulation, we propose an automatic computation to detect
predator-preys systems. After their detection, these systems are replaced by a dif-
ferential system during the simulation. In this way, we can change the description
level and improve both the computation time and the whole system analysis by
detecting some emergent organizations. The description modification between IBM
representation to differential one needs to identify the global coefficients of these
differential equations. Due to the complexity of relations between these two kinds
of representations, a genetic algorithm is proposed to solve this identification.

Key words: Complex systems, ecosystems, interaction networks, emerging sys-
tems, non-linear differential systems, genetic algorithms, ontology.

1 Complexity as a Matter of Interactions

1.1 Emergence of complex systems

In 1968, L. Von Bertalanffy [Von Bertalanffy 1968] describes systems as a set of
elements in interaction. Thus, the becoming of an element is strongly linked with
its local environment. Eventually, some elements in interaction become related in
dynamics and therefore constitute a global entity at a higher level. Finally, entities
evolve at their own level and modify their parts.

Recently, most scientists describe the complexity as a result of interactions be-
tween elements of a system. They point out the fact that those systems are non-
deterministic ones [Cardon 2004]. This fact implies that complex systems cannot be
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studied by dividing them into smaller parts but as a self-organizing systems [Car-
don 2005] in which smaller systems sometimes emerge. Those systems stand for local
sets of elements temporarily interrelated in dynamics which can aggregate or reject
elements (or totally disappear) as they undergo new interactions from their local
environment. The General System Theory [Le Moigne 1994] sketches the basis of
the complex systems structure.

As a consequence, we can describe complex systems as a system according to L.
Von Bertalanffy. The structure of that system evolves (depending of the local in-
teractions between its parts) on different scales of time and space. This structure
is made of entities (or emerging systems) appearing and disappearing depending
on the configuration of the interactions network of its elements. To conclude, the
structure of a complex system results of the feedback between its parts on their own
scale and between the scales. A complex system is made of complex systems, the
whole influencing the parts and the parts modifying the whole.

1.2 Modelling: an interaction network based approach

As we previously described, complex systems embody the rise and the disappearing
of systems. Since many years, models are being developed to study the evolution of
those systems. In ecology and especially in population dynamics, a great diversity
of tools coming from mathematics, computer science or medicine for example are
used to describe the interrelated becoming of populations in their environment. Each
model can be analyzed by considering the associated interaction network between
its elements [Prévost 2005].

Let us give a simple example with a very classical model: the logistic growth of a
population. This model only embodies the dynamics of one population limited by
an external factor which can be a critical resource. Therefore, the interaction net-
work is simply made of the population and its resource linked by the consumption
interaction. When the resource is too low, the consumption is decreasing and the
growth is weakened. More complicated models induce more complicated interaction
networks but it is important to underline the fact that, in particular conditions, one
can associate a model to a network.

Some models directly express their associated interaction networks by their forms.
For example, linear or non linear differential models (using one or more equations)
mostly express the interactions as a term of one of their equations. Matrix models
(as Leslie ones) fix the interactions between the populations in their values.

1.3 Using Individual Based Models to study interaction networks

Since its definition in [DeAngelis et al. 1992], Individual Based Models (IBM) have
been widely used in many sciences. Questions remain regarding the use of the re-
sults [Grim 1999]. Basically, IBM differ from global models as they focus on individ-
uals and not directly on populations. Thus, both of them is relevant at a different
scale and apply to different kind of studies. IBM are not only a discrete expression
of global models but could induce non-deterministic aspects as individuals are in a
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local context. We can assimilate individuals in IBM as elements in our ecosystem1.

The interactions modeled in IBM are on a lower scale than interactions in classical
models. Despite this fact, if one considers the interaction network between the in-
dividuals, one can underline the fact that this interaction network corresponds to a
more global one. In complex systems, systems keep on emerging and disappearing.
Those systems correspond to temporary global entities and therefore can be modeled
thanks to a global model. As we will introduce, we can detect in IBM temporary
stable interactions networks corresponding to global models.

In the following, we will first describe the complexity of ecosystems to propose
an holarchic hybrid model. To deal with the complexity description of knowledge
involved and developped in our model, we use the concept of ontology in order to
define a general ecosystem model and we will present a distributed implementation
of the resulting IBM simulation. We will then focus on the illustration of complex
properties by highlighting the need of specific interaction between individual and
environment. We develop then, a genetic algorithm allowing to change the level
description of the systems, from IBM emergent behavioral systems to Lotka-Volterra
equational systems.

2 Ecosystems Are Complex

The botanist Tansley [Tansley 1935] defines ecosystems as ”The more fundamental
conception is ... the whole system (in the sense of physics) including not only the
organism-complex but also the whole complex of physical factors forming what we
call the environment. We cannot separate them (the organisms) from their special
environment with which they form one physical system ... It is the system so formed
which [provides] the basic units of nature on the face of the Earth ... These ecosys-
tems, as we may call them, are of the most various kinds and sizes.”

Typically, ecosystems are described as a biotope and a biocenisis in mutual interac-
tion. Moreover, they are crossed by fluxes (mass transport or energy) which structure
them in dynamical way. A reductionist approach fails in modelling such mutual in-
teractions and feed-back processes. New approaches based on general system theory
concepts have therefore been tried to produce more efficient models.

Ecosystems are systems as described in the general system theory [Le Moigne 1994]
and can be seen as a set of interacting elements which are characterized by the
following aspects:

• Mutual dependence. Each element is directly linked with other elements in
structure or dynamics. Therefore, its evolution depends on the other elements in
interaction with it. Finally, separating an element from its neighborhood modifies
the whole system.

• Emergence of organizations. The interaction of elements leads to the emer-
gence of natural organizations which generate “new entities”. Those entities
differ from their components in their structure and dynamics.

1 Of course, they are not the only elements.
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• Feed-back processes. This is the retroaction from the emergent organizations
to its own components.

Emergence processes act recursively and generate hierarchical systems organization.
An adapted description is the concept called SOHOS, according to Koestler [Koestler
et al. 1969]. SOHOS stands for Self-Organized Holarchic Open Systems. A holarchy
is a non-directional hierarchy in which the members are called holons.

If we consider the three previous characteristic aspects of ecosystems, a suitable def-
inition of ecosystems could be: “biotope+biocenosis”, natural multi-level holarchic
systems, crossed by structuring fluxes.

Ecosystems as holarchic systems, must be studied at many levels of time and space
(each level is significant) and are crossed by fluxes. Many tools exist to model and
simulate ecosystems. These tools differ by the nature of the model they use, the
level they describe and the phenomena they directly take into account. Thus, they
mainly focus on one aspect of the ecosystem. Therefore, gathering all these models
is a hard task due to structural differences between these tools. Mixing these models
is seldom theoretically feasible, and when it is, the computation of the resulting
simulation needs an impressive computation time. Unfortunately, raising the number
of modeled interactions is the concern of most modelers. We aim to provide a method
facilitating the mixing of models in order to simulate aquatic ecosystems in a multi-
scale description.

3 An Holarchic Hybrid Model for Ecosystems

An ecosystem life cycle always goes through three temporal states characterized by
its biotope and its inner complexity.

• At the beginning, the profile of an ecosystem can be described as juvenile. The
ecosystem itself contains many raw materials and its biodiversity is low. The
biotope is mainly made of simple organisms. These organisms modify the layout
as they keep on multiplying and consuming the raw material. The environmental
condition has low influence on their development. The main factor limiting their
growth, in size and in number, is the quantity of material and the space.

• Then, an ecosystem evolves into a mature or adult form. An adult ecosystem
undergoes a replacement of its original settlement (simple organisms) with com-
plex organisms. These organisms suit the ecosystem characteristics and tend to
maintain them. They consume and produce (or participate to the production
of) raw materials. Those organisms replace some simple organisms (but some
simple organisms remain). So on, the biodiversity of the ecosystem is very high.
We should be aware that the complex organisms need the building made by the
simple organisms during the juvenile stage to appear.

• Finally, an ecosystem tends to be aging. When being adult, the ecosystem is
made of many types of complex systems, each one participating to the mainte-
nance of the system. As it grows old, the ecosystem tends to lower its complexity
and biodiversity by the elimination of the less performing complex organisms and
by the conservation of the best organism association.
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During its life, an ecosystem always undergoes stress periods making it pass from
one step to another (sometimes regressing as it is the case when an ecosystem is
being exploited). We point out that biotope and biocenosis are directly linked and
that each organism acts for his ecosystem as the same time as it is influenced by it.

Following this line of thought, we adopt a well-known description of the biotope
based on a classification of the organisms. This classification is made of three parts:

1. Producers. Producers are the base of the ecosystem. They are responsible for
the production of organic mass by consuming inorganic materials (mineral salt
for example). Moreover, they produce many substances and heat. They too are
eaten by consumers.

2. Consumers. An ecosystem most of the time is studied through its organic
mass. In an ecosystem, most organisms try to develop and support its organic
mass. This category of organism is consumers. They mostly produce organic
mass by consuming other organic mass and release part of that mass in the
ecosystem. They too participate to the layout of the environment.

3. Detritivors or decomposers. As an organism lives, it releases (dead) organic
mass. This organic mass is reused by bacterias to produce raw materials needed
by the producers. They thus maintain the ecosystem resources.

Each part of this classification is a part of the functional aspect of the ecosystem
and participate to the previous cycle of life. This classification constitutes the base
of the representation of the biotope in our model.

We represent ecosystems with a multi-level model. Some level are fixed “a priori”.
We shall describe them later. The determination of the level lays on the following
concepts.

Ecosystems are systems as described in the general system theory meaning they are
made of elements in interaction. In ecology, the basic elements are individuals. So
on, we should introduce individuals in our model. Clearly, we should use an Individ-
ual Based Model on that level. Moreover, ecosystems are thermodynamical systems.
We should take into account flows between ecosystems on a different level than the
individual’s one (as they operate on a different scale). Finally, those flows are well
modeled by laws. Finally, ecosystems are SOHOS. That induces we shall define non-
directional relations between levels and furthermore, and add dynamic scaling for
emerging entities.

While studying the informations available concerning several natural aquatic ecosys-
tems (the Seine estuary, for example), we noticed that these ecosystems could be sep-
arated into different compartments, each one being a particular ecosystem. Clearly,
that description is space-oriented depending of the localization of the compartment
and its inner space. A level corresponding to those compartment should be adopted.

Definition of the holarchic hybrid model

Following the previous concepts, we propose a model suiting ecosystems features
and allowing reuse of already existing model different by nature (law or rule-based,
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different scales).

The model is individual-based in the way it represents the different entities of an
ecosystem. As a consequence, each entity has states (e-states, i-states or p-states)
and behaviors. The behaviors correspond to the model used to model the dynamics
of the entity. It could be rule-based or law-based.

Our model presents three levels defined “a priori”.

• Individual level. This level is the lower one in the holarchy of our system.
It embodies entities that could not be decomposed. We introduce individuals and
super-individuals at this level. Moreover, the elements of that level are described
following the consumer-producer-detritivor model. Thus, one should question
what are the links between a particular entity and the ecosystem. That level is
clearly individual-based so behaviors of the entities are rule-based and entities
have i-states.

• Compartment level. The space is a critical data in ecosystem modeling. We
introduce the space at this level. Thus, a compartment is a single entity in inter-
action with other compartment (exchanging flows) and containing individuals.
As ecosystems are SOHOS, individuals and compartments influence each other.
The compartments have law-based behaviors and e-states. The e-states of the
compartment correspond to global values considered homogeneous in all the
space of the compartment.

• System level. Systems are non-spacialized entities corresponding to a set of
entities. The link between these entities could be defined “a priori” or during
the simulation. The first example of such a system is the ecosystem itself. It
is made of compartments and defines their relations. Moreover, phenomena oc-
cur at the scale of the ecosystem itself influencing all the compartments. The
systems have e-states and law-based behaviors. During the simulation, different
kind of systems could emerge, each one corresponding to a new scale. Moreover,
phenomena with particular scales should be modeled through systems. It is im-
portant to understand that the phenomena occurring on the ecosystems level
directly modify the compartment and thus influence too the individuals of the
compartment themselves. Simultaneously, individuals modify their compartment
and thus influence the ecosystem.

What will be modeled?

The model developped in the following is an ecosystem in which we study the influ-
ence of light and oxygen on a simple food chain. The light differs in many places of
the ecosystem. The oxygen influences the behavior of the biotope.

The food chain is made of four species. The first population is made of planktons
consuming mineral salt and producing oxygen depending on the light. Bacterias
constitute the second one. They decompose organic mass and release mineral salt.
The two last populations are fishes. The first of them feeds on planktons. The second
have plankton and the first population of fishes as preys. Both of them consume
oxygen.
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4 Ontology of the Ecosystem Modelling

4.1 Ontology as a medium of engineering.

The model itself, despite the fact that it contains implicit informations, cannot be
considered as an efficient way to communicate the knowledge about how to make a
model corresponding to a case of study. In order to do so, we make an ontology of
that model which constitutes a meta-model.

Ontology [Gruber 1991] stands for clear definition of a domain of knowledge respect-
ing the following criteria :

1. Ontology must be clear and splits the domain of knowledge in many concepts
that are related. Concepts are linked and the label of the link describes the way
they are in relation. A concept can be a particular case of another. In this case,
the latter inherits from the former. Every concept and link must have a clear
definition.

2. Ontology must be sharable. In fact, one should be able to use concepts or links
for its particular domain of knowledge. For example, basic concepts of ecology
are common to different domains of knowledge or one should want to apply a
topology of links to its particular domain of knowledge which has nothing to do
with ecology.

3. Ontology can be completed meaning users should be able to add new concepts
to the ontology for it to fit their needs.

All those features fit with the needs of model engineering so we made an ontology
of our model using Protege. That ontology explicits the structure, interactions and
feedbacks described in the model as well as its inner way to relate models and levels.
Moreover, it is linking the model with concrete elements from ecology helping users
to apply the model to their case of study. For example, we introduce a decomposition
of populations between producers, decomposers and consumers and link it with the
different models of our meta-model. Therefore, we can complete the meta-model’s
range by increasing the concepts of this part of the ontology.

Finally, ontology are not a static view of a domain of knowledge but should be
applied to particular usecase. Doing so the knowledge of the particular case applies
and therefore helps us understand it and see how all the parts of this usecase are
interrelated. That process is sometimes called instantiation as it consists in giving
concrete values from our usecase to all the linked concepts of the ontology.

4.2 Presentation of the ontology in Protégé

Particularity of Protégé

Protégé is a well-known freeware commonly used in computer science to conceive
ontology and exploit them. It adopts an object way to represent concepts and links.
Therefore, every concepts stands for a class with a clear definition of the concept it
is representing. In addition to that definition, particular attributes have to be added
by the user. Those attributes are called slots and constitute the links between con-
cepts. Thus, when a concept A is linked with another concept B, a slot is defined
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in the slot A which type is the class representing concept B. The name of the slot
describes the link itself and a clear definition must be added. Additional features of
slots exist as the cardinality or the fact that the link is an inverse one.

Finally, making an ontology in Protégé consists in making a class hierarchy where
classes are linked.

The ontology itself

The ontology is divided in four parts representing particular concerns about model-
ing and whose elements are linked.

Entity stands for every type of data represented in the model. It is named and
linked with mathematical values that are the states of the data (for example, height
or number). Therefore, particular subclasses of entities have been defined, describing
particular ways to model data at a particular scale:

1. Global entities represent non localized elements described by continuous values
on a global scale (for example, settlements).

2. Individual gathers all ways to model discrete entities in a local space (see figure
1). Therefore, it is divided between single individuals which represent every
individual as a particular entity and super-individuals, each of which regroups
some individuals that are localized at the same place and have equal states
[Scheffer et al. 1995].

Fig. 1. The individual’s class in Protégé

3. System represents a set of entities (or its subclasses) which are interrelated
in dynamics. Particular models (as Lotka-Volterra equations or example) exist
describing those systems.

4. Compartment stands for a space with particular values describing its abiotic and
environmental factors. They embody individuals, global entities and systems.
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Those entities are in relation with a behavior standing for the model describing the
evolution of its values.

Behaviors are a particular type of classes defining a way to describe the dynamics
of an entity. Indeed, it is linking an entity with a particular tool (rule or equation)
that will make its values evolve according to the description of space and time. The
tools come from mathematics, physics or computer science for example and are clas-
sical in modeling. Particular behaviors are associated with the different subclasses
of entity and corresponding to their level.

As we sketched previously, entities could be localized in space. Therefore, different
type of space models have been defined including continuous or discrete ones, net-
work, grid... Time models are also available as a set of classes representing some
ways to introduce space in a simulation (event driven for example).

Last but not least, a particular class named ecological’s part or ecosystem’s
part(see figure 2) fulfills a critical task. In fact, this class and those that inherit
of it constitute ecological knowledge linked with the modeling concepts from the
other parts. Thus, as a user starts an instantiation of the ontology, he applies his
ecological knowledge to that part. Then, the links between these parts and the other
parts make the user ask himself questions about how to model his case referring to
the definition of the ontology. Therefore, the ontology naturally makes him assuming
the task of the modeler as he instantiates it.

Fig. 2. The producer class : subclass of ecological’s part.

Example of three species aquatic ecosystem

The following demonstration corresponds to a down-top approach, but we can also
use a top-down one to model our ecosystem. First, the example shows us a food
chain composed of four species. As we want to introduce the species, we should first
determine if they are consumers, detritivors or producers.
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• Plankton. Plankton produces oxygen, consumes mineral salt and multiplies
without consuming organic mass. It clearly corresponds to producers (see figure
3).

• Bacterias. Bacterias use the organic mass to produce salt through decomposi-
tion. They are detritivors (see figure 5).

• Fishes. As far as we know, fishes are consumers as they consume organic mass
to produce their own (see figure 4).

As we define those species, we see that producers, consumers and detritivors must
be linked to a particular individual-based model (individual or super-individual).
We should now think about the way we will represent them in our system. As we
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made that choice (individual for the plankton and fishes, super-individual for the
bacterias), we must define the behaviors of our individual. Each category has al-
ready defined behaviors that can be reused. We can also introduce a new rule-based
model that will be used by the behaviors to simulate the photosynthesis for example.
Simultaneously, the ontology asks us which way the individuals will be localized in
the space. Therefore, we should look for a localization suiting our needs. It will also
define the way the space will be modeled. We choose a 2D coordinate localization.
The ontology induces that we should choose a space corresponding to that kind of
localization. We then choose a 2D continuous space.

The lowest level of our simulation has been achieved. Fortunately, new questions
has been revealed by our ontology. Mineral salt, oxygen, light and organic mass
needed by the low-level entities have to be modeled. First, should we introduce
them as producers, consumers or detritivors? The best way to reintroduce them is
to place them at the compartment level as they correspond to e-states. The light
is a criterion to distinguish the different compartment. The mineral salt, oxygen
and organic mass quantities vary in a compartment depending of its settlement.
Therefore we define three e-states. Their behaviors are simple. Oxygen, mineral salt
and organic mass do not vary by themselves nor have subtle interactions with other
elements of the simulation so they have no behavior. Light could vary depending on
the time so we can add a behavior making it lower and higher (actually, we will not).

During the previous step, the ontology led us through the definition of our compart-
ments. They will have four e-states (O2, mineral salt, light and organic mass). The
ontology asks us the types of space model used with that compartment. We have
already chosen a 2D continuous space one. It only remains to define the behaviors of
our compartment. A compartment exchanges fluxes with its neighbors. So we should
define a law-based model corresponding to the fluxes between the different compart-
ments. When defining it, we now realize that we must precise how compartments are
linked. Therefore, compartments have a neighborhood and values determining how
much they are connected to each neighbor. A compartment has also a localization
corresponding to the space model “neighborhood”.
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Fig. 6. An example of Class:the class Entity and its child

The informations concerning the neighborhood appear at the level of the ecosys-
tem itself. That one constitutes the higher level of our simulation and embodies the
compartments. It also defines the neighborhood as its own space. Its behaviors cor-
respond to the global exchange of the ecosystem with the “outer world” (classical
notion in ecology).

To conclude, the ontology naturally guides us through the modeling of a simple
example of ecosystem respecting the concepts and assumptions of our own model.
That step ends with the choice of classical law-based or rule-based models to simulate
the behaviors of each entity. That modeling step achieved, we can now go to the
simulation step.
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5 From Model to Simulation: a Distributed
Implementation

Fig. 7. Screenshot of a simulation

The previous work provides us with a model corresponding to our ecosystem and
the aspects we want to study, but the purpose of this model is to give birth to a
simulation, allowing us to increase our understanding of the ecosystem. Therefore,
we are conceiving a platform corresponding to our model and directly linked with
our ontology.

Simulation framework description

First, let us sketch that the framework will follow the concepts of our ontology.
We will base the framework on active objects as they suit well the individual-based
model chosen for our hybrid model. To easily conceive a simulation tool using active
objects, we program in java using ProActive. ProActive [Baude et al. 2000] is an
API enabling the conception of distributed active object’s applications. ProActive is
made as a library of static java classes. The main class (ProActive) allows us to turn
Java Object into ProActive Objects (as long as the original object is correctly de-
fined for ProActive). Therefore, ProActive Objects are registered among the network
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and can communicate asynchronously or migrate. The migration conserves both the
object’s state and its execution state. Remote Method Call on distant objects are
non-blocking. Therefore, we implement all the concepts of our model in a reusable
way.

Our framework lays on many classes:

• Entity. Every object acting during our simulation is an entity (i.e an active
object). It has states, behaviors and a fixed cycle of life. Ideally, each entity have
its own execution thread (i.e entities are ProActive Active Objects). In order to
maintain a satisfying simulation’s speed, special execution objects gather a fixed
number of entities and manage their functioning. Even so, entities are active
objects and have their own single name (i.e URI) known by all the computers
of the network. The choice of gathering entities or not is free and the numbers
of entities within an execution object as the number of execution objects on a
computer can be fixed by the modeler. This one does not have to manipulate
execution objects and only have to define entities.

• Aggregate (i.e systems). Aggregates are entity containing other entities. They
manage the individuals suppressing dead ones, assuming migration of objects in
the network.

• Compartment. Compartments are aggregates defining a space and making part
of a neighborhood. Compartments have states (e-state or p-state). The states are
implemented as Characteristic values which can be active (with their own be-
havior) or not. In the last case, the compartment’s behaviors make them evolve.
Compartment behavior’s also include flux exchange with other compartments of
its neighborhood.

• Individuals. Individuals are indecomposable entities localized in a compart-
ment. We distinguish three types of individuals: single individual, super indi-
viduals and possibly e-state with behaviors. The individuals have a localization
representing its placement within its compartment space. The type (or class and
model) of the localization depends on the individual nature.

• Behavior. A behavior is a task done by an entity during its life-cycle. Behaviors
correspond to the computing application of a model onto an entity. Behaviors
can be executed one time, or in a cyclic way. A generic behavior consists in
a cyclic call to a method. For example, photosynthesis could be defined as a
method in a phytoplankton class. The corresponding behavior would regularly
invoke that method depending on the object states and on its local environment.
Behaviors corresponding to Automaton are also usable.

• Time. Time in the system is divided into two classes. The “event” class rep-
resents a dated event in time inducing a change of state or the occurrence of
a particular event. The “period” class represents a lap time delimited by two
significant events. period can be ecological phase, period of growth ...

The simulation itself is made to be of discrete time type one for the individual
based level. The compartment themselves acts both in an factual way and a
discrete way. In fact, fluxes exchanges are made when the compartment has
evolved so much that it cannot consider it isolated anymore. Therefore, the fluxes
link it with it local neighborhood. Despite that fact, more regular events occur
(specially interaction between a compartment and the individuals embodied in
it), those events are simulated with discrete time.
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• Space. A class representing the main characteristic of spacial representation in
our simulation. For now, two types of spaces are available. The grid one consists
in a traditional 2D grid. A continuous space is also proposed. The system permits
the use of multiple space at the same time on condition that one can pass from a
space representation to another. Therefore, one can use multiple type of model
(individuals, super-individuals). Moreover, Grid induces introduction of a local
memory in the space useful to speed up the simulation. Continuous space solve
some problems due to local heterogeneity.

• Localization. A class representing the main characteristics of localization of an
entity in a space. Super Individuals can be localized with:
– coordinates corresponding to a grid
– coordinates and a radius defining a circled area corresponding to the Super

Individual on a continuous space.
Individuals are localized with coordinates. As Individuals and Super-Individuals
are involved at the same time in simulations, a conversion system makes the
different type of localizations compatible. The localization library will be ex-
panded.

• Living Part. Those classes represent the main informations needed to incorpo-
rate a consumer, a detritivor or a producer in a simulation (inducing the model
corresponding to the photosynthesis, decomposition ...). Therefore, when creat-
ing an individual or a super-individual, the modeler should define methods the
behaviors would call during the simulation.

Many other classes have been developed in addition to those ones that are purely
computational, with no meaning in the ontology. Our goal is to provide an easy
to reuse and complete framework. Moreover, the final platform will be completed
with an interface guiding ecologists through the conception of a simulation without
coding.

6 Self regulation of predator-prey systems induced by
interactions with environment conditions

Using that model, we can point out drastic feedbacks induced by environment con-
ditions between populations as well as the influence of space on population dynamics.

The aim is to point out the particular population’s dynamics induced by the inter-
action with the environment meaning environment conditions constitute an indirect
interaction between populations.

Let us consider two populations :

1. One made of planktons responsible for the photosynthesis and therefore the
production of O2 depending on light intensity. As they do the photosynthesis,
planktons raise their organic matter until they can reproduce.

2. One made of fishes consuming O2 and eating planktons to survive and reproduce.

Those populations are living in a compartment with a particular light intensity in
which O2 is an environmental condition.
We should associate a model with each part of the study:
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• Fishes are modeled as super-individuals. Each step of time, a death rate is applied
on their number. They also eat preys in their radius of action (depending on
their number) which raises their organic matter amount. Eventually, they could
reproduce if their organic matter is high enough. If no preys are near, they move
until they find one. Finally, they breathe and undergo a loss of number if they
cannot.

• Planktons are modeled as super-individuals. Depending on their number and on
the light intensity, they produce O2 and raise their number.

• The compartment has O2 and light as environment conditions. Light does not
vary. O2 increases periodically due to external supply. The compartment’s space
is a bidimentional grid.

• Fishes predation rate is calibrated to be far too high compared to planktons
reproduction rate.

First, we deprive the fishes of breathing, this meaning they do not need to consume
O2 anymore. Using that partial model, we obtain a well-known case of populations
dynamics of type 8. Predator’s number undergo a period of increase until prey’s
number reaches nil. Then, their number falls to nil too as they have no more re-
source. Preys disappear as predation is too hard. The time for plankton to be an-
nihilated lays on the efficiency of predator to find them all in the space of simulation.
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Secondly, we make hypothesis that fishes should breathe to survive. Many simula-
tions show us that predator’s number and prey’s numbers evolve in phase. First, the
number of preys decreases due to predation as the number of fishes increases. As
preys became too rare and cannot produce enough O2 for fishes, fishes population
decreases until preys are able to multiply again and cope with the air production.
Thus, the number of fishes number can go up again. The previous phenomenon re-
peats. Eventually, space makes the two population not to encounter. It ends with
an excess of O2 making fishes to eat all planktons without suffering from lack of O2.
A example of simulation trace is shown in figure 8

To conclude, we sketch how environmental conditions constitute a drastic factor of
indirect interactions between population dynamics and how the model helps take
them into account at several levels.

7 Interaction-based Approach to Detect Systems and
Genetic Algorithm to Calibrate the Paramaters

7.1 Analyzing the interaction network of the simulation

As the simulation runs, agents representing individuals or active objects represent-
ing populations interact at their own level and with their environment according
to their perception. Eventually, those parts become a strong link in dynamics and
interactions remains between them constituting a particular interaction network. As
we previously stated, we can associate an interaction network to a model. There-
fore, the network of an emerging system could correspond to the one of a well-known
global model and we can compute the dynamics of that emerging system at a higher
level using the corresponding model. Of course, we should be able to define if an
emerging system is stable enough to justify a change of scale in our simulation. We
simply fix that if a particular interaction network remains stable during a certain pe-
riod, the emerging system should be reified. Secondly, we should be able to evaluate
interactions in order to compare them. To fulfill this task, we consider the influence
on the organic mass of the elements in interaction with another element induced
by the interactions during the significant period. This number is the valuation of
the edge between the nodes representing the two elements and pointing to the node
representing the predator.

Figure 9 shows two cases of interaction networks corresponding to our case of study
described in 6. First one simply implies that individuals and super-individuals are in
interaction with the same individuals and thus can be consider as a a single super-
individual. Second one corresponds to two sets of individuals (preys and predators)
that only interact together meaning the set of predators only feed on the set of preys
and the set of preys is only consumed by the set of predators. Therefore, they stand
for a local system that can be modelled thanks to a Lotka-Volterra model linking
the dynamics of the two populations. By the way, we could extend those interaction
networks to the general case as shown in figure 10.

Thus, the simulation dynamically achieves the making of the interaction network
corresponding to the computation of its model on the lower level (IBM). In parallel,
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Individual interaction network corresponding to a Lotka-Volterra system

Individual interaction network corresponding to a super-individual

Fig. 9. Individuals interaction network according to the model
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Fig. 10. General individual interaction network corresponding to a Lotka-Volterra
system

it analyzes this interaction network in order to detect local interactions networks
corresponding to a particular global model. When a local interaction network re-
mains stable for a sufficient period of time, the simulation gathers its elements in a
system corresponding to the associated global model and computes it on the global
level.

7.2 From IBM to global model: calibration with genetic algorithm

Passing from discrete model to continuous one

We see how we can pass from a set of individuals on the IBM level to a global system
on the higher level. One of the critical problem is that IBM and global models can
differ in nature. In our example, IBM are discrete models whereas global models
could be continuous. It is the case when passing from a set of individual to a Lotka-
Volterra model. In fact, the number of individuals of the set of super-individuals
evolve according to a discrete time but we must recreate the same dynamic with a
Lotka-Volterra model.
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⎧⎨
⎩

dX
dt

= a.X − b.X.Y

dY
dt

= −c.Y + d.X.Y

where a, b, c, d are positive values belonging to [0, 1].
The population dynamics between time t0 and time tn of the set of individuals
on the IBM level is a discrete set of Xi, Yi where Xi is the number of preys and
Yi the number of predators with i ∈ [t0,tn]. Therefore, we will try to determinate
parameters a,b,c and d for the Lotka-Volterra equations ideally to verify X(i) = Xi

and Y (i) = Yi with i ∈ [t0,tn]. Of course, we will mostly search for solutions nearly
matching that criteria using an heuristic approach.

The genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithms belong to meta-heuristic approaches for finding approximate so-
lutions to optimization problems. The principle relies on the crossing and mutation
of a population of chromosomes representing solutions of our problem. An heuristic
is used to evaluate the solutions. Using that fitness, a selection is made to keep and
cross over the best solutions in order to generate a new population that will serve
in a new cycle of the algorithm. The genetic algorithm goes on until a satisfying
solution has been found.

Let us consider a population X of preys and a population Y of predators and n+1
points (Xi, Yi) with i ∈ [t0,tn] representing the trace of their numbers coming from
their simulation at the individual level from time t0 to tn. Our concern is to fix
parameters a,b,c and d for the non-linear system described in 7.2 to minimize the
least square criteria:

n∑
i=0

(X(ti) − Xi)
2 + (Y (ti) − Yi)

2

Fig. 11. Chromosome used in the algorithm.

That fitness allows us to find solutions matching the phase of the set of points.
Another issue has to be taken into account. In fact, the space of solutions is clearly
wide as the algorithm must fix the four parameters whose values belong to the
continuous interval [0, 1]. So, the population chromosome of the genetic algorithm
used here, is the sequence of the parameters (a, b, c, d) as described in the figure
11. Thus, the initial population of chromosomes only represents a few part of all
the possible combined solutions. Therefore, we add to the mutation another factor
which introduce new genes : migration. That means that every new worse solutions
of the populations are replaced by new chromosomes. Those arrival corresponds to
the mechanism induced by migration between populations.
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Large scale tests have been made to check many features. We wanted to know
whether the migration mechanism improves the algorithm or not and if the better
solution comes from a crossover or not. Finally, we examine the influence of the
number of chromosomes and loops on the efficiency of the algorithm.
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Fig. 12. Phase diagram comparison between the set of points from the IBM simula-
tion (labeled Normal) and the deduced Lotka-Volterra system computed by genetic
algorithm (labeled Genetic).

We end with the following conclusions:

1. all of the solutions of the algorithm are produced by a crossover ;
2. with number of chromosomes and loops fixed, near the totality of the solutions

were far better with the modified algorithm (using migration);
3. the greatest the population is, the fastest the algorithm improves its solution

and the better it is to avoid local extrema ;
4. the number of loops has an influence on the performance of the algorithm as

more loops implies a better solution. At the first time, the improvement is
drastic until it reaches a critical number of loops where it is hard to get a better
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Fig. 13. Population evolution from IBM simulation (on the left) and from the
deduced Lotka-Volterra system (on the right)

solution. So, the curve linking the number of loop and the fitness of the solution
looks like a logarithmic model one.

Figure 12 shows the difference of phase between the set of points from IBM simu-
lation and the deduced Lotka-Volterra system computed by genetic algorithm (on
figure 13).

8 Conclusion

The present works focuse on studying natural systems and especially the way their
complexity expresses in their dynamics. We mainly try to integrate previous work
and restore them in the field of complexity. By choosing that approach, we adopt a
bottom-up point of view. In fact, we base our work on the analysis of the becoming
of elements of systems and mainly on their interactions. Investigating population
dynamics, we exploit the individual based models results and interrelate those with
global modeling to study natural systems structure dynamics and the link between
abiotic factors and populations. The end of the paper presents a way to take ad-
vantage of previous works in modeling by adopting the interaction-based point of
view to appreciate the nature of the systems we detect. As we do so, we are able to
give a relevant mathematical expression of the system as we see with the example
of the Lotka-Volterra systems and the genetic algorithms. This technique should be
generalized to other kinds of systems and different global models. The whole work
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is a contribution to the analysis of IBM results in the field of complex systems and
constitute a link between global modeling and IBM.
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Summary. Human emotional capabilities have recently been considered essential
in decision making. An emotional model applied to the Gambling Task game is
outlined here. The aim is to be able to simulate a human behavior with respect to
the emotional feedback created by the environment. To do so, an OCC (Ortony,
Clore and Collins) model emotion type is used to define several criteria representing
a human emotional structure. Moreover, a probabilistic graph is brought into play for
the behavior representation through the game environment. Results are promising
and show that the emotional reactivity is coherent and globally lead the player to
his objectives.

Key words: emotion, decision making, gambling task, behavioral graph

1 Introduction

This study was brought to life from the assumption that emotion could be part of
human intelligence and particularly be of a great help in decision making. Indeed,
Damasio’s works [Bechara et al. 2000] have proved that with a lack of emotional
activity, a human being is hardly able to make a reasonable decision when facing a
problem.

The objective of this work is to simulate emotions using a sociological approach in a
very particular context in the world of cognitive psychology: the Gambling Task. To
do so, we worked together with the Psychology and cognitive neurosciences labora-
tory of Rouen (France). This collaboration will allow us to draw a parallel between
human behaviors and computed simulation outcomes.

After having a look at the sociological aspects of emotions, we will develop a model
in response to the problem of emotions simulation. Finally, the results obtained and
the planned perspectives will be presented.
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2 State of the art

When looking at the different definitions of emotion on the internet or in any kind
of book, we realise how difficult it is to comprehend all the aspects involved in emo-
tional processes. Hence, several sociologists and psychologists have tried to make a
list of all the possible human emotions. Most of them have finally determined a few
basic emotions that are considered being sufficient to represent any human feeling.
For instance, Ekman, a well-known American psychologist, describes 6 basic emo-
tions (also called primary emotions): anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise.

Apart from the actual distinction of these emotional concepts, psychologists, from
their point of view, tried to make different types of categorisations for emotions. One
of the most famous is the OCC model, made by three psycho-cogniticians: Ortony,
Clore and Collins [Ortony et al.].
According to these three authors, emotions come from the appraisal of three differ-

Fig. 1. The OCC Model

ent aspects of the world: the consequences of events, the actions of agents and the
perception of an object. For instance, an event which aims at realising a particular
objective will create joy; an action from an agent (individual) that would go against
his principles will end up with a feeling of shame; the perception of an object can
be disgusting depending on the agent preferences, etc.

Therefore, the OCC model (see figure 1) defines three classes of emotions, according
to the emotional context they refer to, in which we have smaller groups concerning
the person responsible for the triggering of the action (generally ‘other’ and ‘one-
self’). Each emotional dimension is represented by an antagonistic couple, like joy
and distress, or love and hate, in which an individual’s emotional state is located,
somewhere between the two bounds.
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3 Model of emotion

Within the framework of this project, the modelisation which is used is based on
the OCC system described above. For each antagonistic couple previously listed, we
associate a sigmoid function called μ, defined on the interval [−1; 1], as follows:

μ : [−1; 1] �→ [0; 1]
k → μ(k)

The variable named k represents the current position of the emotional criterion on
the curve. According to its value, the actual emotional criterion is, more or less,
positive or negative. Therefore, if k equals 0, the emotional state related to the
couple joy-distress is neutral. The more k is close to −1, the more important the
feeling of distress, and vice versa, the more k is close to 1, the more important the
feeling of joy.

Fig. 2. The μjoy function

The shape of this sigmoid function can vary, with respect to the feeling couple which
is modelised [Colloc et al. 2004]. However, it can also change depending on the ac-
tual individual involved. As a result, an easily depressed person will have a very
steep joy-distress curve, with the ability to go quickly from a great joy to a deep
sorrow. On the other hand, a mentally strong person will end up with a gentle curve.

Here is the sigmoid function used in the model:

μ(k) =
1

(1 + e−λk)

The λ value is proportional to the curve slope.
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Gambling Task

The Gambling Task (see Bechara and Damasio’s works [Bechara et al. 2000]) is a
well-known test which aims at stimulating the emotional processes of a player by giv-
ing him some money and proposing him to increase his capital through a card game.

This game consists of four decks of cards. On each card a number representing a
certain amount of money, positive or negative, is written. For each card taken, the
player wins or looses money with respect to the amount indicated on the card. The
game stops when a hundred cards have been taken.

Of course, in order to make the game more interesting, the player is told that
amongst the four packets, two of them are more profitable than the other two. In-
deed, the average sum of all the cards located in a profitable packet is positive,
meaning that the player has more chance to earn money. However, the sums written
on these cards are not high. Eventually, the profitable packets make the player earn
small amounts of money without loosing much. On the other hand, the bad packets
are not profitable at all, and make the player loose a lot, even more than he will
ever earn on these packets.

Finally, the player’s goal is to collect money by identifying the good packets. He will
then unconsciously develop a strategy to achieve this goal.

Probabilistic behavioral graph

During the game, the player obeys a behavioral graph that describes the environ-
mental protocol. In other words, each packet is represented by a state in the graph,
and a connection between two states is a choice that the player made to go from a
packet to another.

In the following example (figure 3), the player has just taken a card from deck 1 and
is planning to choose the next card. He has four possible choices: staying in packet
1 or changing for packet 2, 3 or 4.

Each possible choice is linked with a particular probability p, calculated from the
previous results obtained in the four decks. Hence, the sum of the four probabilities
stemming from the first deck must be 1.

The pEn are the entry values for each state (used only to choose the first card of
the game).

Decision making process

Decision making consists in :

1. Defining the values in the behavioral graph according to the player emotional
state and the history of every deck of cards. To do so, we need to calculate every
P value in the graph, knowing the emotional μi(ki) curves (i being an emotional
couple), and using valence function αi as follows :
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Fig. 3. The behavioral graph

∀transition t ∀criterion i

{
pi = αi(t)μi(ki)
Pt =

∑
pi

2. Calculating the score of every deck, using the gains and losses that occurred so
far (the history of each deck). The default equation used is :

Score =
(gains × gainMax) − (losses × lossMax)

(gains × gainMax) + (losses × lossMax)

The gains and losses values correspond to the sum of all the positive and
negative cards that have been taken on the deck, gainMax and lossMax being
the best and the worst card taken. When calculated, the scorei value is then
multiplied by the probability value Pi, in order to influence the latter positively
or negatively.

3. Normalising the Pi values, so that their sum equals 1.
4. Choosing randomly a packet in which the player is going to take a card, accord-

ing to the Pi values.

Emotional feedback

Emotional feedback is the effect of decision over the mind. In the Gambling Task,
this phenomenon depends on the game situation, described by the last card taken.
The influence of the card over the player’s emotion is composed of different param-
eters.

Firstly, we assume that the intensity of the emotion is directly proportional to the
value of the card taken, positively or negatively.

Secondly, we need to take into account the capital of the player at the time he takes
the card. Indeed, we can easily consider that a card indicating a strong loss will not
especially have a big influence if the player has a lot of money at that time.
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Finally, we consider that the emotional state of a normal human being can not be
strongly modified, in a realistic manner. Therefore, the emotional feedback will not
be computed directly through an equation but using a differential modification of
the concerned parameters, with the idea that the emotional state is to be changed
gradually, without brutal transformation.

Considering all these assumptions, we obtain the following equation:

ki = ki +
v

c
× r × αi

i : index of the emotional criterion;
ki : value of the emotional criterion curve on the X axis;
v : value of the card taken;
c : player capital just before the draw;
r : “mind resistance” coefficient (0 ≤ r ≤ 1);
αi : magnitude of the emotional criterion compared with the other criteria.

The r coefficient represents the player emotionalism, defined in the interval [0; 1]. It
is his ability to keep his calm in high-rate emotional situations. The more this value
is closed to 1 and the more sensitive the player is, and vice versa.

4 Implementation and results

ModEm is an application that directly implements the emotional model previously
seen. It draws a probabilistic graph representing the Gambling Task environment
and shows all the results related to the emotional state of the player as well as his
situation in terms of money and decision parameters. Moreover, it uses a special file
format which describes the entire game protocol:

• The global parameters: number of turns and starting capital;
• The composition of the packets: number of packets, size and description of all

the cards;
• The emotional system: emotional model used, emotional resistance, λ values for

each curve, and starting k values.
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Fig. 4. The graphical user interface

************************************
#ModEm - Version 0.6.1
************************************

#TURN_COUNT 100
#CAPITAL 2000
#PACKET_SIZE 40
#PACKET_COUNT 4
#PACKET_CARDS 100 100 -500 ...
#PACKET_CARDS 100 100 -1250 ...
#PACKET_CARDS 50 50 -150 ...
#PACKET_CARDS 50 50 -250 ...
#FORCE_STATE 0 (1)
[#FORCED_STATES 0 2 4 3 1 ...]

#EMOTIONAL_MODEL KM
#RESISTANCE 0.5
#LAMBDA_VALUES 5.0 5.0 6.0
#K_VALUES 0.0 0.0 0.0

#ALPHA_VALUES 0.2 0.3 0.5
#PROBA_VALUES 1.0 1.0 1.0
#PROBA_CHOICE 1
#SCORE_CHOICE 1

Finally, the application is able to store its information, with the aim to allow the
user to reach any previous played turn in the same game. It can also force the player
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to choose a particular packet for each turn by using a specified sequence of packet
numbers written in the file.

Results

In this part, we will have a look at the obtained curves and graphs in order to anal-
yse the global coherence of the application.

The behavioral graph initially describes four states corresponding to the four decks
of cards, each state being valued 0.25, i.e. 25%. This is coherent since the player,
before taking his first card, has no information about the decks. Therefore, their
probabilities are equal.

Fig. 5. Example of game graph (start and end)

At the end of the simulation, probabilities change, allowing the game to distinguish
the beneficial packets from the unfavorable ones. Hence, in figure 5, we clearly see
that decks 1 and 2 (the disadvantageous packets) have respectively 16% and 10% of
chance to be selected, wether decks 3 and 4 (the advantageous packets) have 44%
and 31%.

The application also produces behavioral curves that give information about the
evolution of the game and the emotional state of the player.

Emotional curves (see figure 6) are defined between 0 and 1 and show the different
values of the μ(k) function according to time.

The capital curve (see figure 7) helps to see the evolution of the capital throughout
the game.

Finally, the state curve (see figure 8) gives details about the different choices of
packets. It can either be seen as a curve, or in the form of a histogram.
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Fig. 6. Emotional curve example (μ(k))

Fig. 7. Capital curve example

Fig. 8. State histogram example

We can notice that the player has taken much more cards in packets 3 and 4 (the
good ones), which means that he is naturally more attracted by these packets.
This behavior is rather close to reality since a normal human being who plays the
Gambling Task usually react that way.

5 Conclusion and prospects

In order to improve the player environmental comprehension, we aim to complete the
model structure using cognitive agents. For a better adaptation to more important
problems, we need to add a cognitive module that will be responsible for the player
reasoning abilities and also memory issues.

In order to simulate cognitive capabilities, we use Cognitive Maps (see [Axelrod
1976]). These maps are an adaptive manner of learning new knowledge from the
environment by adding new states in the behavioral graph. Thus, this cognitive ap-
proach allows the player to develop his own experience through the events stored in
his knowledge base representing his memory. The emotion is then considered as a
base layer for the decision making procedure, synchronised with the cognitive mod-
ule. This evolutionary model can not only allow a growth of intelligence through
experience, but also communication between agents, with the aim to share knowl-
edge, feelings or points of view.

A second aspect which allows a better understanding is the validation of the appli-
cation with the help of the experiments made in the PSY.CO laboratory in Rouen
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Fig. 9. Mental representation of an emotional cognitive agent

by comparing human nervous intensity measures with emotional behavior curves
obtained within the program.

The OCC model, one of the most famous emotional representation created in the do-
main of sociology, has been successfully implemented in a computer simulation. The
example of decision making through the Gambling Task context shows that emotion
is a wonderful driving force which strongly leads the player with his choices. Results
are consistent and globally correspond to a real human behavior when making a
decision involving stress through the gain or loss of money.

However, emotion is a very complex entity, with many different parameters to take
into account. So far, we used the OCC model to simulate emotion, but this model
only consists of a list of basic emotions in a sociological point of view. There is
no deep understanding of the origin and the evolution of emotional processes, and
sociology usually has a meta-comprehension of human cognitive activity. In order to
create an accurate simulation of human emotion, we need to take care of neurological
issues and developmental psychology approaches. This is probably the future of
emotion simulation.
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Summary. The confrontation between theory and clinical practice contributes to
improve our knowledge of emotions. In the present paper, theoretical models both
cognitive and biological are briefly reviewed in the first part. Interactions between
research and clinical practice are examined across two separate approaches in the
second part. The first, neuropsychological approach considers Alzheimer’s disease
to further explore relationships between emotions and memory disturbance. The
second considers panic disorder to explore cognitive and behaviour theories of fear.
Finally, we address therapeutic applications for each approach which come directly
from the theory.

1 Introduction

The goal of this paper is to provide a concise review of theoretical models and clin-
ical implications in the domain of emotions for the use of Computer Scientists of
Complexity Theory. By means of this review, we hope, firstly, to introduce a new
interdisciplinary subject and secondly to initiate collaborations from which we ex-
pect results both in the field of Therapeutic practice and also in Computer research.
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The interaction between researchers and clinicians is essential for the evolution of the
discipline and for patients. Theoretical models provide insights onto the structural
brain and functional organization of human emotions and therefore their evolution
is crucial for the management of patients. The therapeutic actions, the strategies
of rehabilitation and the development of new tools are based on theory. This paper
depicts in the first part cognitive and biological models and it considers in the second
part two approaches which illustrate the implication of theory in the management
of patients. The first is that of neuropsychology which analyses the dysfunctions
caused by Alzheimer’s disease to emotions and the second is that of cognitive and
behaviour theories applied by therapists in the management of panic disorder which
is a good model for studying fear in humans.

2 Theoretical Models

The study of emotions is hampered by several conceptual problems. The major one
is the relationship between emotions and cognition which remains very controversial
in the debate between biological [Zajonc 1980] and cognitive [Lazarus 1982] theorists
of emotions. The former maintains that emotions and cognition are two independent
systems whereas the latter argues that cognition plays an integral role in emotions
(for an overview see Schorr [Schorr 2001]). Before presenting the different theories of
emotions, it essential to define them, because there is a tendency to group together
a number of different affective phenomena under the term of emotions.

2.1 How to define emotions?

The exact nature of emotions remains controversial. Disagreements mainly stem
from the fact that the sets of phenomena taken into account are very different.
Some focus their attention on the simplest aspects of emotions as they appear in
animals or in the early stages of the human development. Others are attracted by
the complexity of emotional phenomena. Emotions have two dimensions: expressive
and cognitive. The expressive dimension concerns the production of facial emotions
or expression of internal states of the brain whereas the cognitive dimension is re-
lated to the comprehension of facial emotions expressions and intentions to act.
Emotions are feelings that accompany emergent “states of being” like happiness or
despair. According to Ekman [Ekman 1984], emotions are reactions that last several
seconds. They must be distinguished from very brief responses such as the reflex
reactions or basic survival-related appetitive behaviours and from long-lasting af-
fective schemata, such as affects or personality traits. According to Scherer [Scherer
1984], emotions are different from a simple state of the organism (behaviourists).
They are processes, i.e. a dynamic sequence of different variables whose components
are the following: cognitive evaluation of stimuli or situation, physiological activa-
tion, motor and facial expression, action draft or planning of behaviour and feelings
(subjective states). In accordance with this point of view, the function of emotions
is adaptive because it allows a large flexibility of behaviour thanks to an elaborate
treatment of complex information. Examples of emotions are happiness, sadness,
anger, fear, surprise, disgust and also despair, pride... The next part of the present
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topic provides an overview of major theories of emotions. It summarizes and com-
bines several authors’ works: Gainotti [Gainotti 2001], Scherer and Peper [Scherer
et al. 2001].

2.2 Cognitive models of emotions

There are two major models; the componential and the hierarchical. See Scherer and
Peper [Scherer et al. 2001] for an excellent review on emotion theories.

Componential models

Emotions have qualitatively different facets. According to Scherer and Peper [Scherer
et al. 2001], most of the psychological theories postulate that subjective experience,
peripheral physiological responses and motor expression are major components of
the emotion construct. These three components have often been called the “emo-
tional response triad”. A few theorists include two other components: cognitive and
motivational in the emotion process. In Scherer and Peper’s view [Scherer et al.
2001], componential models differ strongly with respect to the relative role assigned
or the amount of attention paid to these different components. Systematic researches
in this field are associated with Lazarus [Lazarus 1982] and Scherer [Scherer 1984].

Hierarchical models

In Gainotti’s view [Gainotti 2001], we can distinguish within this classification
“structural from developmental” models. The structural models maintain that emo-
tions are hierarchically organized with numerous discrete emotions at a basic level
and very few emotional dimensions at a higher level. The basic emotions such as
happiness, sadness or fear are viewed as the building blocks of the emotion system
while the dimensions of valence, (pleasantness/unpleasantness) and arousal (rest
or activation) take place on a higher level in the hierarchy. Emotions at the ba-
sic level have an important adaptive function and are devoted to the detection of
stimuli that are crucial for the organism’s well-being. They appear at the earliest
stages of child development. Existence of differences between basic and complex
emotions is at the origin of the construction of developmental models. The partisans
of these models admit that complex emotions derive from the basic ones. Accord-
ing to Gainotti [Gainotti 2001], functioning of these developmental models is based
on the activity of three functional levels: the sensorimotor, the schematic and the
conceptual. The sensorimotor level is at the first grade of action or interpersonal
communication, the basic interactive schemata of human species. It involves a set of
expressive-motor programs that are innate and universal. The schematic level which
is the second stage of emotional processing includes “emotional schemata”. The lat-
ter are different for each individual as they spring from the association of the basic
emotions of the sensorimotor level and the situations of individual experience. The
schematic level corresponds to spontaneous and true emotions. The conceptual level
is based on mechanisms of conscious declarative memory. It stores the abstract no-
tions such as “what are emotions?” or “which situations provoke them?” or “how to
deal appropriately with them according to the social rules?” (see Gainotti [Gainotti
2001] for a comprehensive description of hierarchical models).
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2.3 Biological models of emotions

The biological models like their cognitive counterparts have either componential or
hierarchical organization.

Componential models

Emotions are made up of several components which are subserved by different
anatomical structures. With respect to motor expression, the hypothalamus appears
to be involved in the generation of autonomic reactions at the more elementary level.
Componential models in the neuropsychology of emotions (see clinical implications)
prompted two main lines of research. The first considers relationships between disor-
ders that affect different components of the emotional processing system. The second
tries to clarify the interactions existing between specific components of emotions and
well-defined structures of the brain (see the first case of part two).

Hierarchical models

The biological theories are in line with a phylogenetic perspective. As we saw, hier-
archical models organization is based on the complexity of emotional computation
performed by different brain structures with control of the highest functional lev-
els over the lowest ones. Brain structures subserving emotions may be based on
complexity of operations performed at different levels. The highest brain structures
inhibit, modulate and extend rather than replace the lowest and earliest functional
systems [Gainotti 2001]. The most influential of these models was proposed by Pa-
pez [Papez 1937] who attempted to specify the role played by different brain struc-
tures in emotional processing. Emotions were subserved by an anatomical circuit
(namely that of Papez) beginning and ending in the hippocampal formation. It
included basic structures such as hippocampus, hypothalamus with its mamillary
bodies, anterior nuclei of the thalamus, cingulated cortex and their interconnections.
This description, which is not completely erroneous, is reconsidered today. New tech-
nologies showed that other structures were involved in the Papez’s circuit such as
the amygdala and the prefrontal cortex. LeDoux and colleagues [LeDoux et al. 1984]
showed that the amaygdala (and not the hypothalamus as supposed by Papez) is
the structure where in-coming information acquires emotional signification. Another
example of a complex model was proposed by Gray and McNaughton [Gray et al.
1996]. They identified specific brain systems: the behavioral inhibition system (BIS),
the behavioral approach system (BAS), and the fight-flight system as substrates of
these emotional dimensions. According to these authors, the BAS is supposed to
regulate approach behavior, sensitivity to reward stimuli and active avoidance be-
haviour, whereas the BIS is supposed to inhibit instrumental and unconditioned
behavior and to control orienting reactions. The authors further hypothesize that
structures of different phylogenetic level might mobilize in situations of different
complexity the same defensive fight-flight attitude, i.e. when the source of danger
is very close and there is no time for analysis or when the situation involves more
distant threats and there is more time for analysis. Moreover, the amygdala might
mobilize defensive behaviour in light of potential rather than actual events (for a
review, see Scherer and Peper [Scherer et al. 2001]). Each of the models presented
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above attempt to capture and explain emotion either as a basic or complex process.
These models progress consistently over time and become more efficient. For a long
time, emotions were considered as useless manifestations, irrational and a source of
interference. So, the first cognitivists tried to eliminate emotional dimensions from
their models. The former theorists also considered that emotions were undifferenti-
ated. Indeed, it seems that each emotion corresponds to a distinct functional cere-
bral unit. Two basic emotions, fear and pleasure, were extensively examined over
the past years and the studies showed they involve different circuits. The amyg-
dala is involved in the circuit of fear while the accumbens is necessary for pleasure.
However, functional neuroimagery studies [Zalla et al. 2000] show that the human
amygdala can differentially respond to changes in magnitude of positive or negative
reinforcement conveyed by lexical stimuli. Finally, the cognitive models did not take
into account the biological constraints provided by the anatomical organization of
the brain. Moreover, the adaptive systems subserved by the brain have undergone
reorganizations during its phylogenetic history [Tucker et al. 2000]. In the same way,
the biological models of emotions reveal some limits:
1) most of the neuroanatomic models are based upon data obtained in animals,
2) divergent neural connectivity subsists across species,
3) furthermore, some controversies exist between the studies in animals and a gen-
eralization to humans is sometimes problematic [Scherer et al. 2001].

3 Clinical Implications

Neuropsychology of emotions can be considered to be a very new field of inquiry.
The first series of studies conducted in this area were almost exclusively devoted to
the problem of hemispheric asymmetries in representation and control of emotions
[Borod 1993]. Today, the focus of attention is directed to a much wider array of
problems.

3.1 In neuropsychology research (organic diseases)

Alzheimer’s disease is a good model for studying the alteration of emotional distur-
bance because it involves the amygdala which plays an important role in emotions
as demonstrated by functional neuroimaging studies [Cahill et al. 1996,Canli et al.
2000]. In the present paper, we shall focus our attention on the relationship between
emotions and memory disturbance in AD. In normal controls, emotional items are
associated with additional semantic or autobiographical indices when they learn new
information. Emotions may serve as a retrieval cue. A person may initially remem-
ber how they felt about an event, and that cue may then allow them to generate
additional features about the event. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) results in significant
atrophy of the medial temporal lobe that leads to a dramatic memory deficit. At the
early stage, impairment concerns mainly memory which is characterized by an in-
ability to learn new information or to recall previously learned information. Memory
decline is gradual and the disease produces other cognitive deficits as it progresses.
Emotional influence on recall was studied by means of cognitive neuropsychology
of memory [Tulving 1972]. This model postulates that memory can be considered
in terms of dissociable systems, distinct processes, and neuroanatomical structures.
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Within long-term memory systems, episodic memory (i.e. knowledge of episodes and
facts that can be consciously recalled and related) is typically severely impaired in
early-stage of the disease. Semantic memory that underlies knowledge and language
is less likely to be significantly affected, although impairment may be observed in
some individuals. Procedural memory (i.e. ability to gradually acquire and retain
motor, perceptual and cognitive skills) is preserved, as are some aspects of priming.
Memory can also be considered in terms of the processes of encoding, storage and
retrieval [Tulving et al. 1973].

Some studies [Kazui et al. 2000,Moayeri et al. 2000] showed that recall of AD pa-
tients is typically better for emotional than for neutral stimuli. Memory is also better
for neutral stimuli embedded in an emotional context. Other studies, in contrast,
concluded that AD disrupts memory enhancement for verbal emotional informa-
tion [Hamann el al. 2000, Kensinger et al. 2004]. AD patients also demonstrated
impairments in emotionally mediated implicit memory (Padovan et al. 2002). Differ-
ences across studies are related to the heterogeneity of patient populations (disease
severity), difference in the stimuli or the extent of amygdala atrophy [Mori et al.
1999]. Emotional arousal improves episodic memory in patients with AD and gives
a clue to the management of people with dementia [Kazui et al. 2000]. Rehabilita-
tion of emotions is based on aspects of emotional communication such as prosody.
A series of experiments [Thaut et al. 2005] investigated the effect of music as a
mnemonic device on learning and memory. More researches are needed to develop a
useful strategy for memory improvement.

3.2 In cognitive and behaviour therapy (functional disorders)

Panic disorder is relevant for studying fear, a basic emotion. It can be depicted as
a profound blast of anxious affect. The physical symptoms are multiple: shortness
of breath, rapid heart rate, dizziness, tingling, sweating. The cognitive symptoms
involve automatic thoughts and mental images which tend to be catastrophic, i.e.
there is a tendency to exaggerate the dangerousness of a situation and simultane-
ously to underestimate the control over the danger. Therapeutic actions are based on
classical conditioning theories [Pavlov 1928]. Fear conditioning occurs when initially
innocuous conditioned stimulus (CS) is associated with an aversive unconditioned
stimulus (US) that activates unconditioned fear responses (URs). The CS comes to
elicit various conditioned responses (CRs) that share similar characteristics to in-
nate fear responses [Kim et al. 2006]. The best known example of fear conditioning
reported by the authors is the little Albert case [Watson et al. 1920]. As the authors
recount: “Albert was an infant who initially exhibited curiosity over a white rat by
touching and playing with it. As Albert’s hand touched the rat, the experimenters
triggered a big noise behind his head (US) causing him to startle and cry (UR). Af-
terwards, when the rat (CS) was placed near Albert’s hand, he withdrew his hand
and began to cry (CR). This exhibition of fear towards the rat was generalized to
other white furry animals and objects.”
Treatment of patients suffering from panic disorder involves exposure to fear cues
(behaviour therapy) and cognitive restructuring (cognitive therapy). One powerful
means of reducing anxiety problems is believed that of countering avoidance. Avoid-
ance reduces anxiety in short term, but makes for more anxiety in the long term as
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avoidance increases over time. Exposure involves placing someone in the avoided sit-
uation until the anxiety decreases completely. The disappearance of anxiety is called
Extinction. Cognitive restructuring is used to identify and counter fear of bodily sen-
sations. Patients are encouraged to consider the evidence and think of alternative
possible outcomes following the experience of bodily cues.
LeDoux’s model [LeDoux 1986] provides a theoretical framework for therapeutic
actions of cognitive-behavioural therapy as it establishes a relationship between
emotions and cognitive factors. The model postulates the contribution of the thala-
mus and the amygdala in fear conditioning and anxious reactions. These structures
form a circuit that involves immediate survival responses (i.e. flight or fight reac-
tions). The connection between the thalamus and the amygdala is the most direct
and therefore the fastest. In parallel, another pathway exists which includes the
prefrontal cortex and the hippocampus in addition to the thalamus and the amyg-
dala. The prefrontal cortex is involved in a more complex conditioning requiring
the planning of actions. An individual takes more time for cognition to shift from
reaction to action and he is seen as an emotional actor who copes with a cogni-
tive plan of voluntary action rather than just a reactor to an involuntarily elicited
emotional reaction. In the light of this model, it is easier to understand the thera-
peutic actions of exposure to fear cues and cognitive restructuring. Exposure to fear
cues seems to be mediated by the more direct circuit while cognitive restructuring,
which explores several option-responses seems to be supported by the second longer
pathway, which involves the prefrontal cortex. Extinction of anxiety is explained by
the action of prefrontal cortex. Bodily feedback of panic disorder (i.e. shortness of
breath, rapid heart rate, sweating) is also taken into account in this model. Somatic
responses are stored in amygdala together with their associated perceptual context.
When patients experience bodily feedback of fear, they misinterpret them and tend
to develop avoidance behaviour.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, theories produce important results in the field of cognitive neuropsy-
chology and provide a better understanding of brain functioning. This comprehen-
sion leads to profound changes in clinical practice in the evaluation of patients and
produces new orientations in the rehabilitation. Neuropsychologists progressively
changed their conception of the brain that is more theoretically and methodologi-
cally constructed. Single case studies have been crucial in the historical development
of the discipline and they continue to lend consistent support to the development of
existing models or in the elaboration of new ones. Models of cognitive and behaviour
therapy give a theoretical framework for therapeutic actions and lead to new per-
spectives of treatment of patients. The exchange between theory and clinical practice
allows progressive adjustment between the knowledge of the brain functioning and
the management of patients.
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Summary. In this paper we built and simulate a model where the economy is
viewed as a complex system. Our economy is composed of a high number of dif-
ferent agents that are interacting in an indirect (mean field) way, but not through
a coordination device. The resulting macroeconomic dynamics can be defined as
complex because they change attractor in time without no relevant change in the
parameter values (we can also say that the degree of self-organization observed in
our system changes with time). One of these attractors is a limit cycle and conse-
quently our work can be viewed as a contribution to the endogenous business cycle
theory.

1 Introduction

One of the most important results of neoclassical Economics, the General Equi-
librium Theory, relies on the existence of a coordination mechanism introduced
using the elegant device of the walrasian auctioneer. This is probably a provoking
sentence, but it opens an important debate in the economic profession: is the pres-
ence of coordination mechanisms a good approximation of the economic reality? A
positive answer to this question would prevent studies in economics to enter roads
already opened for other disciplines like those of the self-organization phenomena
and complexity theory. Fortunately, in recent years, a small but growing number of
economists became convinced that the economy is a complex system (see [Anderson
et al. 1988,Arthur et al. 1997,Blume et al. 2005] for example) and therefore started
to travel these roads.

Before preparing for the trip proposed in this paper (of course traveling the road
we are talking about) some preliminary comments and definitions are useful. In our
view, a complex system is composed of a high number of different elements that
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are interacting in some way, but not through a coordination device. Complex sys-
tems are interesting because under certain conditions they give rise to “unusual”
dynamics. In particular it is possible that while one of the parameters changes
smoothly, the behavior of some endogenous macroscopic variable changes in an un-
expectedly organized way or, putting it another way, structures form in an unstruc-
tured environment. When such structures emerge without a coordination device
researchers generally say that the system “self-organizes”. Sometimes, the expres-
sion self-organization is used to denote the emergence of structures in the phase
space of dynamical systems. Indeed systems composed of a low number of differ-
ence or differential equations can display more structured attractors on the phase
space when a parameter is gradually moved. This is not the way the expression self-
organization is used in this paper. Dynamical systems are intractable when their
dimension increases and consequently they cannot be classified as complex systems
(recall that according to our definition a complex systems has a very high dimen-
sion). Talking about dynamical systems a confusion may arise because a dynamical
system (that, from our point of view, is not complex) can display chaotic dynamics
that are usually referred to as “complex dynamics”. Thus, despite the similarity of
the expressions, in what follows, “complex systems dynamics” has a different mean-
ing from “complex dynamics”. In particular the latter are a subset of the former at
least as long as one identifies chaotic dynamics with the complex dynamics. More
interestingly complex systems may exhibit dynamics never detected in dynamical
systems. In cellular automata systems, for instance, the existence of such a type of
dynamics was found by [Wolfram 1986], [Langton 1986], and [Packard 1988]. The
last one coined the expression “the edge of chaos” to identify them. We will refer to
this type of dynamics as “complex systems dynamics”.

The aim of this paper is to show how the economic system can give rise to “complex
systems dynamics.” The model presented below belongs to a set born out of a pa-
per by [Greenwald et al. 1993] (GS hereafter). The intent of these works is to show
how the financial conditions of firms is a determinant of the aggregate production
of countries, that is, of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). It is well known that
GDP has cyclical dynamics (indeed the explanation of this phenomenon is one of
the main topics of macroeconomic theory) and, from a dynamical systems point of
view, this calls for the presence of a limit cycle in some relevant variable. GS obtain
a difference equation for the financial condition of firms (represented by the equity
base) that, under certain parameterization, gives rise to limit cycles and to chaotic
dynamics. From our point of view, GS’s work has the inconveniece that the millions
heterogeneous firms populating the economy are replaced by one of them that is
supposed to be representative.1 This way to proceed is questionable because, among
other drawbacks (see [Kirman 1992] for example), it limits the analysis to the use of
dynamical systems tools that, as maintained above, shuts out complex systems dy-
namics. Dynamical systems theory is also used in a paper by [Delli Gatti et al. 2000].
Building on GS they go a step further stressing the importance of heterogeneity, but
they take it into account introducing a difference equation for the variance of the fi-

1 GS are aware of the importance of heterogeneity. In the cited paper they use the
representative agent because the focus is on showing how financial factors affect
the aggregate production rather than on analizing the effects of heterogeneity.
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nancial position ending up with the analysis of a two dimensional dynamical system.

In more recent times, GS’s type of model have been analyzed using agent based sim-
ulation techniques that is, according to us, a more convenient way to deal with com-
plex systems. There are no equations for the macroscopic variables, but only equa-
tions governing the individuals’ behavior. The values of the macroscopic variables
are recovered by simply summing or averaging the individuals’ ones. Consequently
it may happen that the dynamics at the macroscopic level are completely different
from those at the individual level identifying genuine emergent phenomena. [Delli
Gatti et al. 2005] for example show how one can recover particular statistical distri-
butions (basically they are fat tailed distributions like power laws or Weibull) out
of the individual data or from the aggregate time series obtained from simulations,
and that the same distributions characterize real data. The important observation
is that according to a number of scientists the presence of these distributions is
common in complex systems dynamics (see [Bak 1997] for example).

In what follows we build a model using some “ingredients” from the above cited
papers. We then report some simulation results showing how the model produces
peculiar dynamics that could be defined as “complex systems dynamics”.

2 The model

The economy is populated by a large number of firms. As in the GS’s type of model
we concentrate our attention on the firm. Consumers and others economic agents are
supposed to passively accommodate firms’ decisions. In these supply side models the
production function has a very important role (a large part of the macroeconomic
theory is of the supply side type, think for example of the exogenous and endogenous
growth and of the real business cycle theories). In the present model, the production
function is linear:

Yit = νitKit

where Yit is the production, Kit the capital and νit its productivity.

We dedicate the remainder of this section to the two determinants of the production:
ν and K. As mentioned before, we are interested in the emergent properties of the
aggregate production dynamics Yt =

∑
i Yit that we’ll recover using a bottom-up

approach, that is, through agent based simulations.

Some preliminary notions on the firms variables will be useful and are given here.
The balance sheet of a firm is Kit = Dit +Ait. where Dit is debt and Ait the equity
base. The fraction Ait

Kit
= ait is the equity ratio that is a signal of the financial sound-

ness of the firm. The dynamics of the balance sheet variables are strictly relative
to the economic result of the firm (πit). In these preliminary notions, we restrict
ourselves to note that this variable directly affects the dynamics of the equity base
in the following way: Ait = Ait−1 + (1 − ηit)πit where ηit is the fraction of the eco-
nomic result that does not affect the equity base (more detailed explanation below).
The important aspect is that the economic result can be negative and this decreases
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the equity base. As a consequence, the equity base of a firm could become negative
and, if this happens, the firm must leave the market. Another exit mechanism will
be considered and we’ll come back to this issue below, but what is important to
note here is that the presence of exit mechanisms calls for the existence of an entry
process. These considerations serve to highlight that an important aspect of this
kind of model is the firms turnover [Delli Gatti et al. 2003]. However, in this paper
we avoid such complication adopting the one-to-one replacement assumption (each
exiting firm is replaced by a new one).

Now we can look at the model description starting from the economic result of the
firm. In the following steps we use the economic result to determine the dynamics of
the two variables we are interested in: the capital (Kit) and the productivity (νit).

2.1 Economic result

The economic result (πit) is given by revenues (Rit) minus costs (Cit):

πit = Rit − Cit (1)

All the variables are in real terms so that prices will never appear in our equations.

Revenues.

Firms sell all their product, but their real revenue from sales may be different from
the production due to unforeseen external events (in GS for example this is due to
an unknown selling price). We formulate this as follows

Rit = νitKit + uitKit (2)

where u is a random variable with mean equal to 0 and finite variance.

Costs.

Costs are of two types: production costs (CL) and adjustment costs (CK)

Cit = CL
it + CK

it (3)

Production costs. Production costs are due to labor. We use the simplifying assump-
tion that firms need one worker for each unit of capital (Leontief type production
function) so that Lit = Kit. Labor costs are

CL
it = witLit = witKit (4)

where wit is the wage and Lit the number of employed workers.

Adjustment costs. The adjustment costs must be sustained to adapt the stock of
capital [Mussa 1977]. We use here the formulation adopted in [Delli Gatti et al.
2000]

CK
it =

γ

2

(Kit − Kit−1)
2

K̄t−1
(5)

where K̄ is the average capital of the economy. This introduces a first mean field
interaction in the model.
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The economic result.

using equations (1)-(5) the economic result is

πit = νitKit − witKit −
γ

2

(Kit − Kit−1)
2

K̄t−1
+ uitKit

note that because of the Leontievian assumption, νit is also the labor productivity.
We assume that the wage is related to the (latest known) average labor productivity.
From this base we use the following assumption: wit = ν̄t−1 that introduces a second
mean field interaction being ν̄t−1 the average productivity of the period before.
Under this assumption we can write

πit = (νit − ν̄t−1)Kit −
γ

2

(Kit − Kit−1)
2

K̄t−1
+ uitKit (6)

In order to simplify, we avoid discussing the effects of changing the capital level on
the economic result. A discussion of these aspects would reveal that the investment
involves the movement of the debt stock and affect minimally the economic result.
This effect does not modify the behavior of the system and can be eliminated under
a further simplifying assumption.

2.2 The evolution of Capital

To choose the optimal level of capital the firm maximizes the economic result func-
tion, but with two changes. First of all, at the time of the choice, firms don’t know
the realization of the random variable so that it is replaced with the average value.
This allows us to omit the term uitKit being the mean of u equal to zero. Secondly
we assume that firms don’t know also the average capital and replace it with their
own level of capital. Consequently, the objective function to maximize is

E(πit) = (νit − ν̄t−1)Kit −
γ

2

(Kit − Kit−1)
2

Kit−1

Maximizing with respect to Kit we have the first element we need, that is, the
dynamics of the capital

Kit =
νit − ν̄t−1

γ
Kit−1 + Kit−1 (7)

2.3 The dynamics of the productivity

The second element we need is the dynamics of the productivity νit. This variable
moves if the firm funds Research and Development activities.

Investment in Research and Development activities.

At the end of the period the economic result is realized. It can be positive (profit)
or negative (loss).
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When a profit is realized the firm has to decide how to use it. We assume that it can
be used other than to increase the equity base, to finance Research and Development
(R&D) activities. In particular R&D investments are assumed to be

R&Dit = πitηit

where ηit is the share of profit dedicated to R&D. We assume that this share is an
increasing function of the financial soundness of the firm represented by the equity
ratio as follows:

ηit =

{
ait−1 if πit > 0
0 if πit ≤ 0

From these considerations we can also recover the dynamics of the equity base:

Ait = Ait−1 + (1 − ηit)πit (8)

The dynamics of the productivity.

The outcome of the R&D investment is stochastic and the probability of success
increases with the amount of funds dedicated to these activities. We formulate this
probability as

pr =
1

1 + e−b(R&Dit−c)

where b and c are parameters.

If a firm obtains a success from its R&D activities, its productivity increases by a
constant amount β, so that the dynamic of the productivity is

{
νit+1 = νit + β with probability pr
νit+1 = νit with probability 1 − pr

(9)

3 Simulations

We simulate the model using object oriented programming languages. In a first im-
plementation the objective-C version of the SWARM library is used. The validity of
the results is checked coding a second time the same model using the RePast java
library. We run a large number of experiments to check how the model reacts to
changes in the initial conditions, the size of the system (that is the number of firms)
and the parameters. Among them, the parameter γ has a very important role. For
high values of this parameter the system displays a limit cycle, while cycles disap-
pear for low values. In between, there is a non negligible region where the system
gives rise to complex systems dynamics.

We describe here in details one of these experiments where we set γ = 1.5. The
comments below serve also to better explain how the model works. At the beginning
the code creates 100000 identical firms giving them the following initial conditions:
Ki0 = 100, Ai0 = 30, νi0 = 0.1. The parameters b, c and β are set to 3, 2 and 0.01,
respectively.

The algorithm goes through the following steps:
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1 reset values to firms that meet the exit conditions

2 update the capital

3 update equity ratio

4 update the profit using the random variable

5 update investments in R&D

6 update productivity

7 update equity base

8 collect data

Because some steps are technical, we discuss the flow of events in a logical order,
this implies that the order reported above will not be respected on some occasions.
First of all firms decide their new capital level (step 2) using equation (7): firms
with a productivity higher than the average increase capital while the others reduce
it. Firms employ the new stock of capital in the production and realize a produc-
tion equal to νitKit. Once the production is realized it is sold on the market. The
average revenues from sales is equal to production, but some firms realize a higher
revenue and some others a lower one due to contingent situations represented by the
random variable u that is supposed to be uniform with bounds −0.1 and 0.1. Now,
with revenues in their hands the entrepreneurs have to pay their costs: wages and
adjustment costs. Here two situations are possible. In the first one, the revenue from
sales is higher than costs and consequently a profit is realized. In the second, the
revenue from sales is lower than costs and the firm suffers a loss. This is the content
of equation (6) implemented in step 4. In step 5 firms with a profit spend a share
equal to their equity ratio (that is calculated in step 3) of profit in R&D, while firms
that suffer a loss make no expenditures in R&D. After this computation we know for
each firm how much they spend in R&D. This allows us to update the productivity
using equation (9) in step 6. Moreover, knowing R&D expenditures allows us to de-
termine how the economic result affects the equity base. We do this coding equation
(8) in step 7. Finally we record data (step 8) and a new iteration is about to start.
At the beginning of the new iteration (step 1), we check the value of the equity base
computed in step 7. If it is negative the variables of the firm are initialized with the
following values Kit = Ki0 = 100, Ait = Ai0 = 30, νit = ν̄t−1. This can happen to
firms that suffer a loss in step 4 of the previous iteration. The fact that they suffer
a loss means that they are not able to cover costs with the revenues from sales. At
this point they must resort to their internal funds represented by the equity base.
In some cases even the equity base is not sufficient to provide the additional needed
funds and the firm must exit the market. In addition to this exit mechanism we
add also a threshold to the size of the firm, that is, firms with a low level of capital
(Kit−1 < 20) but with a positive equity base are also replaced. However, this second
exit mechanism is present to catch exceptions and does not affect the simulation
results. Finally, note that resetting the variables of the firms when they meet these
conditions is the same as assumuming a one-to-one replacement situation and the
number of firms is constant to 100000 during the whole simulation.

The results are showed in the following graphs and commented on in next section.
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Fig. 1. Average production (left axis and black line) and average productivity (right
axis and gray line). 2000 time steps have been discarded to eliminate the transient
state

Fig. 2. Average Capital. 2000 time steps have been discarded to eliminate the
transient state

4 Discussion

Although the reported graphs could contain interesting features from the economic
point of view, the focus of the discussion will be mainly on the type of dynamics a
system like this can generate.

Figures 1 and 2 show the dynamics of the variables involved in the production func-
tion (production, capital and productivity) for 10000 simulation time steps. We don’t
show the initial 2000 time steps to avoid the transient state (it occurs in decrising
oscillations). In the graphs the average values are reported. Regarding production
and capital, one might be interested in the aggregate values. They can be obtained
by multiplying those reported in the graphs for the number of firms in the economy
that in our case is fixed and equal to 100000. Consequently, the qualitative behav-
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iors of the aggregate production and capital are exactly the same as those reported
in the graphs. First of all, from figure 1 it is evident that the increasing trend in
production is due to the increasing productivity. Secondly, it is also evident that
production is much more volatile than productivity. Having the production function
in mind it is straightforward that the volatility of production depends on that of
capital; figure 2 confirms this deduction. It is also easy to see that the volatility is
not constant, but changes with time in an irregular way. This pushes us toward a
more accurate investigation. Figures 1 and 2 report too much data to get an insight
into the nature of the volatility by visual inspection.

Figures 3, 4 and 5 shed some light on the phenomenon. In these graphs three con-
tiguous sub-periods with different volatilities are shown. Figure 3 shows that, in
the time span 7750-8750, we are not dealing with stochastic volatility but with a
more structured behavior: limit cycles. This is surprising because it is the result of
an agent based model with idiosyncratic shocks. As discussed above, obtaining a
limit cycle in a dynamical system in not hard, but dynamical systems contemplate
the presence of a very low number of equations. In the present model the cyclical
behavior is obtained averaging a large number of stochastic equations (one for each
firm). From a probability theory point of view, what is reported in the figure is an
average of a large number of identical stochastic processes. Figure 3 suggests that the
law of large numbers, according to which one expects a very smooth behavior of the
average value, does not hold at list in the reported periods. Furthermore, we cannot
maintain that this is a feature of the individual behavior preserved at the aggregate
level. The uncorrelated idiosyncratic shock present in the model differentiates firms’
decisions and, from this point of view, the law of large numbers should apply. A
cyclical behavior of the average requires that the various components of the system
act in a strong correlated way that, in the absence of a representative agent, could
be possible if a coordination mechanism were contemplated. But here we have no
coordination device, here each entrepreneur decides alone using its private informa-
tion (capital and productivity) and the average level of the productivity. Our final
conjecture is that in an agent based model the presence of a replacement process
and that of mean field interactions [Aoki 1996] can give rise to a considerable degree
of self-organization.

A second observation comes from comparing Figures 3, 4, and 5: the system seems
to be able to change attractor in time. The dynamic presented in Figure 4 is quite
different from the ones visible in Figures 3 and 5 although they were obtained with
the same parameters. In Figure 4 the law of large numbers seems to have a stronger
effect than in the other two graphs, that is, the degree of self-organization changes
with time. At the actual state of the investigation this phenomenon seems to be
a deep emergent property of the system. Indeed one candidate for the explanation
could be the average productivity (because it is not fluctuating around a constant
value), but looking at its smooth behavior, it seems hard to give it the responsibil-
ity to change the system behavior from a limit cycle to (something similar to) an
equilibrium and then back to a limit cycle.

The changes in the attractor are also showed in Figure 6 where average values
for very short time spans (they are sub-periods of Figure 3 and 4) are showed in
the equity ratio-capital phase space. It is evident how the economic dynamics can
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Fig. 3. Average Capital from time 7750 to 8750

Fig. 4. Average Capital from time 8751 to 9050

Fig. 5. Average Capital from time 9051 to 10050
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commute between simple (as in the time span 8850-8920) to more structured (as
in the time span 8220-8290) attractors. This Figure is also interesting from the
economic point of view. Indeed, as discussed in the introduction, GS’s type models
prove that there is a relationship between the aggregate production and the financial
soundness of the economy. Indeed the Figure shows that this relationship exists and
is strong in some time spans. Furthermore, looking at the black line in Figure 6,
it could be maintained that production and financial fragility move as described
by [Minsky 1982] in his financial fragility theory of macroeconomic fluctuations. On
the other hand, this behavior is not always so strong to be detected as the gray line
of the Figure shows.

Fig. 6. Different attractors in two different time spans
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1 Introduction

The design and development of realistic scenarios for driving simulators (see dis-
cussion on emerging issues relating to the realism of visual databases and scenar-
ios, [Parkes 2005,Allen et al. 2003,Allen at al. 2004]) could greatly enhance the real-
ism with which simulator trials can be created, since the autonomous vehicles would
be capable of responding in a realistic manner both to the behavioural responses of
the participant and to any pre-programmed autonomous vehicle behaviour (e.g. a
vehicle programmed to disobey a red traffic light). This in turn would improve par-
ticipants’ immersion in simulator scenarios, increasing the likelihood that they will
drive in a realistic and representative manner with the consequence that greater con-
fidence can be placed in resulting analyses. This paper describes a research project
at TRL which extended previous work (development of a Synthetic Driving SIMu-
lation, SD-SIM framework) conducted at Loughborough University [Dumbuya et al.
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2002,Dumbuya et al. 2003]. The paper demonstrates the development and applica-
tion of a novel technique for improving and verifying the realism of a Neural Driver
Agent (NDA) modeling technique which is able to show behavioural intelligence.
The technique used an artificial neural network to control the behaviour of a vehicle
in a simple lane changing task.

Artificial neural network (ANN) models use a mathematical model for information
processing with a functional architecture that resembles the neuron structure of the
human brain (for an introduction to the subject see [Gurney 1997]). These models
are capable of learning from training examples and demonstrating learned behaviour
in unseen situations. Abdennour and Al-Ghamdi [Abdennour et al. 2006] applied
ANN for the estimation of vehicle headways using data collected from different
freeways in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Using the collected data they were able to model
and train an ANN capable of estimating headways as a function of time (time series
prediction) and headways as a general probability density function. Lin et al. [Lin
et al. 2005] considered some sophisticated artificial neural network architectures, to
model human driver behaviour in vehicle handling compared with a Driver-Vehicle-
Environment (DVE) system.

The aim of the project reported in this paper was to find whether the vehicle control
of the neural network based approach was an improvement over a more traditional
rule-based algorithm.

2 TR Car Simulator

TRL’s driving simulator uses a real Honda Civic family hatchback that has had its
engine and major mechanical parts replaced by an electric motion system that drives
rams attached to the axles underneath each wheel. These impart limited motion
in three axes (heave, pitch, and roll) and provide the driver with an impression
of the acceleration forces and vibrations that would be experienced when driving
a real vehicle. All control interfaces have a realistic feel and the manual gearbox
can be used in the normal manner. Surrounding the simulator vehicle are large
display screens onto which are projected the images that represent the external
environment to the driver. The level of environmental detail includes photo-realistic
images of buildings, vehicles, signing, and markings, with terrain accurate to the
camber and texture of the road surface. The driving environment is projected onto
three forward screens to give the driver a 210◦ horizontal forward field of view
whilst a rear screen provides a 60◦ rearward field of view, thus enabling normal use
of all mirrors. Realistic engine, road, and traffic sounds complete the virtual setting.
Scenario specification for the behaviour of all autonomous traffic vehicles included
in simulated scenarios is determined by applying specific programming commands
via SCANeR [Champion et al. 1999].

3 Development of a Neural Driver Agent

A multilayer NDA has been designed and implemented. Figure 1 shows a typical
architecture of the NDA. The concept of the NDA is based on Artificial Intelligence
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Fig. 1. Neural Driver Agent (NDA) architecture

(AI) techniques, e.g. ANN, which, at a minimum level, aims to model the system
such that the system can exhibit human-like properties, for example, planning, learn-
ing, knowledge, reasoning and decision making. The NDA is based on supervised
learning paradigm, with a backpropagation training algorithm. The inputs are prop-
agated through the two hidden layers and output layer. The error (or mismatch)
between the output and the pre-specified desired output is minimised by using a
gradient descent rule (which essentially attempts to avoid the local minimum in
training the network, by moving the weights in a direction opposite to the direction
of the gradient). This allows the errors to be signalled backwards from output to
input nodes until the error approaches zero. In other words, the network learns by
adapting interconnecting weights.

To develop the NDA, input and output parameters to the network are defined below.
Note that these parameters have been carefully selected to allow straightforward in-
terfacing with the simulator module. A generalised expression can be derived for the
multilayer NDA architecture, using gradient decent to approximate the desired out-
put values for new direction and speed. A full derivation may be found, for example,
in [Gurney 1997]. The Neural Driver Agent mathematical expressions derived were
implemented in the commercial off-the-shelf NeuroSolutions software package from
NeuroDimension (www.nd.com)

• Current speed, v
• Current direction, d
• Distance from vehicle, dhw
• Current Lane, l
• Preferred speed, vp

• New direction, dn

• New speed, vn
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Fig. 2. Scenario set-up to generate training data for NDA

4 Results

The first part of the project was to generate the training data that would be fed
to the neural network in order for the network to ’learn’ how to change lanes to
overtake another vehicle as illustrated in Figure 2.

Eight participants were recruited to complete a short drive on a simulated two lane
motorway in the driving simulator. In this drive they were required to accelerate
to a constant target speed, remaining in lane 1 of the motorway until they came
across an autonomous vehicle travelling at a constant speed also in lane 1. Behaving
as they would on a real UK motorway, the participant had to overtake this vehicle
by moving to lane 2 and then return back to lane 1. This completed the simulator
task. The data from each completed simulator run was used to train the network
in how to control the driven vehicle. At each time step, the network evaluated a
number of inputs, including current speed, current lane, and distance headway to
the vehicle ahead, to generate outputs of desired speed and desired direction of the
driven vehicle, which could be used to calculate the new position and direction of the
driven vehicle. The network outputs were compared to the actual changes in speed
and direction observed from the real drivers. With sufficient training the network
was able to cause the driven vehicle to follow a realistic path at a suitable speed
around the lead vehicle.

4.1 Comparison of Neural Drivers and Real Drivers

Figure 3 show the changes in direction produced by the Neural Driver Agent (NDA)
and real drivers when performing an overtaking manoeuvre at a speed of 70 mph.
The direction scale is in degrees such that 0 is straight ahead, a negative value is
steering to the right and a positive value is steering to the left. The graphs show
how the drivers steer to the right to move into the middle lane, then steer to the
left to move back into the inside lane. The graphs show how differently real drivers
perform an overtaking manoeuvre and how individual drivers also produce different
behaviour at different speeds. Despite the differences in driving behaviour produced
by the real drivers, the graphs show that the NDA has learnt the changes in direc-
tion required to perform an overtaking manoeuvre.

Figure 4 show the real drivers and Neural Driver Agent (NDA) accelerating to and
trying to maintain a speed of 70 mph. The graph also demonstrates the differences
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Fig. 3. Driver’s change of direction when overtaking at a speed of 70 mph

Fig. 4. Driver’s speed when trying to maintain a speed of 70 mph
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in the behaviours of the real drivers. When trying to achieve a speed of 70mph the
NDA accelerates too much but then decelerates to maintain a speed just less than 70
mph. However, overall the NDA produces a smooth acceleration and can maintain
a constant speed.

4.2 Assessing behavioural realism - results from driving simulator
study

The second part of the project was to demonstrate that the neural network model
was more realistic in its control of the driven vehicle than the rule-based model (from
previous Loughborough University research) performing the same task. To achieve
this, twelve participants were recruited to observe how each micro-simulation model
controlled the driven vehicle and to rate the realism with which they thought the ve-
hicle was being controlled. Participants each sat in the driver’s seat of the simulator
vehicle and were effectively ’driven’ by the micro-simulation models through the sim-
ulated scenario on which the neural network model had been trained. Furthermore,
participants also observed a pre-recording of how a human driver had completed the
same manoeuvre. Participants were asked to rate how realistic they felt each model
was on a ten-point scale from 1 to 10, where a rating of 1 indicated that they felt
that the model was very unrealistic and a rating of 10 indicated that they felt that
the model was very realistic. In rating the realism of the three computer models

Fig. 5. Mean realism ratings of each of the models presented to participants

of driver behaviour, Figure 5 shows that on average, the human drive was the most
realistic (average score of 7.83) and SD-SIM was the least realistic (average score
of 2.92). It is important to note the realism of the NDA in replicating the human
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Fig. 6. Participant’s mean ratings of how likely it was that each drive was actually
completed by a human driver

drive (average score of 7.42). The results of the study demonstrated that partici-
pants thought that the neural network model was significantly more realistic in its
control of the driven vehicle than the traditional rule-based model. Paired samples
t-tests showed that the realism scores for SD-SIM differed significantly from those
given for the NDA (t(11) = 7.24; p < 0.001) and from those given for the Human
(t(11) = 11.3; p < 0.001), whilst the comparison of the NDA and the Human realism
scores did not reach significance (t(11) = 0.767; p = 0.46).

To further explore the realism of the three models, participants were asked to rate
how likely it was that each of the three drives presented to them was actually
completed by a human driver. Again, a ten-point scale from 1 to 10 was used, where
a rating of 1 indicated that they felt that it was very unlikely that the drive was
completed by a human driver and a rating of 10 indicated that they felt that it was
very likely that the drive was completed by a human driver. The aim was to see if
participants could correctly distinguish the human drive from the SD-SIM and NDA-
based drives. Figure 6 illustrates the participants’ performance in classifying the
models. Furthermore, participants were unable to discriminate between the human
and the neural network in their control of the driven vehicle.

5 Discussion of Results and Conclusions

In general the comparison of human and neural driver agent results is good. How-
ever, there is a noticeable difference in SD-SIM and the other two models. This is
contributed to by three factors: (1) fine tuning of driver characteristics in SD-SIM
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is currently a demanding task (2) the current vehicle model in SD-SIM lacks some
of the detailed inertia and frictional effects found in the steering and suspension
of real vehicles so, (3) creating a driver character in SD-SIM to match real vehicle
behaviour implicitly involves some compensation for this. However, it should also
be emphasised that only a small component of SD-SIM’s Intelligent Virtual Driver
(IVD) has been assessed. For example, the vision model which provides distance
and speed estimation capabilities in lane changing behaviour was not considered in
this project. Furthermore it is important to note that SD-SIM provides a framework
which allows future enhancements and additions of components to improve real-
ism. This was part of the reason for proposing the neural driver to replace some of
the rule-based approaches adopted in SD-SIM. Important outcomes of the research
included:

1. The study explored the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) theories and techniques
such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to develop a new Neural Driver Agent
(NDA) model. The model was trained using captured behavioural data from
participants in the simulator and demonstrated increased ’intelligence’ of traffic
interaction.

2. To assess behavioural intelligence and realism in driving simulation scenarios,
participants rated model realism on a scale from 1-10. The results showed that
human driver was the most realistic (average score of 7.83). The NDA performed
well by learning and replicating human drive (average score of 7.42).

3. To further explore the realism of the models, participants were asked to rate
how likely it was that each of the drives presented to them was completed by
a human driver. Participants were unable to discriminate between the human
and the neural network in their control of the driven vehicle.

In terms of the implications of the results in developing behavioural intelligence
and realism in driving scenarios results, NDAs could potentially be developed to
participate fully in driving scenarios and allow them to respond realistically in both
situations to which they have been trained and novel situations. By adjusting the
structure and/or connection weights of the neural network, it may also be possible
to create simulated aggressive drivers, tired drivers, alcohol-impaired drivers, learner
drivers, and so on. This will help to represent the range of behaviours displayed by
real drivers in driving scenarios. In fact new work is underway to validate the NDA
with over 50,000 individual vehicle data collected from the UK motorway.
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Summary. The planning of development projects significantly influences the costs
created by the projects as well as the success of the development projects. However
much potentials are actually wasted because of the inherent complexity unmanage-
able for project managers. Various methods and tools, from project modeling to
the workflow management system, are used to handle this complexity and to de-
velop these potentials, but the development of software solutions alone, however, is
not sufficient. Instead, an extensive instrument consisting of methods, specification
techniques and software tools for the integrated transformation and simulation of a
graphical process model is needed. The presented approach shows a method for the
modeling and simulation of development projects in process engineering based on
Petri net simulation. The simulation of an example process displays the connections
between different influencing parameters such as team configuration, the availabil-
ity of needed tools, the variance in processing times, and the qualification of the
persons involved. Selected mathematical relationships illustrate the interaction of
these influencing parameters. It could hereby be determined which parameter com-
bination is the best to achieve setted goals like with which amount of employed staff
the shortest development time can be attained. In the outlook several additional
parameters are named that will be added in order to make further detailed analyses
possible in a future research project.

Key words: Decision Support, Forecasting, Discrete Simulation, Simulation Inter-
faces, Event oriented, Work Organization, Workflow Simulation

1 Introduction

Development projects are inherently difficult to coordinate, difficult to structure
and, due to the multiplicity of different participants, also hard to coordinate. The
project planner has very limited control over this complexity. Currently, available
tools offer few possibilities to the project manager to investigate this complexity dy-
namically and to accomplish ”if - then” analyses. That makes the task of planning
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a hard to calculate risk from the point of view of the management. As a result, only
13% of work in projects in Germany is actually value-adding, resulting in a total
loss of value of approximately 150 billion Euros [Gröger 2006]. Some reasons for
these deficits are bad decisions in the selection of projects, yet also the insufficient
defining of goals.

While these problems affect the project environment in the business there is also an-
other area that affects the project structure. This area covers the development and
continued use of findings and information in projects. This, along with the accurate
implementation of employee competence and availability, must be improved through
workflow planning. These problems are also well known in process engineering. The
project correlations in the process development were analyzed in the Collaborative
Research Center (CRC) 476. Besides these theoretical results, eight out of 12 project
managers from the field of process engineering that were surveyed said that a lack of
coordination and poor information flow were the main causes for sub-optimal project
efficiency. Support tools were developed that improve the cooperation of the various
development areas and that are meant to reduce the interface-related losses. A simu-
lation system identifies the necessary correlations and information flows between the
organizational units involved based on a semi-formal project model. The simulation
clarifies the connection between the assigned resources and persons, thereby making
the identification of the project duration possible through defined input of resources
or vice versa. As a result, the project planner is able to analyze different workflow
management structures and then plan the input of resources or the resource-relevant
project structure accordingly.

2 Development Project in Process Engineering

Several example of projects were recorded that reproduce typical workflows of pro-
cess engineering to take into consideration the current requirements within process
engineering alongside the procedure models described in literature. The following ar-
ticle gives a short survey over a representative example project which was recorded
in several workshops in close cooperation with experts of the chemical industry and
represented an ex post view of a project finished months ago will be analized in
more detail by the use of the simulation system.

For the production of a semi formal project, information that was mostly present
in the mind of project leaders and coworkers in the form of experiences from past
projects was first requeried, collected and documented. This seldom explicit avail-
able information goes far beyond information contained in a classical Gantt Chart
representation. For the simulation, however, this source of information provides el-
ementary data, such as alternative expiration operational sequences, qualification
profiles, necessary resources availabilities as well as further conditions necessary for
the execution of the activities in the form of information or predecessor activities.

The example project, the development of the synthetic material Polyamide 6 (PA6),
which is usually used in the manufacturing of textiles, yet also as friction and heat
resistant construction material, represents the characteristics of process engineering
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development processes.

Process development usually begins with literature research, which is frequently also
repeated in the development project. Based on the collected information, yet also
based on the experience of the developers involved, the decision for the batch or
the continuous operation is made. This decision influences the additional procedure-
dependent development steps. In our example, the development of the PA6 process
was performed in cooperation with chemical engineering companies; the develop-
ments of the reaction, separation and extrusion follow. These developments result
individually, yet depend heavily on each other, founding the basis of the complexity
within the development projects of chemical engineering. The development of the
facility area necessary for the various steps is based on the representation of the
mathematical, chemical and physical correlations. Consequently, the main task is
the creation and analysis as well as the improvement of these models. To conclude,
the final decision regarding the plant concept is made based on the simulation results
of previous work steps.

2.1 Definition of the Simulation Approach

A workflow simulation model of development projects in the chemical industry was
developed at our institute in recent years. One way to differentiate simulation models
is by the level of detail found in human modeling. VDI-Guideline 3633 distinguishes
between person-integrated models (person as reactive action model) and person-
oriented models (display of various additional traits possessed by person) [VDI 2001,
Zülch et al. 2004]. Furthermore, simulation models of product development processes
can, similar to VDI-Guideline 3633, be differentiated by two forms of model logic:

1. In actor-oriented simulation models, system dynamics are produced by actors
(modeled persons or organizational units) based on specific tasks [Steidel 1994,
Christiansen 1993, Cohen 1992, Jin et al. 1996, Levitt et al. 1999, Licht et al.
2004].

2. In process-oriented simulation models, system dynamics are produced by activ-
ities through the usage of resources (persons, tools) [Browning et al. 2000,Cho
et al. 2001]. According to this terminology, the workflow simulation model in
process engineering that will be presented here can be characterized as a person-
oriented and process-oriented approach.

3 Existing Approaches

In the field of process and product development processes only a few adequate simu-
lation techniques are well established. The so-called Virtual Design Team (VDT) is
an actor-oriented model especially designed for the simulation of product develop-
ment projects which was created by Levitt’s research group at Stanford University.
Early versions of the VDT were already able to model actors and tasks, as well as
the information flow between these two [Christiansen 1993,Cohen 1992]. Subsequent
versions then also took into consideration the different goals of actors, the construc-
tion of exceptions, and in addition, exception handling [Jin et al. 1996, Levitt et
al. 1994,Levitt et al. 1999]. A process engineering context is not considered in this
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model, and participative creation of the simulation model or optimization of work-
flow management will not be supported through the methodology.

Independent of Levitt’s group, Steidel managed to develop a further actor-oriented
simulation model for product development processes [Steidel 1994]. This model also
ignores particularities of process engineering. Likewise, participative creation of the
simulation model or optimization of workflow management will also not be sup-
ported through the methodology.

Raupach formulated a process-oriented approach for the simulation of product de-
velopment processes so that consistency can be observed in various construction
solutions. The product structure is accounted for in great detail through this ap-
proach [Raupach 1999]. This fact makes it hard to apply in contents with inherent
variability, e.g., the process engineering context, participative process creation, and
optimization of workflow management. These points, as well as interdependencies
between project success criteria and factors influenceable by technical planning, will
not be examined in this approach.

Aside from the complexity of development projects, the meeting of decisions at times
of uncertainty is an important aspect of simulation. Krause uses colored Petri nets
in combination with stochastic procedures in order to sufficiently depict these deci-
sions during simulation [Krause et al. 2004]. The planner first roughly models the
activities of the development process; these activities are then further specified dur-
ing the simulation run through the accessing of a library. The dynamic calculation
of the model structure at cycle time adequately depicts the uncertainty-afflicted cy-
cle of planning processes. However, participative modeling and optimization of the
processes according to defined restrictions and target criteria is missing.

Eppinger’s research group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology developed
numerous process-oriented simulation models [Browning et al. 2000, Cho et al.
2001,Cho et al. 2005].

Browning’s simulation model assumes that an unlimited supply of resources (in this
case, employees) exists, meaning the simulation results of this model are limited in
their representation of reality. Cho’s simulation model does take note of the limi-
tation of resources available in a product development project, yet a corresponding
processing of multiple activities is also not possible in this case. An organizational
connection to process engineering is non-existent, and participative process creation
or an optimization of workflow management is not intended. Interdependencies be-
tween project success criteria and factors influenceable by technical planning will
hardly be considered.

A process-oriented model for the simulation of a factory-planning project was de-
veloped by a research group headed by Tommelein at the University of California
at Berkeley [Gil et al. 2001]. This model observes the effects of altered requirements
on the planning process and the project length of construction projects. Particu-
larly, examination of so-called postponement strategies occurs, in which the start of
a succeeding operation is purposely delayed in order to increase the quality of the
work results of the preceding operation. Similarly, the simulation model assumes
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an unlimited supply of resources. However, in a process engineering context, par-
ticipative process creation or an optimization of workflow management is not dealt
with. Interdependencies between the technical planning of influenceable factors and
project success criteria are not sufficiently taken into consideration in this model.

According to our requirements, the person-centered simulation model of Licht [Licht
et al. 2004] offers a more suitable approach to analyzing development processes of
products and processes. The model includes many different process specific aspects
of the process, such as type and complexity of products, characteristics of the em-
ployees, tools, organizational structure, etc. Due to the person-oriented approach,
the model also serves as a realistic method for employee management by providing
employees’ behavior. The negative consequence, however, is that the model is very
complex and therefore difficult to apply.

4 Integrative Simulation Model

The simulation system presented here offers a suitable technique for project plan-
ners in order to compare several alternative ways of project organization at an early
stage, with respect to the number of persons, tools, time and other resources in-
volved.

The process of analyzing different organizational project structures including dif-
ferent configuration of resources starts with a semi-formal modeling of the project
structure including among other things the fuzzy coherences between the actors
performing the activities, between the activities and their duration. Especially de-
veloped for the modeling of weakly structured and highly communicative and co-
ordinative development processes, the modeling language C3 consists of 14 base
elements. Figure 1 shows the besides the symbol of the starting and the end node
the nine most important elements in a short section of a chemical engineering model.

The logic or temporal coherences between different activities is described by the con-
trol flow. The flow of information elements describes the emitter, the receiver and
the type of information. The special characteristic of the synchronous communica-
tion is that all involved actors and resources must be available at the same time. If
not, the synchronous communication cannot be executed. This possibly affects many
other activities and other parallel control flows by resources or actors tied up for
the communication for a certain time. The splitting note finally splits information.
Therefore, a parallel execution of activities is possible. The synchronization node
merges parallel activities.

With its close connection to the easy to understand and semi-formal modeling lan-
guage C3 [Killich et al. 1999], designed at our institute and described in more detail
in Kausch [Kausch et al. 2007], the simulation model is concise and easy for the
user to apply. The goal of this simulation model is to combine the advantages of
C3 [Eggersmann 2004, Schneider et al 2006] and the advantages of the simulation,
that is to say, the possibility of planning, analyzing and rearranging the develop-
ment process based on mathematical constraints. In addition, the model used offers
the chance to optimize the development process with respect to the development
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Fig. 1. Core elements of C3 modeling language

duration as well as in consideration of resources and the development costs. The
entire simulation model is based on the following five partial models: 1.) the task
network, 2.) the task, 3.) the employee, 4.) the work tool, and 5.) the information,
which will be examined in greater detail in the following.

4.1 Task Network Model

The development of a new or modified chemical process usually takes place in team
spanning development projects. It is in these projects that the complexity concern-
ing the organizational structure as well as the workflows should be reduced. The
model concept of the task network describes the workflow management of the de-
velopment project. In addition, the individual phases of the development process
will be divided into work tasks through the use of a workflow plan (a so-called task
network). Predecessor-successor-relationships, i.e., the logical order of execution -
for example, due to causal relationships between individual underlying activities -
of the tasks will be laid down in the task network. It is hereby determined that the
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literature research precedes the additional analysis. The workflow plan is primarily
participatively recorded and displayed through the C3 modeling language. The work
tasks of the task network are assigned to organizational units for execution. Apart
from the chronological sequence of tasks, the assignment of work equipment for the
associated tasks is also displayed in the task network. An overview of the PA6 de-
velopment process, described earlier, with 79 activities is schematically displayed in
Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the PA6 development Process including a detailed
view of some basic C3 elements

Additionally, in the upper right excerpt, a detailed view into the process is given,
where the main elements of C3 are marked and briefly explained in context. A soft-
ware environment, especially designed in the research project to support recording
and visualization of work processes with the C3 method, supports the recording
process as well as the visualization and software based transformation of the work-
ing process structure. Schneider and Gerhards [Schneider et al. 2003] describe this
software environment for work process modeling in more detail.
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4.2 Task Model

The task network consists of the tasks in the development process that need to be
worked on. The processing of each individual task is described in detail in this model
concept. Within the tasks there is information about the subject matter needing to
be processed, a necessary work tool, a profile of possible persons to do this pro-
cessing, input and output information of the task as well as the expected duration
needed to process the task. For the processing of a task, a qualified person and, if
necessary, adequate tools are selected to achieve the goal of only implementing the
most qualified employee actually available for the handling of the task. Each person
is then also assigned a value that reflects the quality of the person, dependent on the
task at hand and the required tools to complete the task. This value is calculated
from the weighted sum of the person’s assigned characteristics (see Model Concept
of the Employee).

The weighting and the different attributes are not constant and can be varied de-
pending on the area of application. The most highly qualified person will then take
on the task, though it may occasionally be the case that the basic skills needed
for a certain task are not possessed by anyone. In such an event, the task cannot
be completed until someone suitable for the task becomes available. Only once the
adequate labor and essential work tools are available can the task be carried out
according to its duration, which depends on the underlying distribution function
and the person employed for the task.

4.3 Employee Model

According to the person-oriented basic approach of simulation, the definition of the
characteristics of employees (participants) in this model concept is of particular im-
portance. At the same time, an attempt is made to model the person as realistically
as possible. This entails displaying employees’ characteristics and abilities that have
an influence on the allocation of persons to the various tasks as well as the task
processing time and work quality of the different development process tasks. The
described attributes of an employee are summarized in the following:

• Productivity of an Employee
Each person is assigned a numerical value that describes the individual pro-
ductivity, i.e., output. This value improves the quality of the employee in the
selection of the most qualified employee for a task, and also has an influence on
the processing time of a task.

• Qualification in terms of a particular area of work
The tasks of the development process are arranged into swim lanes in accordance
with C3 modeling. These swim lanes describe the areas of work, for example,
such as in the PA6 Processes case study in which the work areas of Simulation or
Separation were described. The persons possess abilities and skills that qualify
them for the processing of tasks in certain areas of work, yet then also make
them unsuitable for others.

• Ability to deal with particular work tool
Several tasks require a work tool such as a software tool or a machine for their
processing. The persons possess abilities and qualifications that describe how
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well they can handle certain work tools. This means a person must not only
bear the appropriate qualifications to complete the task, but they must also
have the ability to carry out the task through use of the necessary work tools.

• Learning aptitude
An employee begins a career with certain basic qualifications, i.e., abilities that
were acquired during schooling, or inherent characteristics. During the course
of a career, however, a person’s abilities can change. Due to routine tasks and
new methods and expertise, certain qualifications can actually be improved.
Alternatively, abilities not put to use over a greater period of time can also be
weakened. This capacity to learn and unlearn is shown in a simulation model
through a learning curve that is attributed to each person. A more detailed
description of the learning curve will be presented later on.

Personal qualifications and abilities are taken into account in the model concept in
terms of recognizing that each person is able to act out a variety of activities. This
portfolio of possible activities can be directed at specific job descriptions that are
representative of the different organizational units and work means related to the
process.

4.4 Work Tool Model

The influence of work tools on the completion of tasks by an employee is held in the
partial model of work tools. The allocation of work tools to tasks results through
the work organization of the development project. Simultaneously, the information
of which work tools can be used for which task is already retained in the model of
the task network. Due to their scarcity, work tools must be reserved prior to their
use. Also, a tool can be used by only one employee at a time, though more than
one tool can be used for a specific task. The amount of possible work tools cannot
be exhaustively declared since the amount of possible tasks in need of completion,
detached from individual case examples, cannot be fully indicated. Thus, similar to
the task network and the work organization in relation to the development project
that is to be simulated, the list of work tools must be created and must be specific.
The level of detail is also to be specified individually for each case. This means that
it may be enough in a project to simply differentiate between work tools for the
creation of technical drawings between drawing board and CAD; in other projects,
due to the use of varying computing systems and thereby related file formats, there
must be distinction between different computing systems.

4.5 Information Model

Information should be viewed in the same light as work tools. Information is already
assigned to tasks in the task network and has an influence on the duration of the de-
velopment project. Information can be grouped into input and output information.
Input information describes files or documents that are necessary for the processing
of a task. The processing of a task cannot start without this information.

For example, for task seven of the case example (see Figure 1), evaluation of two
alternatives for the creation of a basic flow chart with Batch or Konti requires
information about various heuristics as well as output from the basic flow charts of
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Batch and Konti. These can either be produced in the form of output information
through a different task, such as the Batch or Konti information which is linked
to the previous tasks, or be made available outside of the analyzed workflow as in
the case of the heuristics. Through the processing of a task, output information is
treated as its result. The results of a task, which may eventually be needed for the
processing of later tasks, are described and are made available as input information.

5 Implementation of the Simulation Model

To show the implementation of the simulation model, the Polyamide 6 process (Eg-
gersmann 2004) was used as an example case of the CRC. The underlying process
here, consisting of 79 activities executed by the coordination between eight organi-
zational units (separated by swim lanes in the C3 model), describes the different
phases of new development for the manufacturing of PA6.

To maintain the distinctiveness of the C3 language the simulation model was im-
plemented using a person-oriented and process-oriented approach. Also, to formally
describe the simulation model, the notation of Timed Stochastic Colored Petri nets
was taken up. The development project was mapped into a directed graph consist-
ing of places, transitions, arcs, and markings. A great advantage of this simulation
notation is that a stepwise simulation can easily identify weak points. In this case,
Petri net tokens as representatives for active elements indicate the status of work
progress as a result of possible weak points.

The simulation model was implemented using the Petri net simulator Renew [Kum-
mer et al. 2004]. Renew is a Java-based high-level Petri net simulator developed at
the Department of Informatics at the University of Hamburg. The simulation tool
provides a flexible modeling approach based on reference nets as well as a user-
friendly design by the use of a graphical presentation. Renew is a computer tool
that supports the development and execution of object-oriented Petri nets, which
include net instances, synchronous channels, and seamless Java integration for easy
modeling.

The entire Petri net model according to the description of the Polyamide process
is composed of different sub-networks that correspond to partial models that, for
instance, represent the universal model. The implementation of this partial model
in the form of sub-networks will be examined more closely in the following.

5.1 Task Network

The Task Network describes the workflow management of the development project.
The predecessor-successor-relationships between individual tasks are defined in the
corresponding Petri net. Certain tasks are released for further processing through
appropriate transitions in this network when all necessary predecessor tasks have
been completed and the adequate persons as well as resources (work tools, input in-
formation) for the processing are available. A section of the task network of the PA6
Process is displayed in Figure 2. Based on the process-oriented approach, the task
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network builds the link between the partial models. Here are the rough correlations,
such as how the development project uses workflow management and the necessary
resources for the processing of individual tasks, whereby the exact processing of
tasks are represented in the network of the task.

Fig. 3. Screenshot of a section of the PA6 process

5.2 Task

The net for the representation of the processing of a task builds the link between the
partial model of the work tool and the employee. Here, the person who will process
the task is chosen and the necessary resources are reserved. In doing so, the basic
conditions are directed at the person who is qualified for the processing of the task.
These requirements are implemented in the respective task and organized according
to the area of application, with the most qualified person executing the task. The
qualification level (QL) is calculated as follows:

QL = αP + βQw + γQt (1)

The weights α, β and γ determine how strong the influence of an attribute is on
the quality level of a person. These three multipliers together describe 100% of the
influence. According to the model concept of the person, the attributes productivity
P, qualification based on the field of work Qw and the ability and qualification to
handle a work tool Qt are viewed as influencing variables. Moreover, the duration of a
task is determined and thus processed in the network of the task. Effort and duration
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for the processing of a task depend on the estimated average processing duration as
well as the qualification and proficiency level of the specific employee. The choice of
work tools used along with the procurement of additional information can also have
an effect on the duration and processing of a task. In order to realistically depict the
processing time of a task, which can only be approximated, the aid of a probability
distribution is employed. A normal distribution with relative variance between 10%
and 30% of the mean was established for the first test runs of the simulation model.
The administration of the tasks of the workflow is implemented in the Task Pool.
The Task Pool is a help network that, in combination with the Task Net, displays
a task on the model concept. The various tasks are initialized and managed in the
Task Pool.

5.3 Person

The employees involved in the project, inclusive of their characteristics and capabili-
ties, are implemented in the Person Net. The management of employees is organized
in an auxiliary net, the so-called Person Pool. Here, the current number of available
persons as well as their current status - ”currently in processing” or ”free for the
next available task” - is deposited. Before a task can be processed, however, a search
occurs in the net for the fitting employee for the processing of the task. (see the Net
of a Task).

Fig. 4. Screenshot of the Renew Person Net and the Person Pool

In Figure 4 a section of a screenshot of the Person Net as well as the Person Pool
is mapped. Task-specific abilities of a person are improved, thereby increasing the
attributes of that person when a task is processed. This learning ability of the em-
ployee is implemented through a learning curve as follows in Figure 5.

In the implementation of the learning curve it was possible to deal with the learning
ability of every single employee. Therefore employee-specific factors (a, b, c) were
utilized. They describe the individual learning aptitude like the receptivity, the
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Fig. 5. Coherence between individual qualification and number of task executions

memory and the neglect of different persons. The basis-qualification at the beginning
of the project is Q0.

5.4 The Tool Net

The work tools available for the work process are administered in the Tool Net and
the Tool Pool. In the model presented here, a name and a distinct identifier are
sufficient as a characteristic of a work tool. Modeled on the Person Pool, the Tool
Pool implements the maintenance of work tools, i.e., the current number as well as
status of available work tools is accounted for. It may sometimes be the case that
another person is already using a specific tool, leading to waiting times.

5.5 Implementation of Additional Functions

A universal model composed of further help networks exists in addition to the net-
works that describe partial models. In this universal model functions, such as the ini-
tialization of the model or the output of simulation model results, are implemented.
These act as links between the various nets. The input data of the simulation model
(the description of the tasks in the development project, including their demands of
the employee as well as their necessary resources, the amount and attributes of the
employees involved in the project, as well as the work tools available for the project)
is organized in tables and can be viewed with the help of the initialization network.
Additional functions, for example, the calculation of the normal distribution of the
processing time or the printout of simulation results, are implemented in indepen-
dent Java classes whose functions are invoked and performed in corresponding parts
of the network, more precisely, in the transitions.
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6 Results and Discussion

Before the models can be used to identify causes and effects [Daalen et al. 1999] the
models must be checked to see if they are valid representations of the systems to be
studied. VDI 3363 [VDI 2001] additionally suggests the comparison of real data to
simulation results. The C3 modeling method mentioned above has been used for the
assessment and modeling of different development processes in chemical engineering,
performed in cooperation with experts and researchers from this field. Concerning
the structural validation of the simulation model, the coordination of the numer-
ous individual parameters among each other should be seen as particularly critical.
These parameters produce extremely complex system dynamics through which the
investigation and evaluation of the models is in turn made more difficult.

In the first test runs of simulation the number of persons was varied. Following the
valid results of this pre-test the number of tools was also varied. The influence of
these factors on the simulation time was then examined in order to judge the validity
of the simulation model. To do so, the expected durations of the individual tasks
were acquired in multiple expert workshops. As described in the following, these
initial test runs showed satisfactory behavior.

6.1 Examination of Dependence between Number of Employees
and Total Project Duration

The relationship between the total duration of the development project and the
number of organizational units working on them - in the present case identical to
the persons working on the task - was analyzed in the first simulation runs. Also,
it was assumed in the form of the simplest case, that only one person processed a
task. For this comparison the amount of persons was varied between one and 11.
The variance of the expected duration was still regarded as an independent vari-
able and then changed in three steps, between 10%, 20% and 30% of the mean, so
that ten (n=10) runs are simulated for each of the possible 33 (b=33 out of: 11
differing amounts of people x 3 differing variances) combinations of variables. The
corresponding hypothesis states that the duration decreases with each additional
employee. Experts forecast that the influence of the number of employees will far
exceed the boundary-defined duration variable. Therefore, it was the total duration,
forecasted through the simulation model, which was to be analyzed.

First results (see Figure 6) were first examined on the basis of significant differences
in duration. Through a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA, α = 0.05) it is shown
that there is no significant difference within the groups that have the same number
of employees. This confirms the hypothesis that with any of the possible deviations
from the expected value of duration time (between 10% and 30%) that are regarded
in the simulation, no significant change in total duration time takes place. This is
supported independently of the predicted duration and describes a balancing effect
on the variance of a large number of activities (a=79). Experience shows, however,
that projects usually do encounter delays, which is why the variance in the more
detailed simulation must be extended by a right-skewed b-distribution.
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Fig. 6. Overview of the dependencies between the total project duration and the
number of employees and the variance of the expected value of activity duration
time

The simulation further shows that the duration can be reduced by approximately
60% through employment of more than five persons. After employment of more
than six persons though, no significant reduction in duration can be measured. This
is due to the project structure’s task network in which no more than five tasks
can be carried out at the same time, thereby also not being able to be processed
by more employees. Task sharing within a task is promoted through this, and the
resulting implications were examined in further studies. Subsequent reasons for an
unwanted short duration through a high number of employed organizational units lie
in synchronous communications. These occur in specific intervals, lying between the
tasks, and thereby occupy the required persons of the participating organizational
units. In doing so, the employees are picked from the task network and ”scheduled”
for the discussion through the simulation. These employees can process no other
tasks during this time. These communication relationships are a particular feature
of development processes so that the high significance assigned to them through
the simulation corresponds to actual conditions. After this short pre-test further
siumulation runs were conducted to allow a more detailed analyzes.
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6.2 Parameterization

To determine the best constellation for the realization of the project, the numbers
of persons and tools were systematically varied. At least nine different tools and
two different actors are necessary to conduct the project. This ”basis” constellation
is then extended, first by additional highly qualified actors able to conduct each
activity, and second, by a multiplication of tools. The number of working persons
(NWP ) and the total number of tools (TNOT ) were systematically multiplied so the
different constellations shown in Table 1 were accomplished with partly different
number of iterations mentioned in the cells with n121, n221, etc.

Table 1. Four dimensions of independent parameters

Additionally, the statistical dispersion (variance of task duration: VTD) was varied
between 10% and 30% with the Gaussian normal distribution (G) and with the right
skewed beta (b) distribution (α = 6, β = 3) (variation of the distribution: VDT ). As a
consequence of this distribution, combined with the abstract elements in the process
flow, several thousand possible sequences arise. In total, 5222 runs with 155 selected
different constellations of independent variables were performed.
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6.3 Dependent Variables and Hypotheses

The most important dependent variables are total time of project duration (TTPD)
and total time of work (TTW ), also seen as total effort needed to execute project.
TTPD describes the duration of the project from the beginning of the first task
to the end of the last task. The dependencies are the level of parallelization (LP)
and the grade of integration of the persons available (GIP0). The average of the
personnel workload is the sum of GIP divided by the NWP and considered as the
average integration of working persons AGIP . The following null hypotheses were
generated as key hypotheses for further analyses:

H01: The total time of project duration (TTPD) is independent of the number of
working persons (NWP ).

H02: The total time of project duration (TTPD) is independent of the total number
of tools (TNOT ).

H03: The total time of project duration (TTPD) is independent of the variance of
task duration (VTD).

By analyzing these coherences, prognoses can be made about the cost of the de-
veloping process, the realistic position of milestones and the consideration of risk
management, the workload of actors and tools, the time of the assignment of actors
and the application of tools and other resources.

6.4 Simulation Results

The first overview can be gained by graphically analyzing the effect of the variation
of the most cost-intensive variable NWP . On a 5% level of significance (α = .05),
using the confidence intervals of 95%, highly significant (**, p ≤ .0001) differences
between the groups of 2, 3, 4 and 6 persons can be discovered (see Figure 7). Addi-
tional the percentaul reduction of TTPD is given in the sense of sensitivity analysis.
An increase above at least 6 persons does not significantly affect the TTPD, though
this is the one-dimensional view to the simulation result. Additionally, the other
independent variables must be taken into account.

A more detailed high dimensional five-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) permits
the analysis of the main and the side effects. As already seen, the most important
variables are NWP and TNOT . As an example, Table 2 shows the results of the
ANOVA for TTPD:

It can be summarized that H01, H02 and H03 must be revoked. However, the ANOVA
cannot explain which factor affects the dependent variable and to what extent a
(estimated) measure of effect strength ω̂2 expresses the portion of total variance
explained by a single (statistically significant) effect. It can be calculated as follows
[Hays 1973,Eimer 1978,Bortz 1999]:

ω̂2
Effect =

QSEffect − dfEffect · MQError

QSTotal + MQError
(2)

MQError =
QSError

dfError
(3)
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Fig. 7. Error bars (95% CI) showing the interdependencies between NWP , TNOT

and TTPD

Table 2. 5-way ANOVA of TTPD

The main effect strengths occur as follows: 69% of the variance of TTPD can be
explained by variation of NWP , 15% by variation of TNOT and between 1.5% to
2.0% with the distribution, the variance VTD and the effect of interaction between
NWP × TNOT . The LP is explained by 57% with the NWP , 23% with TNOT and
with 3.2% with the effect of interaction between NWP × TNOT . AGIP is highly af-
fected by NWP : 99% of the effect detected on this variable can be explained by the
variation of NWP . In conclusion, the most important variables are NWP and TNOT .

The analysis of sensitivity is more detailed in terms of optimizing the project pro-
gression, taking into consideration necessary personnel and financial effort. As shown
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in Fig.5, 6 is the optimal number of persons involved in the project. With increasing
personnel assignment between 2 and 6 persons the total time of project duration
could be decreased by more than 36% or 89 [SU]. With 1[SU] 0,5d the total project
duration could be reduced more than 2 months.

6.5 Support in Practice

The interpretation of the simulation results requires a high level of expertise in
simulation and data analysis. To provide adequate support for experienced project
planners, the simulation results can be transformed into a graphic visualization sim-
ilar to common project plans, showing the sequence and coherences of activities.

Fig. 8. Prototype of a user interface for the project simulation tool

Figure 8 shows the prototype of a user interface where key elements can be de-
tected and the project plan can be developed from. Colored bars and the activity
ID numbers indicate the point in time where the activity starts and ends. Addition-
ally, the organizational unit responsible for the execution of the activities, special
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coherences such as synchronous communication between certain activities, and the
actor who executes the activity can be analyzed. Finally, different information about
the absolute and relative workload of each actor as well as the variables mentioned
before (TTPD, LP , GIP ) is displayed. The possibility of gaining a detailed overview
of estimated project progression depending on team constellation, appropriateness
of the actors, resources and tools, and - with regard to the risk management - the
variation of the duration of tasks and activities, leads to better overall support of
project planners. The recent enhancement of critical path display also offers the
possibility to tap the full potential of project simulation by setting and controlling
the progress by milestones, and to react to unexpected events.

7 Conclusion and Future Research

A new simulation model based on the C3 modeling language was developed and offers
project planners a suitable technique for quantitative comparisons of several alterna-
tive project structures. The influences of persons as well as tools were investigated in
the first simulation runs. These experiments produced satisfactory results, as stated
by experts of different leading chemical engineering companies. However, for further
validation additional an empirical survey and further extensions are planned in close
cooperation with enterprises. Furthermore, the correlations of individual factors are
empirically calculated through the modeling of several example processes to ensure
a transfer of the realizations to planned work processes.
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memory model: long-term memory, 182
memory model: procedural memory, 182
memory model: retrieval, 182
memory model: storage, 182
Mixing Individual-based Models and

GIS, 108
motor expression, 178
multi objective scheduling problem, 65
multi-level systems, 142
multi-scale organizations, 99
Multi-scale rule-based qualitative

system, 124
multiagent simulation, 31
multicast routing problem, 66
multilayer Neural Driver Agent, 202
multiscale methods, 32
multiscale simulations, 29
mutual dependance, 141

neoclassical economics, 189
Neural Driver Agent (NDA), 202
neural networks, 84
neuropsychology, 178
nonlinear ecosystems, 52
nonlinear wave equations, 52
nonlinearities, 4
numerical ants, 36

Object-oriented modeling (OOM), 108
observer, 30
OCC Model, 166
ontology, 145
organic diseases, 181
overlapping parts, 84

p-dense, 104
panic disorder, 178
Pareto front, 67
part classification, 84
part family formation, 84
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part-machine grouping problem, 84
particle model, 32
pattern recognition, 84
perturbation methods, 52
Petri nets, 214
pheromone, 65
pheromones, 36
physical qualitative modelling, 124
physiological activation, 178
Poincaré, 7
predator-prey system, 56, 153
primary emotions, 166
ProActive, 151
Process Engineering, 212
process-oriented simulation models, 213
producers, 143
production costs, 192
production flow analysis (PFA), 85
production function, 191
Protégé, 145

Quantum Mechanics, 23

reductionism, 21, 141
rehabilitation, 178
reification, 32
reinforcement, 67
Repast, 108
repast, 194
research and development activities, 194
Riccati differential equation, 52
risk, 129
risk analysis, 129
risk modelling, 129

Schelling’s Model, 110
segregation model, 110
self organized systems, 4
self regulation, 153
self-amplification, 36
self-organization, 99, 189
self-organized criticality, 78
Self-Organized Holarchic Open Systems

(SOHOS), 142
service level, 25
sigmoid curve, 167

simple systems, 4
simulation trace, 32
Sobolev space, 6
spacial data, 97
spatial and temporal scales, 129
Stella Research Program, 133
stockouts, 25
strange attractors, 5
structure detection, 30
structure emergence, 190
summary of a simulation, 32
supervised learning, 85
supply chain management, 24
swarm, 194
system dynamics, 4
system dynamics modelling, 129
systems, 139

Task Network Model, 216
temporal coherences, 215
territorial system, 129
therapeutic applications, 178
thermodynamic representation, 4
thermodynamics, 6
topological influence area, 101
topological relations, 100
torsion, 42
turbulent flow, 9
turnovers, 25

unconditioned fear responses (URs),
182

unconditioned stimulus (US), 182
understanding, 31

Van der Pol model, 44
Virtual Design Team, 213
vortex detection, 38
vortices, 32
vorticity, 34
vulnerability, 130

water table level, 123
wolrd-wide economy, 108
Workflow simulation model, 213


